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Mufalo Chitam, executive director of Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition, in new oﬃce space

Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition
Strength in Unity

| By Karen Cadbury

Attention New Mainer
entrepreneurs in Androscoggin, Cumberland,
Kennebec, Sagadahoc,
and York counties: here’s
good news about a
brand-new opportunity.
e Indus Fund is a community-supported, micro
loan program for small
businesses. In an innovative partnership with
cPort Credit Union, the
program wants to hear
from ﬁrst-generation, immigrant business owners who might not yet have enough U.S. credit or collateral
to use a more traditional bank loan process. Below-market-rate loans of up to
$10,000, guaranteed by the Indus Fund, are available for business expansion, equipment, and other needs.
e Indus Fund is the brainchild of founder and managing partner Kerem
Durdag, who is currently president and chief operating oﬃcer of GWI, the Biddeford-based internet service provider. “We’re terribly excited about it,” Durdag said
of the program that oﬃcially opened on October 15, 2020. “For the last several
years, banks have been realizing the importance of community engagement with
communities of color that have been, frankly, intentionally or unintentionally redlined,” he said. (Redlining is an illegal practice that excludes clients or customers
based on race or ethnicity.) Immigrant-owned small businesses in Maine generate
$48 million in revenue each year, and immigrant households hold nearly $954 million in spending power, according to an Indus Fund overview. “ere is a growing
realization that [banks] need to evolve as much as society has evolved,” Durdag
said. Because banks must manage their risk, loans to those without established
credit may come with interest rates of up to 25%. With $300,000 raised toward a
goal of $1 million, and ready to take applications, Indus Fund backing will allow
cPort to shoulder greater risk while oﬀering much lower rates.
To seek a loan from this program, an applicant will go through cPort’s established underwriting process. Aer cPort makes a loan, the Indus Fund will help

e Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition (MIRC) – the convener of a statewide network of organizations that represent diverse ethnic communities across Maine – was originally founded by the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project in 2005 and funded by the Maine People’s Resource Center (MPRC).
Over the years, MIRC has grown signiﬁcantly, from 20 to 73 member organizations, and has received
its nonproﬁt designation. MIRC’s cooperating organizations support a variety of services, programs,
and advocacy initiatives throughout Maine that are led primarily by people of color. e coalition has
a social media following of almost 3,000.
MIRC concentrates on establishing and supporting “programs and policies that promote immigrant
inclusion and integration.” e member groups include direct service and grassroots community organizations and a wide range of immigrant and advocacy groups. e core constituency served by
MIRC are immigrants from diverse countries who live in Maine, including refugees, asylum seekers,
and undocumented individuals.
Mufalo Chitam, MIRC’s executive director, came to the United States from Zambia in 2000 with
her husband and daughter. She is a graduate of the University of Zambia, or UNZA. Before leading
MIRC’s eﬀorts, Chitam’s ﬁrst U.S. job was as an administrative assistant at the University of Southern Maine. She held similar roles at United Way of Greater Portland, National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Kidney Foundation, Easter Seals Maine, and American Red Cross. She also was a program
manager for Granite Bay Care, Inc., an agency providing services for adults with physical and mental disabilities. In 2017, concerned about the scarcity of Black African women in leadership positions, Chitam accepted the position as executive director of MIRC.
According to Chitam, MIRC’s advocacy primarily focuses on the following issues: federal policies
regarding immigration; housing; transportation; child care and juvenile issues; MaineCare; travel
bans; interpretation needs; workforce development; and credentialing and licensing. But during the
COVID-19 pandemic, Chitham said, MIRC has focused on meeting the needs of those impacted by
the virus, particularly in the form of food, electricity, rent, and other critical survival issues.
In the few short years that Chitam has headed the organization, MIRC has continued to develop
an exemplary reputation for working eﬀectively with many diﬀerent types of organizations that serve
immigrants, from large social service, government, and health agencies to small, one-person programs operated in urban and rural communities throughout Maine.
Dr. Hermeet Kohli, president of the MIRC’s board of directors, called Chitam her role model.
“Trust me,” said Kohli, “she is so ﬁerce and is a committed trailblazer. She is respected by everybody
in this community. Her voice is valued immensely.”
Helping new refugees and asylum seekers with resettlement issues was MIRC’s initial goal, Chitham
said. Because of the successful communication and many collaborations among its member organizations, MIRC has been able to put together teams among its member groups to help individuals obtain medical and social assistance during the pandemic. Working with its members, MIRC has been
able to identify COVID exposures, arrange quarantines, and meet the basic survival needs of immigrants endangered by the virus.
“We had COVID challenges last year and again this year,” said Chitam,“and we’ve found that the
virus has shone a light on the disparity that already exists [for immigrants] in the areas of health
care, education, and economics. COVID is revealing all these issues.
Children learning at home due to COVID has demonstrated the lack of a good system to manage
that. Immigrant parents can’t always help with school work due to language barriers. COVID has
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Exciting opportunity for Entrepreneurs
by Stephanie Harp
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Covid-19 : Confinement exceptionnel au
Tchad | By Vincent Kende Niebede
2328 cas conﬁrmés dont 105 décès de covid-19, c’est le dernier
bilan de Covid-19 au Tchad. Le nombre des infections a augmenté vers la ﬁn de l’année, obligeant les autorités à prendre des
mesures exceptionnelles. D’où l’instauration du conﬁnement exceptionnel par le décret 2585 du 31 décembre 2020, coupant
toutes les entrées de N’Djaména, la capitale Tchadienne.
Coupée des autres villes du pays, N’Djaména est conﬁnée.
Avec un couvre-feu instauré de 18h-05h, la population est appelée à rester chez elle dans une confusion totale. Un conﬁnement exceptionnel après que le nombre des infections au
covid-19 dans le Pays. Le Maréchal du Tchad, président de la
République a renforcé la garde. Tous les services de sécurité

ont reçu des ordres à faire respecter les mesures sanitaires.
Le décret prévoit que la ville de N’Djaména est conﬁnée
pour une période d’une semaine à compter du 1er janvier
2021 à partir de 00 heures. Sont fermés et interdits, les frontières de la ville de N’Djaména, les frontières aériennes dès le
4 janvier à partir de 00 heures, les établissements scolaires,
universitaires publics et privés, les lieux de cultes, tout regroupement public ou privé de plus de 10 personnes, les bars,
restaurants, magasins et les grands marchés, les transports urbains et interurbains, les services publics ou privés non-essentiels, les attroupements à l’occasion de baptême, mariage,

COVID-19: Exceptional Lockdown in
Chad | by Vincent Kende Niebede
According to the most recent data, there are 2,328 conﬁrmed cases of COVID-19 in Chad, including 105 deaths.
e number of infections increased towards the end of
2020. On December 31, 2020, the government announced
a lockdown, cutting oﬀ all entrances to N’Djaména, the
Chadian capital.
Isolated from other cities in the country, N’Djamena is
under lockdown, with a curfew in place from 6 p.m. to 5
a.m. is exceptional lockdown follows a rise in the number of COVID-19 infections in the country. Security oﬃcers have received orders to enforce health measures,
including the terms of the lockdown.
e decree announced that the lockdown in the city of
N’Djamena would be conﬁned to a period of one week that
began January 1 at midnight. Land borders of the city of
N’Djamena as well as airspace were closed. Schools, public and private universities, places of worship, bars, restaurants, large stores and markets, urban and intercity
transport, and public and private non-essential services
were closed. Any public or private gathering of more than
10 people was forbidden, and gatherings for baptisms, marriages, deaths, and burials were prohibited. Only health
centers, clinics, hospitals, bakeries, pharmacies, food stalls,
small food shops, ﬁre departments, water and electricity
service providers, hotels, and cargo ﬂights were allowed to
operate, with minimum service for banks, fuel stations, and
cell phone companies. e lockdown angered the population of the capital city, with N’Djaménois complaining that
the reason for the conﬁnement was not explained.
According to Hassan Garba, an inhabitant of a district of
the capital, “It is a repressive measure and not a response to
the spread of the coronavirus. Otherwise, how else can we
understand that to ﬁght against a virus, the government deploys an arsenal of soldiers without any communication to
the people. And they want us to believe that this is because
of the ﬁght against COVID-19. If it is to ﬁght against this
virus, do we really need to exert violence on the peaceful
citizens?”
Madjitoloum Alain said, “e government is leading us to
despair. It is pointing out that before the coronavirus kills
us, we will starve to death. e price of food has doubled or
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décès et enterrement. Seuls les centres de santé, cliniques,
hôpitaux, les boulangeries, pharmacies, les étals, commerces
et transports des produits alimentaires, les services des pompiers, le service d’eau et d’électricité, les hôtels, les vols cargos
sont autorisés avec un service minimum pour les banques,
stations-services de carburant et les compagnies de téléphonie
mobile.
Colère de la population de la capitale. Les N’Djaménois
trouvent que le motif du conﬁnement n’est pas expliqué.
D’après Hassan Garba, habitant d’un quartier de la capitale,
« c’est une mesure répressive et non une mesure de riposte
contre la propagation du coronavirus. Sinon comment comprendre que pour lutter contre un virus, il déploie un arsenal
de militaires sans aucune communication. Et il veut nous faire
croire que c’est le combat contre le Covid-19. Si c’est pour lutter contre ce virus, a-t-on vraiment besoin d’exercer une violence sur les paisibles
citoyens
que
nous
sommes ? S’interroge-t-il.
« Le gouvernement nous
conduit vers un désespoir, il
souligne que, avant que
coronavirus nous tue, nous
allons crever de faim.
Puisque le prix des denrées
est passé du simple au double voire triple. C’est une décision
génocidaire »,
déclare Madjitoloum Alain.
Et face à l’interdiction du
transport en commun, les
mototaxis font grimper le coût du transport, le prix du transport sur une distance de 5 kilomètres m qui coûtait 250fcfa
est passé à 2000 voir 5000fcfa par endroit.
Du coté de certains hommes politiques, cette mesure dite de
riposte, vise à persécuter le peuple, c’est le cas du Député Béral
Mbaikoubou. Pour lui, « les agents de défense et sécurité
chargés d’exécuter toutes ces mesures, ne sont pas outillés intellectuellement et qui sont à majorité analphabète. Exécuter
un ordre qui est claire même est diﬃcile pour un analphabète.
A plus forte raison ce décret est à lui seul un festival de confusion. (….) Le pouvoir trouve encore dans l’argument sanitaire le moyen d’appliquer son autoritarisme qui fait partie de

son identité », fait remarquer le député. Avant de rappeler
« u’on agit par improvisation et par ivresse du pouvoir. Et
quand on agit par ivresse du pouvoir, on est à la fois sourd,
aveugle et autiste ».
Les défenseurs des droits de l’homme réagissent.
Selon Maître Loalngar Max, président de la Ligue Tchadienne des Droits de l’Homme, la situation épidémiologique ne
justiﬁe ce conﬁnement exceptionnel. Car dit-il, si l’on tient
compte des statistiques de la Coordination Nationale de Riposte Sanitaire, le pic a été atteint en mai dernier et depuis, la
situation semble sous contrôle. Donc ce conﬁnement ne relate ni la réalité de la maladie et ne tient compte de la situation
sociale des populations. Cela oﬀre aux forces de défense et de
sécurité naturellement enclines de mal, un chèque en blanc
pour violenter les populations ». De son côté, Maître Koudé
Mbainaissem, président de l’Association Tchadienne la Libre
Parole à la Jeunesse (ATLPJ), martèle que la liberté est le
principe et la restriction l’exception. Le décret est pris de
manière brusque. Les forces de l’ordre se lancent dans une certaine brutalité qui se fait sentir. Au-delà, l’on est en train de
pousser le peuple à craquer. Partout les gens sont en débandades. Il y a de dérive considérable, conclut-il.
En qui faut-il croire ?
Le 02 janvier, soit quelques jours après le décret 2585, le ministre d’État Secrétaire Général de la présidence de la
République, Kalzéubé Payimi Deubet, au sortir d’un conseil
avec les ministres chargés de l’exécution dudit décret, fait comprendre qu’il s’agit d’un conﬁnement total de la ville de N’Djaména. Excepté, les services qui sont exonérés par le décret
2585. Cette communication a mis les Tchadiens dans une
crainte totale. La psychose créée, a été dégagée par son collègue de la santé publique à travers un point de presse animé
le 4 janvier 2021 dans lequel, Abdoulaye Sabour Fadoul, ministre de la santé déclare qu’il ne s’agit pas du conﬁnement total
comme l’avait annoncé précédemment le ministre Secrétaire
Général de la Présidence de la République mais, plutôt d’un
isolement de la capitale. Malgré cette réorientation, la population ne peut plus vaquer à ses occupations. Puisque le déplacement devenu couteux.
Mr. Vincent Kende Niebede is a photojournalist who contributes
to Amjambo Africa from Tchad.

even tripled. is is a genocidal decision.” And faced with
the ban on public transport, the cost of transport by motorcycle rose, with the price for a distance of 5 kilometers that
used to cost 250 fcfa, having risen to 2,000 or even 5,000 fcfa
in some places.
Some politicians, such as Deputy Béral Mbaikoubou, be-

naturally inclined to do harm in Chad, a blank check to violate the population. For his part, Maître Koudé Mbainaissem, president of the Chadian Association for Free Speech
to Youth (ATLPJ), emphasized that freedom should be the
principal mode of operation, and restriction the exception.
Whom should we believe?

lieve the lockdown was a measure aimed at repressing the
people. For him, “defense and security agents responsible
for implementing all these measures are not intellectually
equipped and are mostly illiterate. Executing even a clear
order is diﬃcult for illiterate agents. Even more so, this decree alone is a festival of confusion. ... Power is using the
health argument as an excuse to apply its authoritarianism,
which is part of its identity.”
Human rights defenders are reacting
According to Loalngar Max, president of the Chadian
League for Human Rights, the epidemiological situation did
not justify the exceptional lockdown. According to the statistics of the National Health Response Coordination, the
peak of infection was reached last May, and since then, the
situation has seemed to be under reasonable control. erefore, the lockdown did not reﬂect the reality of the disease
or take into account the social situation of the population.
Instead, it oﬀered the defense and security forces, which are

On January 2, a few days aer decree 2585, the Minister
of State, Secretary General of the Presidency of the Republic, Kalzéubé Pahimi Deubet, made it clear, at the end of a
council meeting with the ministers responsible for the execution of the decree, that the city of N’Djaména was totally
conﬁned, except for services exempted by decree 2585. is
communication put Chadians in a state of total fear. e
alarm created by the announcement of the sudden decree
was somewhat relieved during a lively press brieﬁng on January 4, in which Health Minister Abdoulaye Sabour Fadoul
reiterated that the measure was not intended as a means of
authoritarian control, but rather to prevent the spread of disease. e lockdown was lied on January 22, however a curfew remains in place daily from 8:00 p.m. until 6:00 a.m.
Translated by Nathalie Gorey
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Pierre BUYOYA, l’ancien président
burundais mort à 71 ans, incompris.
by Eddy-Claude Nininahazwe
Le président Pierre Buyoya, qui a dirigé à deux reprises le
Burundi (En Afrique de l’ Est), est mort incompris.
Pierre Buyoya, un « visionnaire » qui a su conduire des négociations diﬃciles, pour certains.
Un politicien sans état d'âme, froid, assassin, calculateur qui
a vendu le pays, pour d’autres.
Pendant son premier mandat, il s'emploie à ouvrir l'espace
démocratique au Burundi, un processus qui déboucha en
1993 sur l'élection à la tête du pays de Melchior Ndadaye,
premier Président démocratiquement élu du Burundi et premier hutu à accéder au pouvoir, 40 ans après l’indépendance.
(Les Hutu représentent environ 85 % de la population du
Burundi). Pierre Buyoya, de l’ethnie Tutsi et issu d'un milieu modeste, a d'abord fait sa carrière dans l'armée avant de
devenir Président à la suite d'un coup d'État contre JeanBaptiste Bagaza, lui-aussi Tutsi, sur fond de grogne dans l'armée, en 1987.
Pierre BUYOYA, initiateur de la réconciliation au Burundi
Après une année de son accession au pouvoir, des massacres inter-ethniques endeuillent le nord du Burundi,
frontalier avec le Rwanda, dans les communes de NTEGA et
MARANGARA. Ceci a été une épreuve de baptême de feu
au pouvoir de ce militaire. Le major Pierre BUYOYA a engagé l’initiation de la charte de l’unité nationale en 1991,
une charte approuvée par référendum à plus de 90 % des
Burundais, témoigna Mr Zénon NICAYENZI de la fondation des BASHINGANTAHE et Premier Ministre de
Défense du Burundi post- indépendance.
La charte de l’Unité nationale a conduit à un apaisement
social jusqu’à l’introduction de la démocratisation du Burundi qui a permis l’ouverture de l’espace du multipartisme
au Burundi. Les massacres de Ntega-Marangara (au Nord
du Burundi) furent aussi à la base de l’organisation des colloques nationaux un peu partout dans le pays et dans les dif-

Pierre Buyoya, former president of
Burundi, dies from COVID-19 complications, age 71 | By Eddy-Claude Nininahazwe
For some, Pierre Buyoya was a “visionary” who knew how
to lead diﬃcult negotiations.
For others, Pierre Buyoya was a cold-hearted, calculating
politician who sold out the country.
Pierre Buyoya, of Tutsi ethnicity and from a modest background, started his career in the army. In 1987, aer a successful coup d'état against Jean-Baptiste Bagaza, also a Tutsi,
Buyoya became president. During his ﬁrst term as president,
he worked to make democratic elections possible in Burundi. is led to the 1993 election, 40 years aer independence, of Melchior Ndadaye, Burundi's ﬁrst
democratically elected president and the ﬁrst Hutu to come
to power. Hutus make up about 85% of Burundi's population.
Buyoya initiated reconciliation in Burundi
One year into Buyoya’s presidency, the northern part of
Burundi (bordering Rwanda) was plunged into mourning
aer inter-ethnic massacres that occurred in the towns of
Ntega and Marangara. According to Zénon Nicayenzi, of the
Bashingantahe Foundation and Burundi’s ﬁrst minister of
national defense aer independence, these massacres became a litmus test for Buyoya’s presidency and pushed him
to initiate a Charter of National Unity in 1991. e charter
was approved by referendum by more than 90% of Burundians.
e Charter of National Unity led to relative peace and
helped the Buyoya regime to organize national conferences
throughout the nation and in the diﬀerent socio-political
structures of the country, to discuss the problem of “ethnicity” in Burundi.
Cyprien Mbonimpa, the former minister of external relations in the ﬁrst Buyoya government, noted that the problem
of ethnic polarization was a reality that previous regimes did
not even recognize, and it took the audacity of Buyoya to
break this taboo topic and rally people to ﬁnd common
ground. Buyoya promoted national unity with the aim of
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continentale.
férentes structures socio-politiques du pays, pour débattre
En eﬀet, l’ancien Président Pierre Buyoya fut Observade la problématique de l’« ethnie » au Burundi.
teur
électoral ou médiateur au service de plusieurs organiMbonimpa, l’ancien ministre des relations extérieures
sations
internationales, notamment pour le compte de
dans le premier gouvernement de BUYOYA note que la
l’Organisation
Internationale de la Francophonie, de la
problématique de l’« ethnie » au Burundi était une réalité
Communauté
économique
de l’Afrique centrale. Pierre Buyque les régimes précédents ne reconnaissaient même pas
oya
sera
nommé
au
poste
de
haut représentant de l'Union
l’existence. Il a fallu l’audace du Major Buyoya pour briser le
Africaine
(UA)
pour
le
Mali
et le Sahel de 2012 à ﬁn notabou et promouvoir l’unité nationale qui devait faire en
vembre
2020.
Respecté
pour
ses
actions accomplies, il ﬁnit
sorte que la paix et la prospérité règnent dans le pays à trapar
démissionner
de
ses
postes
prestigieux
pour des raisons
vers une justice sociale plus saine et ensuite la réconciliation
juridico
politiques
de
son
pays
qui le suivdes Burundais.
aient.
Il
avait
été
condamné
à
la
prison
à perA l’éveil des
pétuité
par
la
justice
burundaise
pour
plusieurs partis polil'assassinat,
en
1993,
de
son
prédécesseur
tiques en Afrique et à
Melchior Ndadaye. Il avait dénoncé un
la ﬁn de la guerre
procès politique nourri de mascarade. Fin
froide mondiale, le
novembre, il démissionna de son rôle d’ enBurundi a élu un prevoyé spécial de l'UA pour se consacrer à son
mier président dédossier judiciaire. Pierre Buyoya n’aura pas
mocratique en 1993,
de chances de s’atteler à sa volonté pour reMelchior Ndadaye, de
dorer son image. Il a succombé à la suite de
l'ethnie Hutu. Il a été
complications de la Covid 19 . Antoine
assassiné après 3 mois
en fonction dans un
Jean Minani Photo | Eddy Claude Nininahazwe Kaburahe, journaliste-écrivain burundais annonce dans la foulée l’annonce émanant de la
coup d'État échoué. Sa
famille,
une
annonce suivie par le communiqué signé le
mort a plongé le Burundi dans une guerre civile meurtrière
Président
de
transition
du Mali, Bah N’Daw. Pierre Buyoya
qui a tué plus de 300 000 personnes entre 1993 et 2006. Ndaavait
été
hospitalisé
d’abord
au Mali, évacué ensuite; il est
daye a été remplacé par Cyprien Ntaryamira, de l'ethnie
mort
à
Paris
à
l’
âge
de
71
ans,
le 18 Septembre 2020.
Hutu qui a été assassiné en Avril 1994 alors qu'il était dans
Des
antécédents
politiques
font
qu’il soit inhumé ailleurs.
le même vol avec le président rwandais Habyarimana . Leur
Pierre
Buyoya
a
été
enterré
à Bamako, au Mali, où il
avion a été abattu et tous les deux sont morts. Ntaryamira fut
résidait.
Il
est
le
deuxième
président
burundais enterré en
remplacé par Sylvestre Ntibantunganya qui a présidé le Budehors
de
son
pays
après
le
Colonel
Michel
Micombero, le
rundi jusqu'en 1996 avant d’être renversé par Buyoya lors de
premier
Président
de
la
Première
République
du Burundi,
son deuxième coup d’État réussi. «Buyoya a quitté le poujuste
après
le
renversement
de
la
monarchie.
Selon
les hisvoir en 2003 pour respecter les accords de paix signés qui
toriens,
Michel
Micombero
fut
enterré
en
terres
somaliappelaient à une transition du pouvoir» note le Dr Jean Miennes. David Gakunzi , journaliste écrivain burundais qui a
nani, ancien ministre de la Santé du gouvernement Ndacôtoyé l’ancien président Pierre Buyoya, regrette que cet
daye.
homme politique burundais se range aux côtés des autres
Pierre BUYOYA remercié par la communauté internaanciens dignitaires africains qui furent enterrés en dehors
tionale
des pays qu’ils ont servi à l’instar d'Idi Amin Dada de
ierry Vircoulon, autrefois Directeur de International
l'Ouganda enterré en Arabie Saoudite, Mobutu Sesesko de
Crisis Group Africa, estime que Pierre Buyoya est l'un des
l’ancien Zaïre enterré au Maroc parmi tant.
rares Chefs d'État africains à s'être retiré volontairement de
la vie politique à deux reprises. Ce qui lui a ouvert les portes
dans des missions diplomatiques de haut niveau à l'échelle
ensuring
that
from 2012 to the end of Nopeace, prosperity,
vember 2020. He ended up reand social justice
signing from his prestigious
reigned, and to
positions due to legal and popromote reconcillitical trouble, including being
iation of Burundisentenced to life imprisonment
ans.
by the Burundian judiciary for
In the wake of
the assassination of Melchior
multi-party rule in
Ndadaye. He denounced this
Africa, and as the
sentencing as politically motiCold War was
vated and vowed to vindicate
ending, Burundi
himself. But Pierre Buyoya
elected Melchior
never had the opportunity to
Ndadaye as presido so, as he succumbed to
dent. A Hutu, he
complications of COVID-19.
was assassinated
Antoine Kaburahe, a BurunPierre Buyoya Photo | Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
aer three months
dian journalist-writer, immediin oﬃce in a failed
ately shared the family's
coup. His death plunged Burundi into a deadly civil war that
announcement, followed by the communiqué signed by the
killed more than 300,000 people between 1993 and 2006.
interim president of Mali, Bah N’Daw. Buyoya was ﬁrst hosNdadaye was succeeded by Cyprien Ntaryamira, a Hutu,
pitalized in Mali, then evacuated, and died in Paris at the
and he was assassinated in April 1994 when a plane he was
age of 71, on September 18, 2020.
in, along with Rwanda’s President Juvenal Habyarimana, was
Political background would not allow burial in Burundi
shot down. Both presidents died. Ntaryamira was succeeded
Pierre Buyoya was buried in Bamako, Mali, where he was
by Sylvestre Ntibantunganya, who presided over Burundi
serving at the time of his death. He is the second Burundian
until 1996 when he was overthrown by Buyoya in his second
president buried outside of his country aer Colonel Michel
successful coup d’etat. “Buyoya le power in 2003 to respect
Micombero, the ﬁrst president of independent Burundi, was
signed peace accords that urged a transition of power,” said
buried in Somalia. David Gakunzi, a Burundian journalist
Dr. Jean Minani, former minister of health in the Ndadaye
and author who worked with former President Pierre Buygovernment.
oya, said he regrets that Buyoya joined other former African
presidents who were buried away from their ancestors’ land
Pierre Buyoya is recognized by the international com– in essence “vomited” by the regimes that succeeded them.
munity
Other such former presidents include Idi Amin Dada from
ierry Vircoulon, former director of International CriUganda, who was buried in Saudi Arabia; Mobutu Sese
sis Group Africa, said he believes that Pierre Buyoya is one
Seko, of DR Congo (formerly Zaire), buried in Morocco;
of the few African heads of state to have voluntarily withand many more.
drawn from political life on two occasions. He noted that
this opened doors for Buyoya in high-level diplomatic misEddy-Claude Nininahazwe is a journalist and lawyer who
sions on a continental scale.
contributes to Amjambo Africa from Burundi.
Former President Pierre Buyoya served as an electoral observer or mediator representing several international orTranslated by Nathalie Gorey
ganizations, among them the International Organization of
the Francophonie and the Economic Community of Central Africa. He was appointed to the post of high representative of the African Union (AU) for Mali and the Sahel
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Lewiston equity committee
readies recommendations | By Stephanie Harp
ree weeks aer George Floyd was murdered in Minneapolis in May 2020, Lewiston City Council passed a resolution,
introduced by Councilor Saﬁya Khalid, declaring that Black Lives Matter, condemning any police use of excessive force and
racial proﬁling, committing the city to antibias and de-escalation training, and establishing a committee to hear complaints and
suggest improvements. By December, the
Mayoral Ad Hoc Committee on Equity and
Diversity had worked for ﬁve months and
concluded its initial recommendation
process that incorporated a wide range of
ideas for city government policies and procedures, hiring practices, and training. e
Councilor Saﬁya Khalid
committee was scheduled to present its recommendations to the city council by late January.
“Watching the process play out, the BLM movement, I really quickly recognized that it’s time
for every community in our nation to take a look inward,” Lewiston Mayor Mark Cayer said
about creating the committee. “Some members within our Black and brown community did
have some concerns that there may be biases happening. It really was a time for the city of
Lewiston to step up, look inward, and do it even better, if we have an opportunity to do it
better.” In July, he issued a mayoral order establishing the committee.
Typically, the mayor leads a mayoral ad
hoc committee but Cayer approached
Ayesha Hall to be chair, with him as cochair, because of Hall’s expertise in equity
and diversity. She is the Social Emotional
Learning and Equity Resource Coordinator
for Lewiston Public Schools. Cayer, Hall,
and Khalid reached out to people across the
community to ask them to be part of what
they were trying to accomplish.
“We wanted it to be a well-rounded representation of our community, but also
wanted to make sure we had folks on that
Lewiston Mayor Mark Cayer
Continued on page 5
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Equity Continued from page 1
committee who were already involved in the work of equity,
diversity, and inclusion,” said Hall. “I feel like we have great
representation.” e committee included city councilors,
new and lifelong residents, and people working in real estate, the library, the school district, the police force, and
other ﬁelds, all selected with the goal of equal representation across multiple identities and intersectionalities.
As in South
Portland (see
Amjambo
Africa, January
2021), including police representation was
important in
forming
the
Lewiston committee. Cayer, a
former police
oﬃcer himself,
said, “I think it’s
really quick and
easy to target
the police to increase
their
training,
do
better in hiring,
and I agree with
all of it, but it just
Committee Co-chair Ayesha Hall
didn’t make sense
to me that we just target one department.” e organizers
agreed that the eﬀort needed to include a citywide look at
the primary areas of hiring practices, policies, and training.
From the start of the process, said Cayer, his attitude was,
“Let’s be reasonable in our approach and look inward. Even
if we’re doing things right, are there ways we could do it better?”
When Cayer ﬁrst announced formation of the committee in July, it was expected to wrap up by the end of September. But aer the ﬁrst or second gathering, said Ayesha
Hall, they knew the work would take longer than that. ey
didn’t want to rush through it, “not just nod our heads and
smile, without getting to the relational piece. I knew we
would have to get past the gigantic, technical feel of the
process. We had to build those relationships of how we
work together as a committee.”
Just the training for the committee took more than two
meetings, some of which included presentations that generated a need to digest what they had heard and then come
back with questions. Hall praised the presentation by Lewiston Police Chief Brian O’Malley. “It was so thorough. He
gave us exactly what we needed. We didn’t want to skirt over
the emotion and not really dig in.” With so much national
news about diversity and equity, Hall said, “I wanted to
make sure we were looking at what Lewiston was dealing
with. How does racism manifest in Lewiston?” at idea informed her emphasis on needing diverse perspectives on
the committee so that the recommendations it put forth
also would incorporate a variety of views.
e next task was reading through the policies and procedures guides, and breaking them down into manageable
pieces for the all-volunteer committee. Sometimes they divided into groups, who further subdivided the work and
presented summaries at the next meeting. At the committee’s ﬁnal meeting in December, they discussed the recommendations they would present to the city council. First on
the list is the addition of a new employee within the human
resources department who will focus on equity and diversity throughout city departments. “is person will help us
put in place some of the committee’s recommendations,”
said Cayer. Approval needs to go through the budgeting
process, but it’s “going to be a priority for many of the city
councilors.” e committee realized that strengthening the
human resources focus would help every other individual
department strengthen its policies as well.
Councilor
Khalid pointed to this new position as one of the most important accomplishments of the ad-hoc committee. “I will
deﬁnitely advocate for this position to be a good paying position, as well as a BIPOC person,” she said. e city budget
process will take place during March and April. e committee goal is for city employees to reﬂect more diversiﬁed
backgrounds, nationalities, and languages. “I want the city
employees to look like the community,” said Khalid, a sentiment echoed by Hall and Cayer. Such a change would signal to community members that city employees understand
their perspectives by speaking diﬀerent languages, knowing important cultural ideas, and having had similar lived
experiences.
e new employee will monitor citywide practices and

issue annual reports, helping the city to identify and proactively address potential problems. “A great deal will fall on
that [human resources] position to bring forth policy
changes, or hiring practice or training changes,” Cayer said.
“Once that person takes that position and really looks at the
training, they’re going to have suggestions.”
Other recommendations include increasing community
engagement through the police department and through
opportunities for public dialogue and conversations; improving services for vulnerable populations; and working
with the already-established City Spirit Council, a collaborative city-community eﬀort addressing social justice and
equity. All of these are designed “for us to continue to look
at our policies and rules to see what we can change about
them, so that we can better serve the community through
an equitable, racial lens,” said Khalid.
Ayesha Hall pointed to the most vulnerable people in the
community. “ose are the people that you make sure you
take care of, and all of the other things will get to the rest of
the community,” such as mental health services and police.
“We talk about intersectionalities of people of color and
mental health.” She said implicit bias impacts unconscious
ways of doing things and plays a part in decision making,
what recommendations are oﬀered, and what is deemed important. She has seen this play out during her years of experience. “My background is in school psychology, mental
health, and working in communities. at work is always
there. I don’t think it ever stops,” she said. “Most of the time
there wasn’t a box for what I did. is is the ﬁrst time I’ve
had an equity resource coordinator title, but the work I have
been doing has been in education, schools, and public services.”
With this perspective, she wanted to be sure the committee is “setting the recommendation up for success when
we do present it to our council. We can recommend whatever we want, but we want to make sure they’re solid and
have potential for success.”
During the committee’s work, Mayor Cayer heard from
only a few people who did not believe the committee was
needed. “What I did hear from great numbers in our community was very supportive of the work that’s being done,
very appreciative. e majority of our community were very
happy with the way Lewiston was doing this.”
Hall praised the committee members and everyone who
participated in the process
to this point. “Our city has
been amazing. Of course,
[the committee is] working
for the community. ey
have just been amazing,
bring great perspectives,
are open to suggestions,
and are honest about
where we are as a city without work on diversity, equity, and inclusion. is
has been a pleasure.” e
organizers also praised city
staﬀ, especially the team of
City Administrator Denis
D’Auteuil, Deputy City Administrator Dale Doughty,
and Community Relations
Coordinator Dottie Perham-Whittier for their administrative work aiding
the committee.
On a personal note,
Cayer said the committee
work wasn’t easy. “is was
a really learning process
for me. I’ve always said I
judge people by the person,
not the color of the skin.
at’s so easy for a white
guy to say.” He always understood that he had biases, but he’d never realized
their impact. “I think it
helped me better understand how people of color
feel and what the struggles
are that they deal with, on
a day-to-day basis, with
racism. It made me realize
that there are some people
in our community that say
and do terrible things. It
also reaﬃrmed for me that
the great majority of our
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community just want to live as neighbors.” He remains a ﬁrm
believer in giving people the opportunity to be part of the solution, and knows that “the work of the ad hoc committee will
not be the cure for racism or bias. But as a community, we can
all stand proud that the compass continues to point in the right
direction and that we’ve only strengthened, rather than weakened, that with this committee’s work.”
Hall liked using Zoom for the meetings because the format
“takes away from the systematic oppression that we’re trying to
overcome. It helps, feeling like we’re all in the same squares.”
e uniformity of the grid helped make the playing ﬁeld more
even, which really does matter, she said, unlike walking into a
more traditional setting. Before leading each meeting, she said
she was “always excited, always nervous. is is the ﬁrst time
the city’s done work like this, in this capacity. I always go with
the sense of jitters. And at the end, I’m excited. I have a sense of
urgency about the work we’re doing.”
e Mayoral Ad Hoc Committee on Equity and Diversity was
scheduled to present its recommendations to a Lewiston City
Council workshop on January 26, aer press time.

In the wake of George Floyd’s death at the hands of police in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, on May 25, 2020, protests erupted
into a national moral reckoning about racial justice. People
marched and demonstrated all over the country, around the
world, and throughout Maine to draw attention to racist violence and to demand change. Businesses and institutions
issued statements supporting diversity and denouncing their
racist histories, and municipalities began forming committees to address inequity in their cities. Bangor, Lewiston,
Portland, and South Portland were four of these municipalities; each city’s new committee or commission is currently
in a diﬀerent phase of its work. In a series of articles, Amjambo Africa will examine the eﬀorts to address diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI) by each of these cities and their
respective school departments. is ﬁrst article focuses on
South Portland’s new Human Rights Commission. In upcoming issues, we will proﬁle municipal DEI eﬀorts in Bangor, Lewiston, and Portland, and parallel projects in the
school departments.
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e January 6 attack on the Capitol in Washington, D.C., was heartbreaking and extremely hard to watch. As i listened on my car radio, and later at work, one question kept
playing in my mind, “How can this happen in the u.s.?” i was reminded again of the
fragility of peace and stability, and of the importance of maintaining them at all costs.
Growing up in DR Congo, and again aer moving to Rwanda aer the genocide, i witnessed apparently invincible government buildings reduced to rubble in just a few hours.
i remain haunted by the sight of buildings in Kigali lying in ruin in 1994.
e chaos and violence displayed by the insurgents while assaulting the Capitol gave
me ﬂashbacks of traumatic experiences back home. i was deeply concerned that civil war
might break out in the u.s. i have lived here for over 18 years, but never before had i worried about that.
ings can change so quickly. e night before, i spent long hours watching news of the
runoﬀ election in Georgia. Early in the morning, i woke up to the breaking news that
Raphael Warnock had defeated the incumbent senator Kelly loeﬄer, and that Jon ossoﬀ
was likely to beat the incumbent David Perdue. is was huge news because it gave the Democratic Party control of the senate.
As the news trended in the media, suddenly the turmoil of the insurrection at the Capitol raised concerns that the fury of
the rioters would overwhelm the legislators who were in the process of certifying the Electoral College votes. ese votes
had given the nation’s leadership to Joe Biden and Kamala Harris. Failure to certify them, many feared, would instantly trigger civil war.
immigrant communities, especially those from war torn countries, were troubled by this violence related to the election.
An attempt to overturn the u.s. election results by force was something they had never anticipated. “Where will we go if this
country falls into civil war like the ones that we came from?” a friend asked.
e night of the insurrection, i interviewed Pious Ali and Claude Rwaganje, city councilors from Portland and Westbrook
respectively, and Claudette Ndayininahaze, executive director of in Her Presence. ey all expressed deep concern about
the situation here in the u.s.
“i was terriﬁed when my child came running to me, thinking that the u.s. might be at war,” Ndayininahaze said. she had
never seen her American friends so disturbed, she said. some immigrants i talked to were so afraid that they bought extra
food and stored it in their houses, just in case serious violence developed.
People from overseas called to check in. i received a phone call from my best friend, Alex Tung, from the u.K. He said
something that encouraged me. “Despite the shocking attack at the Capitol, one positive thing must be noted – the strength
of American institutions have been tried hard during the Trump era. e fact that legislators were able to go ahead and certify the election is a huge victory, and proves that u.s. democracy is strong.”
As someone who has experienced many conﬂicts ﬁrst-hand, i have learned that “A heart full of hate and bitterness cannot yield any other fruits but devastating atrocities and death in the community.” i strongly believe we can defeat hate by proving that we are capable
of loving, despite the diﬃcult times that we are going through now. We all
have a role to play in the process of peacebuilding. We must defeat self-centered attitudes and embrace the common good.

“

If minorities and marginalized people are
not free, nobody is going to be free. America has been dancing around racism and
gender inequality and many other injustices … if we don’t take steps to address
these issues - social and racial equity and
justice, environmental justice - we are
going to continue to be divided.

“
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French Translation
MAINE CREDIT UNION: LES AVANTAGES DE FAIRE UNE
DÉCLARATION D'IMPÔT PLUS TÔT
Selon l'Internal Revenue Service (IRS), environ un tiers des
Américains attendent à la dernière minute pour déclarer leurs
impôts fédéraux. Malgré cette tendance, il y a de nombreuses
raisons de déclarer ses impôts plus tôt. En fait, il est temps pour
les gens de déterrer ces reçus et de rassembler les documents voici cinq raisons de déposer une déclaration tôt en 2021:
Remboursement plus rapide
Si une personne attend un remboursement, elle le recevra
probablement plus rapidement si elle fait sa déclaration plus
tôt. En eﬀet, l'IRS n'est pas aussi occupé en janvier, février ou
mars qu'en avril. De nombreuses personnes ont tendance à
attendre, mais il y a moins de concurrence lorsqu'on dépose
une demande de remboursement à l'avance. La méthode la
plus rapide pour recevoir un remboursement est de déposer
une demande par voie électronique et de faire déposer les
remboursements directement sur un compte par dépôt direct.
Cela prend parfois plusieurs semaines de plus pour recevoir
une déclaration sur papier.
Premier arrivé, premier servi
Les emplois du temps des comptables ou des ﬁscalistes se remplissent rapidement, il est donc préférable de ne pas attendre
trop longtemps pour en engager un. Si un contribuable n'est
pas tout à fait sûr de la façon dont il doit déclarer ses impôts,
il peut faire appel à un professionnel du ﬁsc. Nombreux sont
ceux qui facturent, mais les déclarants récupèrent parfois plus
sous forme de remboursements que ce qu’il ont payé pour recevoir les services d’un professionnel. Les ﬁscalistes donnent
également des conseils ﬁscaux tout au long de l'année, se tiennent au courant des modiﬁcations de la législation ﬁscale,
trouvent des déductions ﬁscales peu connues pour leurs
clients, et bien d'autres choses encore. Pour choisir un conseiller ﬁscal, il est recommandé de s'adresser à un expertcomptable ou à un agent agréé (EA). Un EA est un ﬁscaliste
agréé par l'IRS à l'issue d'un examen d'inscription spécial ou
après avoir travaillé pour l'IRS pendant cinq ans.
Prévenir l'usurpation d'identité
Selon le Government Accountability Oﬃce américain, l'IRS a
versé ces dernières années plus de 3,1 milliards de dollars à des
personnes qui ont rempli des déclarations frauduleuses en utilisant les informations d'identiﬁcation d'autres personnes. Dès
qu'un criminel a accès au numéro de sécurité sociale d'une personne, il peut faire beaucoup de dégâts. Si un fraudeur communique le numéro de sécurité sociale de quelqu'un avant lui,
le ﬁsc refusera la déclaration de la victime, car les dossiers montrent qu'elle a déjà été payée. En fait, ils n'ont pas reçu d'argent,
mais le criminel en a reçu. Cela peut prendre des mois pour
éclaircir ce point avec le ﬁsc. Il est donc recommandé de déclarer ses impôts à l'avance, et d'empêcher les fraudeurs de remplir avec succès une déclaration frauduleuse.
Temps supplémentaire
Si un contribuable est confronté à une facture d'impôt, au lieu
d'un remboursement, il peut être tout aussi important de déposer une demande à temps. Plus tôt quelqu'un déposera une
demande, plus tôt il saura exactement combien il doit payer au
gouvernement. De même, si une personne doit payer des impôts d'État ou fédéraux, elle ne devra pas les payer intégralement avant la date limite de dépôt du 15 avril. Avec un délai
supplémentaire pour établir un plan et allouer des fonds, il est
moins probable qu'elle doive épuiser son fonds d'urgence pour
payer ses impôts à temps.
Eliminer le stress
La déclaration d'impôts n'est pas une tâche amusante et passionnante, et si les gens aimeraient vouloir la reporter à la
dernière minute, ils ne devraient pas le faire. Jusqu'à présent,
tout a été question d'argent, mais qu'est-ce qui est encore plus
important que l'argent ? La réponse : le bien-être. Déclarer tôt
peut contribuer à éliminer le stress lié à l'imminence d'une
échéance ﬁscale.

OFFICE FOR ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY:
PRÉPARATION FISCALE GRATUITE
Ce mois-ci, nous vous présentons le programme CA$H, qui
aide les clients à préparer gratuitement leurs impôts sur le
revenu ! Les clients du programme CA$H ont également la
possibilité de discuter de leurs objectifs et déﬁs ﬁnanciers avec
un bénévole formé du Guide des Opportunités, et de se mettre en contact avec les ressources locales pour les aider à construire leur stabilité ﬁnancière.
Que faut-il savoir sur l'éligibilité à l'aide du CA$H ?
Le CA$H est destiné aux personnes dont le revenu total du

ménage est inférieur à 57 000 $. Les clients ayant un emploi
en dehors du Maine au cours de l'année 2020 ne sont pas
éligibles. Certaines déclarations d'impôts peuvent ne pas
être admissibles en raison de circonstances particulières.
Combien coûte la déclaration d'impôts avec CA$H?
CA$H est un service totalement gratuit !
De quoi ai-je besoin pour que mon rendez-vous soit réussi ?
Faites en sorte que tous les documents soient organisés à l'avance, y compris une pièce d'identité avec photo (comme
un permis de conduire valide) pour la personne qui dépose
la déclaration (et son conjoint, s'il est marié et s'il dépose
conjointement) ; les cartes de sécurité sociale (ou les lettres
ITIN) pour toutes les personnes déclarées dans la déclaration d'impôt ; tous les documents ﬁscaux (comme les formulaires W-2, 1099, 1098, 1095).
Toutes les réunions sont-elles numériques ? Comment
puis-je soumettre mes documents ?
Cette année, il n'y aura pas de rendez-vous ﬁscaux en personne. CA$H participe plutôt à un service en ligne à but
non lucratif de Code for America, en partenariat avec les
sites VITA certiﬁés par l'IRS dans tout le pays. Les clients
doivent avoir accès à un appareil compatible avec Internet
(ordinateur de bureau, téléphone portable ou tablette), une
adresse électronique et un numéro de téléphone pour visiter le site web GetYourRefund et répondre aux questions
d'admission. Les clients seront invités à prendre et à
télécharger des photos d'identité et des documents ﬁscaux
dans un endroit sécurisé. Des bénévoles certiﬁés par l'IRS
(CA$H) visualiseront ensuite les documents et vous contacteront pour planiﬁer une conversation téléphonique aﬁn
de tout examiner avec vous. Ensuite, un préparateur ﬁscal
certiﬁé par l'IRS préparera virtuellement la déclaration, et
le client sera averti lorsqu'il sera temps de programmer un
appel pour examiner la déclaration avec un bénévole. CA$H
est en train de ﬁnaliser plusieurs endroits où les informations peuvent être scannées dans le système pour ceux qui
n'ont pas accès à la technologie pour le processus entièrement virtuel ci-dessus. Tous les clients doivent pouvoir avoir
deux conversations téléphoniques avec l'équipe de CA$H
pendant le processus.
Comment puis-je m'inscrire ?
Après réception des documents ﬁscaux pour 2020, visitez
cashmaine.org pour vous connecter au processus virtuel
et/ou pour voir quand les sites locaux de dépôt et de ramassage sont opérationnels.
Quels sont les principaux avantages de la déclaration de
mes impôts par l'intermédiaire de CA$H ?
CA$H est un service gratuit oﬀert par des bénévoles sympathiques et certiﬁés par l'IRS. Ils veilleront à ce que vous
receviez les crédits d'impôt auxquels vous avez droit, tels que
le crédit d'impôt sur le revenu gagné et le crédit d'impôt
pour enfants.
Proposez-vous des services d'interprétation ou des documents traduits ?
Le site web Get Your Refund est disponible en anglais et en
espagnol. Les clients peuvent indiquer d'autres préférences
linguistiques lors du processus d'admission et des volontaires
travaillent avec le client pour trouver une traduction. Les
bénévoles multilingues sont toujours les bienvenus. Envoyez
un courriel à cash@unitedwaygp.org pour exprimer votre intérêt pour le bénévolat ou pour poser toute autre question.

CPORT: COMMENT S'ORGANISER ET CLASSER
VOS DOCUMENTS
Aux États-Unis, les citoyens sont tenus de déclarer leurs impôts annuels et de payer leur part d'impôt sur le revenu avant
le 15 avril de chaque année. La préparation des impôts peut
sembler fastidieuse, mais ce n'est pas forcément le cas. Pour
vous faciliter la tâche, voici une liste de documents et d'informations à recueillir avant de vous rendre chez un professionnel
du ﬁsc ou de remplir votre propre déclaration d'impôts.
Documents ﬁscaux
C'est en janvier que les gens commencent à recevoir les documents nécessaires à la déclaration d'impôts. Ces documents sont généralement fournis par les employeurs et
peuvent comprendre W-2s (un formulaire qui indique les
revenus de l'année précédente) ou 1099s (un autre type de
formulaire de revenus).
Informations personnelles
Les noms, dates de naissance et numéros de sécurité sociale
sont nécessaires pour la déclaration d'impôts. Ces informations sont également nécessaires pour tous les membres de
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la famille (y compris les conjoints et les personnes à charge.)
Rassemblez les numéros d'acheminement et les informations sur le compte bancaire où les remboursements seront
déposés électroniquement. Tout employé de banque peut
aider à trouver ces informations, qui ﬁgurent souvent sur le
site web d'un établissement ﬁnancier.
Reçus
L'Internal Revenue Service (IRS) accorde parfois un crédit
pour les achats nécessaires eﬀectués au cours de l'année. Ces
achats sont appelés déductions et réduisent le montant des
revenus déclarés. Lorsque le revenu est réduit, les personnes peuvent recevoir un montant de remboursement plus
élevé ou devoir payer moins d'impôts. Rassemblez les reçus
et les preuves des articles achetés pour les utiliser comme
déductions.
Sources possibles des justiﬁcatifs :
• Coût d'exploitation d'une entreprise : fournitures
d'entreprise, loyer, etc.
• Dons de charité
• Frais médicaux
• Frais de garde d'enfants
• Frais d'études
• Frais d'assurance maladie
• Relevés d'épargne-retraite
• Amélioration de l'eﬃcacité énergétique des maisons
Déclaration d'impôts
Les impôts peuvent être préparés à la main et envoyés par
courrier à l'IRS. Ils peuvent également être déposés en ligne
à l'aide d'un logiciel de préparation des déclarations. Les
propriétaires de petites entreprises font souvent appel à des
comptables ﬁscaux pour les aider à préparer les documents
ﬁscaux, car ils connaissent bien le droit ﬁscal et peuvent
réellement aider les gens à remplir correctement leurs déclarations et à faire preuve d'intelligence en matière de déductions et de préparation des impôts.
Il existe de nombreuses organisations locales qui aident les
gens à préparer leurs impôts. Les bénévoles de la communauté peuvent souvent aider à la préparation des impôts
pour un coût minime ou nul.
La date limite de déclaration d'impôts est le 15 avril de
chaque année, mais il est fortement recommandé de commencer le processus beaucoup plus tôt, voire des mois avant
la date limite. Lorsque les gens déposent leur déclaration tôt,
le travail est fait et le stress est réduit. Les remboursements
sont déposés plus tôt et les impôts sont complets pour l'année.
Classement des documents
Une fois que les impôts ont été déposés, il est bon de conserver les documents, y compris les reçus et autres papiers.
Conservez tous les documents dans un endroit sûr, en
même temps que les déclarations d'impôts, pour une bonne
conservation des dossiers. L'année prochaine à la même
époque, le processus sera encore plus simple !

CE QU'IL FAUT SAVOIR LORSQU'ON FAIT UNE DÉCLARATION D'IMPÔTS EN TANT QUE NON-CITOYEN.
Il peut être diﬃcile pour n'importe qui aux États-Unis de
remplir une déclaration d'impôts, mais les demandeurs
d'asile, les immigrants et les réfugiés peuvent trouver l'expérience particulièrement diﬃcile. La plupart des demandeurs d'asile, des immigrants et des réfugiés sont classés
comme "étrangers résidents temporaires" et doivent payer
le même montant d'impôts que les citoyens américains nés
aux États-Unis. Cependant, comme il existe des exceptions
à cette règle - et parce que la plupart des conseils en matière
de déclaration d'impôts ne sont pas adaptés aux immigrants
- ProsperityME partage ces directives générales pour aider
les lecteurs d'Amjambo Africa à mieux comprendre leurs
obligations ﬁscales et à savoir quand et où obtenir de l'aide.
1. Il est obligatoire de payer les impôts ou de déposer une
déclaration d'impôt dans les délais. Le non-respect de cette
obligation a des conséquences très graves. Les impôts impayés peuvent aﬀecter le statut d'immigration du déclarant.
La date de dépôt est le 15 avril 2021.
2. Les "étrangers résidents" et les "étrangers non résidents"
ont des charges ﬁscales diﬀérentes selon la législation américaine. Les "Resident aliens" sont imposables au même taux
que les citoyens américains. Les étrangers résidents comprennent :
a. Détenteurs de carte verte et résidents permanents légaux.
b. Les personnes qui passent le "test de présence substantielle". C'est compliqué, mais en général, toute personne
qui a résidé aux États-Unis pendant plus de 31 jours dans
l'année civile en cours et un total de 183 jours ou plus au
cours des deux années précédentes, passe ce test et est imposable en tant que résident pour cette période.
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swahili Translation

UMOJA WA MIKOPO YA MAINE: MANUFAA YA KUFUNGUA USHURU MAPEMA
Kulingana na huduma ya mapato ndani (IRS) karibu thuluthi moja ya Wamerakani wanasubiri hadi dakika ya
mwisho kuwasilisha ushuru wao wa shirikisho. Licha ya
tabia hii, kuna sababu nyingi za kuweka ushuru mapema.
Kwa kweli ni wakati wa watu kuzitafuta risiti hizo na kukusanya nyaraka pamoja. Hapa kuna sababu tano za kulipa
ushuru mapema mwaka wa 2021.
Urejesho wa haraka
Ikiwa mtu anatarajia kurudishiwa pesa ataweza kuipokea
haraka zaidi ikiwa atatoa faili na hii ni kwa sababu IRS
wakati huo hainakazi nyingi kama ilivyokuwa Januari, Februari na Machi kama Aprili. Watu wengi huchelewesha, kwa
hivyo kuna ushindani mdogo wakati wa kufungua mapema.
Kwa njia ya haraka zaidi ya kupokea faili basi faili kielektroniki na kuwa na marejesho yaliyowekwa moja kwa moja
kwenye akaunti kwa kutumia amana ya moja kwa moja. Inaweza kukuchukua wiki kadha tena kabla ya kupokea kurudi kwa karatasi.
Ajaye wa kwanza ndiye wa kwanza kuhudumiwa.
Ratiba za wahasibu wa ushuru au ratiba za wataalamu wa
ushuru hujaa haraka. Kwa hivyo ni bora kutosubiri kwa
muda mrefu kuajiri mmoja. Ikiwa mlipa ushuru hajiamini
kabisa namna ya kuweka ushuru. Kuajiri mtaalamu inaweza
kusaidia. Wengi huchaji lakini wanaowasilisha wakati
mwingine hurudisha zaidi kuliko walivyolipa kwa njia ya
marejesho. Wataalamu wa ushuru pia hutoa mwongozo wa
ushuru kwa mwaka mzima, hujua mabadiliko ya sheria za
ushuru, pata punguzo la kodi lisilojulikana kwa wateja wao
na zaidi. Kwa kutafuta mtu wa kusaidia na maswala ya
ushuru, inashauriwa kuwatafuta waliohitimu na cheti cha
CPA au ajenti aliyesajiliwa. Ajenti aliyesajiliwa ni mtaalamu
aliyepatiwa leseni na IRS kupitia usajili wa kipikee au baada
ya kufanyia kazi IRS kwa miaka mitano.
Kuzuia wizi wa kutumia habari za stakabadhi za wengine
Kulingana na oﬁsi ya uwajibikaji ya serikali ya Amerika, IRS
imelipa zaidi ya bilioni $3.1 kwa wale ambao wamewasilisha mapato ya udanganyifu wakitumia habari ya kubainisha ya wengine kwa miaka michache iliyopita. Pindi tu
mhalifu anapopata nambari ya hifadhi ya jamii (Social Security Number) ya mtu wanaweza kufanya uharibifu
mkubwa. Ikiwa mhalifu atafaili akitumia nambari ya hifadhi ya jamii, kabla ya kufanya hivyo, IRS itakataa uwasilishaji sababu ikiwa kuwa rikodi zinaonyesha kuwa tayari
zimelipwa Kwa kweli hawajapokea pesa yoyote lakini mhalifu amepata. Inaweza kuchukua miezi kumaliza hii na IRS
.Kwa hivyo inashauriwa kupeana ushuru mapema na
kuwazuia wadanganyifu kutoka kwa mafanikio kujaza mapato
Wakati wa ziada wa bafa
Ikiwa mlipa kodi anakabiliwa na bili ya ushuru badala ya
kurudishiwa inaweza kuwa muhimu pia kuweka faili
mapema.kupeana faili kwa mtu mapema kutamsaidia kujua
ni kiasi gani anafaa kulipa serikali.Ikiwa mtu anadaiwa
ushuru wa serikali au shirikisho ,hawatalazimika kulipa
kabisa hadi tarehe ya mwisho ya kufungua Aprili 15.Na
muda wa ziada wa kupanga mpango na kutenga pesa ,kuna
uwezekano mdogo na watalazimika kumaliza mfuko wao
wa dharura ili kulipa kodi.
Kuondoa mafadhaiko
Kufungua kodi si kazi ya kufurahisha na ya kusisimua na
wakati watu wanaweza kutaka kuiweka mbali hadi dakika
ya mwisho walisema hawapaswi kila kitu kuﬁkia sasa
imekuwa juu ya pesa.kile kilicho muhimu ni ustawi wa
mtu.Kutoa ushuru mapema kutasaidia kuondoa mafadhaiko
ya tarehe ya mwisho ya ushuru inayokuja.

OFISI KWA FURSA YA KIUCHUMI; UTAYARISHAJI WA
USHURU BURE.
Mpango wa pesa ambao unasaidia wateja kupata ushuru wa
mapato yao tayari kwa wateja wa ushuru wa bure wa pesa
pia wana nafasi ya kujadili malengo yao ya kifedha na
changamoto na waongozaji wa fursa ya biashara na kuungana na rasilimali za mitaa kusaidia kujenga utulivu wao wa
kifedha.
1 Je,Watu wanahitaji kujua nini kuhusu ustahiki wa
msaada wa fedha?
Huduma ya fedha huhudumia watu walio na kipato cha
jumla cha kaya chini ya 57000 na ajira yoyote nje ya
Maine wakati wa mwaka wa 2020 .Hawastahiki malipo
mengine ya ushuru hayawezi kustahiki kwa sababu ya hali
ya mtu binafsi.
2 Ni gharama gani kuweka ushuru wako na pesa taslimu?
Pesa taslimu ni huduma ya bure kabisa!
3 Ninahitaji nini ili kuwa na miadi yenye mafanikio?
Kuwa na hati zote zilizoandaliwa mapema pamoja na kitambulisho cha picha.[kama leseni halali ya kuendesha gari]

kwa yeyote anayewasilisha [na mwenzi ikiwa ameolewa, na
kuwasilisha kwa pamoja] ;Kadi za usalama wa jamii.[au
barua za ITIN] Kwa watu wote waliodai kwenye malipo ya
ushuru; hati zote za ushuru [kwa mfano fomu za W-2 1099,
1098, 1095]
4 Mikutano yote ni ya kidigitali? Nitawasilisha vipi
karatasi zangu?
Mwaka huu pesa taslimu hazitashikilia uteuzi wa ushuru
wa mtu binafsi. Badala yake wanashiriki katika huduma
isiyo ya faida mtandaoni kutoka msimbo wa Amerika wakishirikiana na tovuti za barua zilizothibitishwa nchi nzima
na IRS.Wateja wanahitaji kupata kifaa kilicho tayari kwa
mtandao [desktopu,simu,tablet, anwani ya barua pepe na
nambari ya simu kuzuru tovuti ya Get You Refund na kujaza
maswali ya usajili. Wateja watahamasishwa kuchukua na
kuweka picha za kitambulisho na hati za ushuru mahali
salama.Wasajili wa kujitolea waliothibitishwa na IRS
watakutumia nyaraka ya kukuﬁkia na kuandaa ratiba ya
mazungumzo ya simu na wewe.Basi mtayarishaji wa ushuru
aliye na uthibitisho wa IRS atatayarisha kurudisha na mteja
ataariﬁwa wakati wa kupanga rtiba ya simu ya kukagua
stakabadhi zake na mkaguzi wa kujitolea. Fedha zinakamilisha maeneo kadhaa ambapo habari zinaweza kukaguliwa
kwenye mfumo kwa wale ambao hawawezi kuﬁkia teknolojia kwa mchakato kamili hapo juu. Wateja wote lazima
wawe na mazungumzo mawili ya simu na timu ya pesa
wakati wa mchakato.
5 Ninawezaje kujiandikisha ?
Baada ya hati za ushuru za mwaka wa 2020, tembelea tovuti
ya Cashmaine.org kujiunga na mchakato wa kawaida na /au
kwa kuona wakati tovuti za Drop _oﬀ /pick –up za mitaa zinaendelea.
6 . Kuna faida gani kufaili ushuru kupitia CASH ?
CASH ni huduma ya bure yenye kutolewa na wafanyakazi
wa kujitolea wa IRS wenye kuaminika.. Watafanya chochote
wakiwezacho kuhakikisha utapata ushuru wako unaostahili
kama vile ushuru wa pesa ulizoingiza mwakani na ushuru
wa pesa za mtoto
7.Unatoa tafsiri au nyenzo yoyote ya tafsiri ?
Tovuti ya Get Your Refund ipo na inapatikana kwa lugha ya
Kiingereza na Kihispania. Wateja wanaweza kuonyesha upendeleo mwingine wa lugha wakati wa usajili na wa kujitolea hufanya kazi na mteja kupata tafsiri.Wa kujitolea kwa
lugha nyingi wanakaribishwa .Tuma barua pepe kwa
Cash@unitedwaygp.org kueleza nia ya kujitolea au kuuliza
swali lingine lolote.

BANDARI:KUJIPANGA NA KUFUNGUA FAILI.
Marekani ,raia wanahitajika kufungua ushuru wa kila
mwaka na kulipa sehemu yao ya ushuru wa mapato iﬁkapo
aprili 15 kila mwaka. Kuandaa ushuru kunaonekana kupita
uwezo au ni mkubwa lakini sio lazima iwe. Kutengeneza
mambo yawe rahisi ,hapa kuna orodha ya hati na maelezo
ya kukusanya kabla ya kutembelea mtaalamu wa kodi kufungua kodi yako binafsi.
Hati za ushuru
Januari ndio wakati watu wanaanza kupata hati zinazohitajika ili kufungua kodi .hizi kwa kawaida zinawasilishwa zinawasilishwa na waajiriwa na zinaweza kuwa ni pamoja na
: w-2s[ fomu inayoonyesha mapato ya mwaka uliopita] au
1099s [fomu nyingine ya mapato].\
Habari ya kibinafsi
Majina,miezi ya kuzaliwa, namba za hifadhi za jamii zinahitajika wakati wa kufungua ushuru.Haya maelezo
yanahitajika pia na mwanafamilia yeyote [ pamoja na wenzi
na wategemezi. ]kukusanya nambari za uelekezaji na
maelezo ya akaunti ya benki ambapo marejesho yatawekwa
kwa elektroniki. Mfanyikazi yeyote wa benki anaweza kusaidia kupata habari hii na mara nyingi huorodheshwa
kwenye wavuti ya taasisi za kifedha.
Risiti
Huduma ya mapato ya ndani (IRS) Wakati mwingine itatoa
mkopo kwa ununuzi unaohitajika uliofanywa kwa kipindi
cha mwaka. Hii inaitwa punguzo na kupunguza kiwango
cha mapato yanayoripotiwa.wakati mapato yanapunguzwa.
Watu wanzweza kupokea malipo ya wanalipa kidogo kwa
ushuru. Kukusanya risiti na uthibitisho wa vitu vilivyonunuliwa kwa matumizi kama punguzo.
Vyanzo vinavyowezekana vya upendeleo:
2. Gharama ya kuendeleza biashara: vifaa vya biashara ,kodi
na kadhalika.
3. Michango ya hisani
4. Gharama ya matibabu
5 Gharama ya malezi
6 Gharama ya masomo
7 Gharama ya bima ya afya
8 Taarifa za akiba ya kustaafu
9 Maboresho ya nyumba yenye ufanisi wa nishati
Kujaza kodi
Ushuru unaweza kutayarishwa kwa mkono na kutumwa

kwa oﬁsi ya IRS .
Zinaweza pia kufunguliwa mtandaoni kwa kutumia programu ya uundaji wa ushuru .Wamiliki wa biashara ndogo
ndogo mara nyingi huwatumia wahasibu wa kodi ili wawasaidie kuandaa hati za ushuru kwani wahasibu hawa wanajua vizuri na wanaelewa sheria na wanajua punguzo na
maandalizi ya ushuru.Mashirika mengi ya humu nchini
wanawasaidia watu kuandaa kodi .wale wa kujitolea katika
jamii mara nyingi wanasaidia kodi kwa gharama ndogo au
husaidia tuu bila gharama .
Tarehe ya kuwasilisha kodi ni ni aprili 15 ya kila mwaka,
lakini ni himizo kuwa hiyo shughuli ianze mapema hata ikiwezekana mwezi mmoja mbele. Watu wanapowasilisha
ushuru mapema ,hali ya mafadhaiko inapunguka.Marejesho
yatawekwa mapema , pamoja na mapato ya ushuru hii
itakuwa kumaliza ushuru wa mwaka mzima.
Kuhifadhi rikodi
Baada ya ushuru kufunguliwa ni wazo zuri kuweka nyaraka
pamoja ikiwa ni pamoja na risiti na karatasi zingine. Kuhifadhi hati katika eneo salama pamoja na mapato ya ushuru
kwa utunzaji salama wa kumbukumbu .Mwaka ujao wakati
kama huu mchakato utakuwa rahisi zaidi!

KILE CHA KUFAHAMU WAKATI WA KUFAILI USHURU
IKIWA WEWE SI MWANANCHI.
Kufaili ushuru waweza kuwa ngumu kwa yeyote Marekani
lakini inaweza kuwa changamoto hata zaidi kwa wakimbizi
na wahamiaji. Wakimbizi na wahamiaji wengi hujumuishwa kama “wakaaji wageni” na wanahitajika kulipa kiwango sawa ya ushuru kama wazaliwa wa Marekani. Hata
hivyo sababu kuna walakini katika sheria hii na sababu
wingi wa ushauri kuhusu ushuru hauelekezwi kwa wahamiaji –ProperityME inashiriki haya maelekezo ya
kawaida kusaidia wasomaji wa Amjambo Africa kufahamu
zaidi wajibu wao wa kulipa ushuru na wakati na mahali pa
kupata usaidizi.
1. kulipa ushuru na kufaili marejesho ya ushuru ni lazima.kukosa kufanya hivyo ina madhara makubwa.Ushuru
usiolipwa huweza kuathiri hali ya uhamiaji wa
mhusika.Tarehe ya kufaili ni Aprili 15,2021.
2. ”Wakaaji wageni”na ‘wageni wasiowakaaji”wana gharama
tofauti ya ushuru kulingana na sheria za Marekani. “Wakaaji
wageni” wanastahili kulipa ushuru kama wananchi wa
Marekani. Wakaaji wageni wanajumuisha:
a. Walio na kadi ya Green card na wakaaji wanaokubaliwa
kisheria.
b. Ambao wamepita “jaribio la uwepo kwa muda.”Hii inachanganya lakini kwa kawaida yeyote aishie Marekani zaidi
ya siku 31 ya kalenda ya mwaka uliopo pamoja na siku 183
au zaidi za miaka miwili iliyopita,huwa amepita hili jaribio
na hutozwa ushuru kama mkaaji kwa wakati huo.Aina
zingine za visa ni tofauti na “jaribio la uwepo kwa muda.”
“Wageni wasio wakaaji”wanashughulikiwa tofauti na IRS na
wana jukumika na mapato iliyopatikana Marekani. Walipa
ushuru wasiofahamu hali yao vyema wanastahili kuwaﬁkia
wataalamu wa ushuru kuwaongoza. Kufaili katika hali ya
utata yaweza kumfanya mtu kulipa ushuru mwingi sana au
kidogo zaidi.
3. Mapato yote yapatikanayo katika mwaka wa kalenda
unaopita ni lazima iripotiwe katika urejesho wa ushuru mapato yatengenezwayo katika nchi isipokuwa Marekani
yaweza kupunguzwa kupitia ushuru za kigeni chini ya hali
teule.
4.Wategemiaji wowote waitishao kufaidika kutokana na urejesho wa ushuru ni lazima waidhinishwe kuwa wakaaji wa
Marekani na mlipa ushuru lazima awe mzazi au mlezi anaye
kubakiwa kisheria wa watoto wowote waitishao kufaidika.Walipa ushuru hawawezi faidisha wanandoa ama
watoto wanaoishi ughaibuni kutokana na marejesho ya
ushuru. “Jaribio la utegemeaji” laweza kumsaidia mhusika
kujua iwapo mototo amefaulu kufaidika.
a. Lazima awe mmoja wa wanaoishi katika nyumba yako.
b. Lazima awe mkaazi wa eneo moja kwa zaidi ya nusu
mwaka.
c. Lazima awe chini ya miaka 19, au chini ya miaka 24 na
mwanafunzi wa kila wakati kwa muda isiyopungua
miezi mitano. Wanaweza kuwa umri wowote wakiwa na
ulemavu wa kabisa.
d. hawawezi kujipatia zaidi ya nusu ya mahitaji yao
e. Mtoto hawezi kufaili jumla ya mapato ya mwaka
5.Faili ushuru haraka iwezekanavyo. Wajiri wengi watapeana fomu za W-2 ama1099 katikati ya Januari. Wenye biashara ndogo wanastahili kusawazisha vitabu vyao vya
biashara na kukusanya risiti za gharama zote za mwaka upitao kwa wakati huo.
6. Epuka ulaghai. IRS haipigi simu ,haitumi baruapepe wala
kutuma jumbe za kibinafsi kwa walipaushuru.
7. Epuka kulipa zaidi ukifaili. Nyingi za marejesho ya
ushuru huwa rahisi na haigharimu mamia ya madola kuan-
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somali Translation
MAALIYADDA MAALIYAD EE KU SAABSAN XILLIGA CASHUURTA
(WAXAA JIRA AFAR KA MID AH KUWAN) MID BAA SOO DAAHAY ANIGA LA II SOO DIRAYAA WAXAANA LA
IDIIN SOO DIRI DOONAA KHAMIISTA.
Maine Credit Union Faa'iidooyinka Cashuur xareynta
Hore
Sida laga soo xigtay Adeegga Dakhliga Gudaha (IRS),
qiyaas ahaan saddex meelood meel dadka Mareykanka ah
waxay sugaan illaa daqiiqadda ugu dambeysa ee ay soo xareeyaan canshuurta federaalka. In kasta oo u janjeeraan,
waxaa jira sababo badan oo hore loogu xareeyo canshuuraha. Xaqiiqdii, waxaa la joogaa waqtigii dadku qodi lahaayeen rasiidhadaas oo ay dokumintiyada wada ururin
lahaayeen - halkan waxaa ku yaal shan sababood oo lagu xareeyo horaantii 2021
Ref Lacag celinta degdegga ah.
Haddii qof uu ﬁlayo lacag celin, waxay u badan tahay inuu
si dhakhso leh u helo haddii ay goor hore fayl gareeyaan.
Tani waa sababta oo ah IRS kuma mashquulsan Janaayo,
Febraayo, ama Maarso sida ay tahay bisha Abriil. Dad badan
ayaa u muuqda inay dib u dhigaan, sidaa darteed waxaa jira
tartan yar marka hore ee la xareeyo. Qaabka ugu dhaqsaha
badan ee loo helo lacag celin - feyl ahaan feyl ahaan u samee,
isla markaana dib u soo celintaada si toos ah loogu shubo
koonto iyadoo la adeegsanayo deebaaji toos ah. Waxay
qaadan kartaa dhowr toddobaad in ka badan si laguugu soo
celiyo warqad.
Marka Hore Kaalay, Marka Hore U Adeeg
Jadwalka xisaabiyeyaasha cashuuraha ama xirfadlayaasha
cashuuraha si dhakhso leh ayey u buuxsamaan, markaa
waxa ﬁican in aan la sugin muddo dheer in mid la
shaqaaleeyo. Haddii cashuur bixiye uusan kalsooni buuxda
ku qabin sida loo xareeyo canshuurahooda, shaqaaleynta
xirfadle canshuurta ayaa kaa caawin kara. Qaar badan ayaa
lacag qaata, laakiin faylasha faylasha mararka qaar waxay
helaan wax ka badan intii ay dib ugu soo celiyeen qaab lacag
celin ah. Xirfadlayaasha cashuuraha sidoo kale waxay
bixiyaan hagitaan cashuureed sanadka oo dhan, la soco
wixii ku saabsan sharciyada canshuuraha ee la badalayo,
waxay u helaan macaamiishooda macaamiil cashuur dhimis
yar,Iyo inbadan. Markaad dooranayso qof kaa caawinaya
canshuuraha, waxaa lagula talinayaa inay dadku raadsadaan
Xisaabiyeyaasha Dadweynaha ee Shahaadaysan (CPAs) ama
Wakiilka Diiwaangashan (EA.) EA waa xirfadle cashuur oo
ay shati ka heshay IRS iyada oo loo marayo imtixaan isqoritaan gaar ah ama ka dib markay u shaqeyso IRS shan sano
Ka Hortagida Xatooyada Aqoonsiga
Sida laga soo xigtay Xaﬁiska La Xisaabtanka Dowlada
Mareykanka, IRS waxay bixisay in ka badan $ 3.1 bilyan
shaqsiyaadka gudbiyay celinta been abuurka ah iyagoo
adeegsanaya macluumaadka aqoonsiga kuwa kale dhowrkii
sano ee la soo dhaafay. Isla marka dambiile helo marinka
Lambarka Sooshiyaal Sikiyuuriti ee qof, waxay geysan
karaan waxyeelo badan. Haddii qof khiyaano sameeya uu
fayl garaysto lambarka Sooshiyaal Sikiyuuriti ee qof intaanu
samayn ka hor, IRS way diidi doontaa soo noqoshada dhibbanaha, tan iyo markii diiwaanadu muujinayaan inay
horeba la bixiyay. Xaqiiqdii, ma aysan helin wax lacag ah,
laakiin dambiilaha ayaa helay. Waxay qaadan kartaa
bilooyin in tan looga nadiiﬁyo IRS. Marka waxaa lagugula
talinayaa inaad goor hore xareysid canshuuraha, lagana hor
istaago kuwa wax khiyaameeya inaad si guul leh u xareyso
soo celinta khiyaanada.
Waqtiga Buﬀerka Dheeraadka ah
Haddii cashuur bixiye ay soo food saartay biil cashuur,
halkii laga celin lahaa, waxay noqon kartaa isla si muhiim ah
in hore loo xareeyo. Qoa hore u fayl gareeya, goor hore
ayay ogaan doonaan inta ay le'eg tahay inay bixiyaan
dowladda. Sidoo kale, haddii qof uu ku leeyahay canshuuraha gobolka ama federaalka, ma aha inay si buuxda u
bixiyaan illaa waqtiga kama dambaysta ah ee diiwaangelinta
ee Abriil 15. Waqtiga dheeriga ah ee la samaynayo qorshe
iyo qoondaynta lacagta, ay u yar tahay inay ku qasbaan inay
ku shubaan sanduuqooda degdegga ah bixinta cashuurta
waqtigeeda.
Cidhibtirka Cadaadiska
Diiwaangelinta canshuuraha maahan wax lagu farxo oo
xiiso leh, iyo in kasta oo dadku rabaan inay dib u dhigaan
illaa daqiiqadda ugu dambeysa, ma ahan inay. Wax walba
oo ilaa iyo hadda la soo qabtay waxay ku saabsanaayeen
lacag, laakiin maxaa xitaa ka muhiimsan lacagta? Jawaabta
qoa wanaagiisa. Diiwaan gelinta hore waxay kaa caawin

kartaa baabi'inta walwalka waqtiga kama dambaysta ah ee
canshuurta.
Cidhibtirka Cadaadiska
Diiwaangelinta canshuuraha maahan wax lagu farxo oo
xiiso leh, iyo in kasta oo dadku rabaan inay dib u dhigaan
illaa daqiiqadda ugu dambeysa, ma ahan inay. Wax walba oo
ilaa iyo hadda la soo qabtay waxay ku saabsanaayeen lacag,
laakiin maxaa xitaa ka muhiimsan lacagta? Jawaabta qoa
wanaagiisa. Diiwaan gelinta hore waxay kaa caawin kartaa
baabi'inta walwalka waqtiga kama dambaysta ah ee canshuurta.
XAFIISKA U DIYAAR GAROWGA CANSHUURAHA FURSADAHA
DHAQAALAHA BILAASH AH
Bishan waxaan soo bandhigeynaa Barnaamijka CA $ H,
kaas oo ka caawiya macaamiisha inay u diyaariyaan canshuurta dakhligooda si bilaash ah! Macaamiisha canshuurta CA
$ H waxay kaloo haystaan fursad ay kagala hadlaan
hadafyadooda maaliyadeed iyo caqabadaha tabaruce
Tilmaame Fursad leh, iyo inay ku xirmaan ilaha maxaliga ah
si ay uga caawiyaan dhisida xasiloonida dhaqaale.
1. Maxay dadku u baahan yihiin inay ka ogaadaan uqalmitaanka caawimaadda CA$H?
Macaamiisha leh shaqo kasta oo ka baxsan Maine inta lagu
jiro 2020 xaq uma laha. Cashuur celinta qaarkeed xaq uma
yeelan karto duruufaha shaqsiyeed awgood.
2. Immisa ayey ku kacaysaa in canshuurtaada lagu xareeyo CA$H?
CA$H waa adeeg gebi ahaanba bilaash ah!
3. Maxaan ubaahanahay si aan u helo balan guul leh?
Dhammaan dukumiintiyada horay ha loo habeeyaa, oo ay
ku jiraan Aqoonsiga sawirka (sida liisanka darawalnimada
oo ansax ah) ee loogu talagalay qoa xareynaya (iyo sayga /
sayga, haddii ay isqabaan oo ay si wadajir ah u xareeyaan);
Kaararka Sooshiyaal Sikiyuuriti (ama waraaqaha ITIN) ee
loogu talagalay dhammaan dadka lagu codsaday canshuur
celinta; dhammaan dukumintiyada canshuurta (sida
Foomamka W-2, 1099, 1098, 1095).
4. Kulamada oo dhami ma dijital baa?
Do CA$H ma qaban doono ballamo shaqsi ahaaneed sannadkan. Taabadalkeed, waxay kaqeyb qaadanayaan adeeg
khadka tooska ah ee faaiido la'aanta ah ee laga helo Code for
America iyadoo lala kaashanayo goobaha VITA ee ay IRSshahaado ka heshay wadanka oo dhan Macaamiisha waxay
u baahan yihiin marin ay ugu helaan aaladda internet-ka
diyaar u ah (desktop, mobile, ama kaniiniga), cinwaanka
emaylka, iyo lambar taleefan si ay u booqdaan websaydhka
GetYourRefund oo ay u buuxiyaan su'aalaha qaadashada.
Macaamiisha waxay u baahan yihiin marin ay ugu helaan
aaladda internet-ka diyaar u ah (desktop, mobile, ama kaniiniga), cinwaanka emaylka, iyo lambar taleefan si ay u booqdaan websaydhka GetYourRefund oo ay u buuxiyaan
su'aalaha qaadashada. Macaamiisha ayaa lagu dhiirrigelin
doonaa inay qaadaan oo geliyaan sawirrada aqoonsiga iyo
dukumintiyada canshuurta meel aamin ah. CA $ H IRS-mutadawiciin qaadashada mutadawiciin ah ayaa markaa ﬁirin
doona dukumiintiyada oo gaari doona si ay u ballansadaan
wadahadal taleefan si ay wax walba kulaula eegaan.
Markaa cashuur-bixiye IRS-shahaado haysta ayaa diyaarinaya soo-celinta, macmiilkana waa la ogeysiin doonaa marka
ay tahay in la qabsado wicitaan si dib loogu eego soo noqoshada qof mutadawiciin ah. CA $ H waxay dhameystireysaa dhowr goobood oo macluumaadka lagu baari karo
nidaamka kuwa aan heli karin tikniyoolajiyadda geedi
socodka gebi ahaanba farsamada kore. Macaamiisha oo
dhami waa inay awoodaan inay lahadlaan laba wadahadal
taleefan kooxda CA $ H inta hawshu socoto.
5. Sideen isku diiwaan gelin karaa
Kaddib marka aan helo dukumiintiyada canshuurta ee
sanadka 2020, booqo cashmaine.org si aad ulaxiriirto
nidaamka farsamada iyo / ama si aad u aragto goorta
goobaha soo-dejinta / soo-qaadista maxalliga ahi ay socdaan
oo soconayaan.
6. Maxay yihiin faa'iidooyinka ugu waaweyn ee xaraynta
canshuurahayga iyada oo loo marayo CASH?
Cash$ waa adeeg bilaash ah oo ay bixiyaan saaxiibtinimo,
mutadawiciin IRS-sharciyeysan.
Waxay hubin doonaan inaad heshay dhibcaha canshuurta
ee aad xaq u leedahay, sida Abaalmarinta Canshuuraha
Dakhliga Shaqada iyo Amaahda Canshuurta Ilmaha.
7. Ma bixisaa tarjumaad ama ah
Websaydhka Hel celintaada waxaa lagu heli karaa Ingiriis
iyo Isbaanish. Macaamiisha ayaa tilmaami kara dookhyada

kale ee luqadda inta lagu gudajiro qaadashada iyo
tabaruceyaashu waxay la shaqeeyaan macmiilka si ay u
helaan tarjumaad Tabaruceyaasha luuqadaha badan ku
hadla marwalba waa la soo dhaweynayaa. Email cash@unitedwaygp.org si aad u muujiso xiisaha tabaruce ama aad weydiiso wixii su'aalo kale ah.
CPORT ISU ABAABULKA IYO XAREYNTA
Mareykanka gudihiisa, muwaadiniinta waxaa laga rabaa
inay xereeyaan canshuuraha sanadlaha ah isla markaana ay
bixiyaan qeybtooda canshuurta dakhliga ugu dambeyn
Abriil 15 sanad kasta. Diyaarinta canshuuraha waxay
umuuqataa mid xad dhaaf ah, laakiin maahan inay ahaato.
Si wax loo fududeeyo, halkan waxaa ku yaal liistada dukumiintiyada iyo macluumaadka la ururinayo ka hor intaadan
booqan xirfadle canshuur ama aan xereyn canshuurahaaga.
Dukumiintiyada Canshuurta.
Janaayo waa marka dadku bilaabaan inay helaan dukumiintiyada loo baahan yahay si loo xareeyo canshuuraha.
Kuwaan waxaa badanaa bixiya loo shaqeeyeyaasha waxayna
ku jiri karaan W-2s (foom muujinaya dakhliga soo galay
sanadkii hore) ama 1099s (nooc kale oo ah qaab dakhli)
Macluumaadka Shakhsi ahaaneed looga baahan yahay buuxinta canshuuraha. Macluumaadkan waxaa sidoo kale
looga baahanyahay xubnaha qoyska (oo ay kujiraan lammaanayaasha iyo kuwa ku tiirsan.
Rasiidhada
Service Adeegga Dakhliga Gudaha(IRS) ayaa mararka
qaarkood bixin doonta dhibco iibsashada lagama maarmaanka ah ee la qabtay intii lagu jiray sanadka. Kuwan
waxaa loo yaqaan ka-goynta waxayna yareeyaan xaddiga
dakhliga la soo sheegayo. Marka dakhliga la yareeyo, dadku
waxaa laga yaabaa inay helaan dib u soo celin sare ama inay
bixiyaan wax ka yar canshuuraha. Soo ururi risiidhada iyo
caddeynta waxyaabaha loo soo iibsaday in loo isticmaalo
ka-goyn ahaan.
• Kharashka socodsiinta sahay ganacsi, kiro, iwm.
• Deeqaha sadaqada ah
• Kharashyada caaﬁmaadka
• Kharashaadka daryeelka caruurta
• Kharashaadka waxbarashada
• Kharashaadka caymiska caaﬁmaadka
• Qoraallada keydinta hawlgabka
• Hagaajinta tamarta ku habboon guriga
Canshuuraha Diiwaangelinta
Canshuuraha waxaa lagu diyaarin karaa gacanta oo loo
diri karaa IRS. Waxaa sidoo kale lagu xereyn karaa internetka iyagoo adeegsanaya soiweerka diyaarinta canshuuraha. Milkiilayaasha meheradaha yaryar badanaa waxay
isticmaalaan xisaabiyeyaasha canshuurta si ay uga
caawiyaan diyaarinta dukumiintiyada canshuurta,
maadaama ay aqoon ﬁican u leeyihiin sharciga canshuuraha
oo runtii ka caawin kara dadka inay si sax ah u xareeyaan oo
ay caqli u yeeshaan jarista iyo diyaarinta canshuuraha.
Waxaa jira ururo badan oo maxalli ah oo ka caawiya
dadka diyaarinta canshuuraha. Tabaruceyaasha bulshada
inta badan waxay kaa caawin karaan canshuuraha qiimo
jaban ama aan qiimo lahayn. Markay dadku goor hore fayl
gareeyaan, shaqadu way dhammaataa oo culeyska ayaa
yaraanaya. Lacag celinta ayaa dhaqso loo dhigayaa, canshuurahana waa la dhameeyay sanadka.
Keydinta diiwaanka
taxes Canshuuraha la xareeyo kadib, waa ﬁkrad ﬁican in
dukumintiyada la wada haysto, oo ay ku jiraan risiidhada
iyo waraaqaha kale. Ku keydi dhammaan dukumiintiyada
meel aamin ah oo ay la socdaan canshuur celinta si loo
xaﬁdo diiwaangelin aamin ah. Sannadka soo socda xilligan,
hawshu way sii fududaan doontaa!
MAXAY TAHAY IN LA OGAADO MARKA LA XAREYNAYO
Diiwaangelinta canshuuraha way ku adkaan kartaa qof
kasta oo Mareykanka ku nool, laakiin magangalyo-doonka,
muhaajiriinta, iyo qaxootiga ayaa laga yaabaa inay waayoaragnimadan si gaar ah ugu adkaato. Inta badan magangalyo-doonka, soo-galootiga, iyo qaxootiga waxaa lagu
sifeeyaa inay yihiin \"ajaanib deganeyaal ah\" waxaana looga
baahan yahay inay bixiyaan xaddiga canshuurta la mid ah
tan muwaadiniinta Mareykanka ee ku dhalatay Mareykanka
Si kastaba ha noqotee, maxaa yeelay waxaa jira waxyaabo
ka reeban sharcigan - iyo sababta oo ah inta badan
talooyinka xareynta canshuuraha kuma xirna muhaajiriinta
- Barwaaqada 'MeE' waxay la wadaageysaa tilmaamahan
guud si ay u caawiyaan. Akhristayaasha Amjambo Africa
waxay siﬁican u fahmayaan waajibaadka canshuuraha iyo
inay ogaadaan goorta iyo meesha laga helo caawimaad.
1. Bixinta canshuuraha ama buuxinta canshuur celinta
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NEWS FROM AFRICA
by Jean Damascène Hakuzimana

War in Ethiopia threatens projected economic boom
e Ethiopian economy had been growing steadily when violence erupted between the federal government and its own northern Tigray region, creating uncertainty about the economic health of the country. With a 10% gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the last
decade, some sectors like clothing had been aiming to claim a place on the international export stage. Now this reach is imperiled.
In recent years, Ethiopia has succeeded in interesting foreign investors, among them the
international clothing brands of H&M and Decathlon. But with a civil war that is rendering
the country unstable, investors are likely to consider pulling back. e clothing industry had
been expected to grow more than 40% in coming years, mainly through exports to the West,
according to Quartz Africa. Coupled with the agricultural sector, also projected to grow,
clothing could play a big role in propelling Ethiopia’s export market forward, thereby overturning the current trade imbalance. e clothing sector currently contributes just 0.6% to
the national GDP, but has been poised for exponential growth.
e war in the Tigray region has killed thousands of civilians and half a million people have
been internally displaced, with tens of thousands ﬂeeing for safety to Sudan, according to the
International Crisis Group. e double whammy of war, together with the COVID-19 crisis, is likely to have a huge impact on Ethiopia. Ethiopian Airlines has been hit badly by the
health crisis, and has not received bailout funds like many companies in the West. e Independent reported that the airline company has survived by turning dozens of its aircra
into cargo carriers. Now that passenger traﬃc is resuming in Africa, seats are being reinstalled. ders to work in harmony to maintain peace and stability in DR Congo.

President Touadéra re-elected to lead a Central African
Republic in crisis
On January 4, the Central African Republic re-elected Faustin-Archange Touadéra to the
presidency for a second term in the midst of numerous crises, notably a catastrophic security situation involving powerful armed groups. Resources-rich Central Africa, located in the
middle of the continent, has been struggling to control rival groups that have been ﬁghting
each other along ethnic and religious divisions for many years.
Touadéra’s election is contested, despite oﬃcial reports that he obtained 53.92 % of the
votes, and he will govern a nation embroiled in tumult. Governmental authority has been
compromised in the capital city of Bangui, and various rebel groups control two-thirds of the
240,535 square miles of the country’s territory. e BBC reports that disruptions by armed
groups occurred in 40% of electoral districts during the election, and the opposition is demanding a rerun. Surrounded by United Nations peacekeeping forces, Touadéra has called
for the support of special forces from Rwanda, as well as mercenaries from Russia, to enhance
security in the country.
Conﬂict in Central Africa mounted in 2003, when Francois Bozizé, then a rebel commander, deposed President Ange-Félix Patassé. Bozizé ruled until 2013, when he was unseated by Muslim rebel Seleka. Bozizé ﬂed abroad, and in 2015 the country elected
Faustin-Archange Touadéra, who had previously served as prime minister. In 2019, Bozizé
returned to Central Africa to run for president, despite an arrest warrant in his name, but his
candidature was invalidated. His return was disruptive – he is accused of working behind the
scenes to orchestrate a march on Bangui that was intended to seize power by force.
Al-Jazeera reports that the Central Africa government asked for – and received – military
support from Rwanda and Russia to help the U.N. peacekeeping force push back the rebels.
However, rebels overpowered government forces on January 3 in the town of Bangassou, located 470 miles from Bangui, and are controlling the diamond-rich mines in the region.
With an eye to a share of Central Africa’s natural resources, Russia, Rwanda, and France
are among the countries that are helping the region regain normalcy, according to the BBC.
ey report that Russia has a weakening economy and is looking to expand its market among
former Cold War allies.

Uganda’s Museveni wins 6th consecutive term after
35 years in office
Yoweri Museveni has served as president of Uganda for 35 years, but that’s apparently not
enough for him, and now Bobi Wine is crying fraud. e election commission announced
that Museveni had won a sixth term, with 58.6 % of the vote, compared to 34.8% for Bobi
Wine. e jailing of opposition leaders, crackdowns on opposition campaigns, roadblocks
in the capital city of Kampala, tires set ablaze, and general chaos – all of these marked election season in Uganda. Despite all these obstacles, Bobi Wine, formerly a singer and now a
parliamentarian, garnered a great deal of support, even in a crowd of 10 opposition candidates and an election that saw a low turnout of 57% of the 18 million registered voters. Bobi
Wine energized youth, who threw their support behind him in the movement he called
“People Power.”
Security forces arrested Bobi Wine and many of his supporters numerous times during the
campaign, saying he was violating COVID-19 control rules. He was oen obliged to sleep
in his car because hotels were forced to cancel his bookings. And security forces swarmed
Uganda’s streets to prevent violence aer the electoral commission announced Museveni’s
victory. Bobi Wine was forced into house arrest, with heavily armed guards surrounding his
house. He has been posting social media messages complaining of hunger – he is forbidden
to even pick food in his garden. Natalie Brown, the U.S. Ambassador to Uganda, was barred
by security forces from visiting the singer on January 18, according to CNN. Museveni’s
spokesperson Ofwono Opondo published an opinion piece soon aer, reminding the U.S.
that it is in no position to tell other governments how to conduct themselves in relation to
election results. “Don’t cry for Ugandans,” Ofwono Opondo told Brown.

COVID-19 update from
Africa
Africa passed a grim milestone of 3 million
cases on Sunday, January 10, accompanied by 72,000
deaths, with the majority of cases in South Africa (1.6 million) and North Africa (1 million).
Outside of these regions, case counts are relatively low, hovering between 0.02 (Somalia)
and 1.59 (Rwanda) new cases per 100,000 people. However, the World Health Organization
warns that cases are on the rise in Africa. ey also note that testing is not widespread, so
true case numbers may not be known. e death rate on the continent is highest in South
Africa, Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, and Eswatini.
Meanwhile, a mutation of the COVID-19 variant named E484K was discovered in South
Africa two months ago that worried the scientiﬁc community. And this is on top of the highly
contagious B.1.1.7. ﬁrst found in Britain. However, on January 20, Pﬁzer-BioNTech announced that their vaccine is expected to be eﬀective against both key mutations, raising
hopes that this will be true for all the vaccines, although studies are not yet conclusive. Updates to the vaccine may be necessary on a yearly basis, as is the case with the ﬂu vaccine.
Te E484K mutation of the COVID-19 variant was also found in Brazil. e international
scientiﬁc community is working hard to research all COVID-19 mutations as they are discovered, and test the eﬃcacy of the vaccines against them.
e African Union has formed e African Vaccine Acquisition Task Team. So far, however, the continent has secured vaccines for only a fraction of the population.

NAACP-Maine, Maine Initiatives, co-hosts,
and MLK Day session presenters call for dismantling
systemic racism in Maine
In deference to the times, Maine’s largest annual observance of the life and legacy of
Martin Luther King Jr., hosted for the past 40 years by the NAACP, was moved from the
ballroom at the Holiday Inn by the Bay in Portland to Zoom this year, but its power was
anything but diminished. If anything, the virtual format expanded the reach of the event
to a whole new statewide audience. Last year, 735 attended the dinner in person; this year’s
registration was closed at 1,600 people, who tuned in from all over Maine.
Maine House of Representatives Assistant Majority Leader Rachel Talbot Ross, D-Portland, spoke of the importance in her life of the annual event, while growing up Black in
Maine. As a child, she looked forward to it each year because MLK Day was the only time
in the year when she saw lots of people who looked like herself, gathered in one place.
e annual event started as an idea tossed around a kitchen table four decades ago, grew
to a formal breakfast at the Holiday Inn, and later became a banquet.
is year’s celebration featured dozens of sessions in a day-long virtual teach-in and call
to action that was organized by a committee that included representatives from organizations around the state – the NAACP of Maine, Maine Initiatives, the Holocaust and
Human Rights Center of Maine, Indigo Arts Alliance, Maine Equal Justice, Maine Center for Economic Policy, Maine Prisoner Advocacy Coalition, Maine Youth Justice, Mindbridge, Portland Empowered, and ird Place.
From beginning to end, the event moved the needle far beyond an event honoring an
inspirational and pivotal ﬁgure to one that also served as a call to action to dismantle systemic racism in Maine. Along with teaching about Maine’s racist history, the focus of presentations was squarely on the present and the future. Speaker aer speaker referred to the
Black Lives Matter protests as a pivotal moment in the movement.
Many sessions included practical recommendations for how residents can help move
the state forward. For example, in their presentation, the ACLU of Maine encouraged attendees to stay informed about 86 potentially positive reform bills on the docket of the
130th session of Maine’s legislature, as well as 35 bills that are potentially anti-reform.
Some of the anti-reform bills appear to be aimed at voter suppression and anti-immigrant
policies. e speciﬁcs of all these bills will become clear in the near future, as the legislature moves into higher gear. Residents can check the ACLU website for updates.
Black Owned Maine presenters Rose Barboza and Jerry Edwards spoke about the importance of understanding anti-racist economics. “Money that continues to ﬂow as it has
will serve to sustain the current system,” they said. ey recommended looking at where
one’s money is spent, and suggested buying from the (at least) 250 Black-owned businesses listed in the directory on their website, as well as from Black-owned businesses nationwide. ey emphasized that these businesses run the gamut, and include providers of
necessities such as food.
“We challenge you to be conscious of your spending, look at your list of things to purchase … ask if there is a Black-owned business that produces this. Put a plan in place to
be an anti-racist consumer,” said Barboza.
Individual sessions began with reminders that Maine stands on land forcibly taken from
the Wabanaki people, and that the United States was built on the forced labor of African
Americans. e African Diaspora in Maine includes ﬁrst-generation immigrants, who
were represented on a panel facilitated by Shima Kabirigi that was organized by Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition (MIRC). at presentation began with a reminder that over two
Continued on page 15
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Northern Light Health hires DEI director, commits to diversity | By Stephanie Harp
In November, Bangor-based
Northern Light Health, which
operates 17 health services organizations throughout Maine,
hired Marwa Hassanien as its
ﬁrst Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. Northern
Light President and CEO Tim
Dentry had created a Diversity,
Inclusion, and Equity Council
during the summer of protests
over the murder of George
Floyd in Minneapolis. In her
new position, Hassanien leads
and supports the 20-member
council, which is comprised of
physicians, nurses, and leaders
within the Northern Light organization from across Maine.
“ey had already started
doing diversity and inclusion
work, but they wanted to create
this position to ensure that this
Marwa Hassanien
work of promoting social and
medical justice ideals was truly on task and sustainable,” said Hassanien. With a stated goal
of “embracing, promoting, and advancing social and medical justice,” the council wanted to
help deﬁne this for people of Maine, especially within healthcare.
“We are having very important conversations,” she said. “Sometimes there is discomfort
when having these discussions, and it can aﬀect the productivity of organizations. As community leaders, we must not hesitate to have these dialogues in order to address underlying
and systemic issues relating to bias, inequity, and racism. I am very comfortable addressing
them, and hopefully, I can help people feel more comfortable, too.”
Hassanien’s ﬁrst day on the job entailed remote meetings with Northern Light’s senior leadership from around the state and the human resources directors with whom she now closely
works. Her current task is setting up foundational DEI training for the organization’s 12,000
employees. In the midst of the pandemic, working remotely via Zoom will allow Hassanien
to reach many more employees in a shorter time frame than if she’d needed to travel to locations from Portland to Greenville to Presque Isle.
One of the council’s priorities has been to change the face of Northern Light’s advertising.
“We now have a lot more people of color, people of religious diversity – I was pictured with
my hijab – and LGBTQ family pictures. We are trying to showcase the diversity within our
Northern Light family, using actual photos, not stock photos,” said Hassanien. “We want im-

ages of real employees who are presenting all diﬀerent social identities.”
She also has been leading conversations about personal commitment to transformation. “It’s
not just the employees. We’re starting from a commitment from the very top, the senior leadership, all shareholders, and folks on the ground, as well.” e words of CEO Tim Dentry have resonated with so many, she said, “and they’re believable because he has taken actionable steps.”
One of Dentry’s initiatives is the new “Tim Talk” podcast, which he began in July as a means of
breaking down barriers by focusing on topics of diversity and social and medical justice. “at
is extremely important,” Hassanien said, “because he touches on the diﬃcult conversations that
people dance around and don’t want to have.” Topics have included “White Fragility and Microaggressions,” “Reﬂections on the Role of an Ally,” and “LGBTQ+,” among others. Dentry has
made clear that he wants this attention to diversity to be sustainable, not something that Northern Light is doing because it’s a current trend that dies oﬀ, she said of his attention to diverse representation, social justice, and medical justice. Hassanien points to Dentry’s experience living in
Abu Dhabi and Addis Ababa. “is is someone who has international experience. He gets it.”
Born and raised in the U.S. as the daughter of Egyptian immigrants, Hassanien “gets it,” too.
“What’s unique about my approach to DEI is that it’s in line with my unique, diverse background
– being an educator, a Muslim, a daughter of immigrant parents, and as an American.” She incorporates mindfulness from her background with also being an American. “Living here in
Maine, a predominantly white state, I can see how whiteness and white privilege can manifest itself in our community. I think being bicultural and bilingual helps me see things from diﬀerent
perspectives and angles.”
Her current role at Northern Light is an outgrowth of Hassanien’s volunteer DEI work for the
last 10 years. She has spoken to many diﬀerent organizations, and has conducted trainings for
Northern Light, Bangor area school districts, and area police oﬃcers about interacting with international individuals and people of color. A member of the Maine MultiCultural Center board
of directors, she also is a board member of the Auxiliary of the Penobscot County Medical Society, where many members came to the U.S. as J-1 visa holders, as did her husband. “ey feel like
ﬁsh out of water. I’m able to place myself in their shoes, and ask, ‘How do you want us to help you?’
” In 2019, she was elected to the Bangor School Committee, where she has helped initiate a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion committee for that body, as well.
Aer doing so much DEI work based on her lived experiences and those of others, Hassanien
wanted more education to learn about DEI terminology and evidence-based research. So she enrolled in and completed a workshop through the Racial Equity Institute. She also has enrolled in
a Yale University DEI course to become certiﬁed. “is is my calling,” she
said. “is is something I have been passionate about for the last 10 to
15 years. It’s passion and compassion, together.” She’s found her calling, and that’s helping Northern Light Health forge a path toward
equity throughout Maine.
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Basbousa, a Middle Eastern favorite
Nahla Alsafar was born and raised in Baghdad,
Iraq. Aer leaving Iraq, she spent 3 1/2 years in
Turkey with her husband and three daughters before arriving in Maine in 2016. When she ﬁrst got
here, she couldn’t talk to people in English because, back home, language classes were not focused on speaking. So even though she knew
quite a bit of English vocabulary, she couldn’t converse. She started looking for conversational English classes, and met Claudette Ndayininahaze,
one of the founders of In Her Presence, at a gathering in the neighborhood. Claudette told her
about classes at In Her Presence. So Nahla started
attending weekly Saturday classes, and has missed
only one class in three years – the day that her
family moved from Portland to Westbrook. She
says she has made lots of friends through In Her
Presence.
In 2018, the program added a monthly cooking
class, In Her Kitchen, which she leads along with Justine Mugabo, the co-coordinator
of Amjambo Africa’s monthly Market Basket feature. Nahla is a big believer in home
cooking, and in the importance of eating healthy foods. She notes that foods cooked in
restaurants and markets oen have more sugar, fat, or salt in them than is healthy for
regular dining. She believes that a great advantage of cooking at home is that one can
control the amounts of sugar, fat, and salt in recipes to simultaneously please the taste
buds and beneﬁt the health of the family. In her culture – as in many cultures – the
woman is responsible for the cooking, which, in eﬀect, means that women are also responsible for the health of the family.
is recipe is for Basbousa, a very popular and well-known dessert in Middle East-

ern countries. It can be enjoyed with tea, or with ice cream – vanilla ice cream is Nahla’s favorite accompaniment for the treat. Basbousa is popular during Ramadan, and as Ramadan
approaches, all the markets start to prepare it for their customers.

BASBOUSA - Ingredients
2 cups semolina flour
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1 cup plain yogurt
1/2 cup shredded coconut
3/4 cup ghee or butter
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon baking powder
Sauce
1 cup sugar
1/2 cup water
1/2 teaspoon lemon juice
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Mix the dry ingredients together in a bowl. Then add the yogurt, vanilla, and melted butter or
ghee to the dry ingredients one by one, and mix thoroughly. Grease
a baking pan (with sides) and pour in the mixture. Bake until golden
brown (approximately 30-45 minutes). Meanwhile, prepare the
sauce by mixing sugar and water in a small saucepan over medium heat until it reaches a boil. Lower the heat and allow
the sauce to cook for 5 to 10 minutes. Remove the saucepan from the stove and add the lemon juice, mixing so the
sugar stays smooth and doesn’t harden. Pour the sauce over the baked mixture while still warm. Pistachios or other
nuts can be sprinkled on the top. In Turkey, hazelnuts are a popular topping. The dessert can be enjoyed warm or cool,
accompanied by ice cream or with a cup of tea or coffee. This is the basic recipe, however there are variations.

Cooperative farmers and Isuken owners look toward a new season
Maine’s Somali farmers and farm-to-table food truck owners are spending the winter preparing for a new season. e pandemic requires that a great deal of energy be funneled toward
addressing community health needs. Despite this, farmers of Liberation Farms and New
Roots, as well as Isuken food truck owners, are moving forward with spring plans and their
vision for a healthy future for their community. ey are drawing on the courage and resilience that is a
legacy of their
diﬃcult history.
e Somali
Bantu Community Association
(SBCA) staﬀ and
board are working to hire oﬃce
staﬀ and a property manager for
Liberation
Farms, the Somali
Bantu
farmer community’s newly purc h a s e d
permanent home in Wales. is winter, Muhidin Libah, SBCA Executive Director, is continuing ﬁnancial planning to ensure that needs are met. Last fall, community members moved
two large hoop houses to the new property, and two other hoop houses – funded by Good
Shepherd Food Bank – will be moved there sometime this winter. ese passive solar greenhouses, also called high tunnels, will extend the production season for warmer weather crops,
and will allow cold-tolerant vegetables to be harvested in winter.
Goats, the only residents of the new farm so far, have played an unplanned, ambassadorial
role in the neighborhood. One morning they all escaped and a neighbor caught and returned
them, providing a chance for Somali farmers and the neighbors to begin building friendly relations. Now when farm community members head to Wales to do chores, in addition to waving at neighbors, building fences, and other projects, they feed their four-legged friends and
make sure they are at home!
Planning is underway for enriching soils with cover crops and amendments. e land has
been depleted by continuous hay production in the past decades, and the farmers know the
importance of healthy soil for growing all crops. Over the winter, the land is being organized
into growing plots; the eventual harvest will serve community and commercial market needs.
e farmers work in a traditional, Somali, cooperative farming method, known as Iskashito,
which allows for everyone involved to contribute to the farm enterprise and to share equally
in the land and the proﬁts from their eﬀorts.
Omar Hassan, of the Cooperative Development Institute, works closely with the families

| By Bonnie Rukin

that comprise the New Roots Cooperative Farm in Lewiston. Hassan is originally from Somalia, and shares a
common language and cultural associations with the farmers. He said that he
“really enjoys helping the farmer community to prosper and have an impact.”
e priority focus for New Roots, before
the growing season starts, is to complete
fundraising for purchase of their Lewiston farm. e farmers have been involved in a lease-to-own arrangement
with Maine Farmland Trust since 2017,
and have raised $120,000 in grants towards their $200,000 goal to meet purchase and infrastructure needs.
Other winter activities include
procuring vegetable seeds for standard and specialty crops, starting seedlings, working
on logistics to maximize eﬃciency, and preparing greenhouses and high tunnels for use.
Natural Resources Conservation Service, a government program for agricultural improvements, will fund both high tunnels and a new well for the farm, a valuable contribution.
Last year, New Roots farmers doubled their community-supported agriculture customers and sold out the shares. is year, oﬀers are rolling in for dropoﬀ sites for New
Roots produce, and farmers are preparing for higher volume sales at their seven farmers
markets in Bath, Cumberland, Damariscotta, Kennebunk, Lewiston, Portland, and Saco.
Hassan is preparing to oﬀer a new round of workshops and trainings for farmers this
spring, and will also be recruiting and training younger community members to help with
social media outreach.
A priority need for the Isuken cooperative food truck business is to procure and put ﬁnishing touches on a new food truck to enable it to travel to more farmer’s markets and
events throughout the state. e co-operative also aims to expand the size of its well-loved,
traditional Somali food menu, said Mohamed Dekow, Executive Director of the Sustainable Livelihood Relief Organization in Lewiston. Isuken’s ﬁve members and their families
share equally in the responsibilities and rewards of the business. ey use locally farmed,
organic ingredients and their own blend of special spices, and at this point their menu
includes sambusas, stews, and salads.
Although all of these organizations and farmers had a successful 2020, COVID-19
clearly made the year especially challenging for everyone involved. ey welcome continued community support for their endeavors, and look forward to in-person celebrations at their new homes in 2021.
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The importance of community youth programming
By Blake Leifer
Back in 2012, if you had asked Barrett Takesian where to ﬁnd community youth sports
programs in Southern Maine, he might not have been able to tell you. At that time, there
were not nearly as many well-known programs as there are at present.
Fast forward eight years, and the picture is quite diﬀerent. Today, Takesian is executive
director of Portland Community Squash, one of 40 organizations in the Greater Portland
area that oﬀer programs for youth in sports and also in the arts. Another of these programs
is Gateway Community Services Maine, which also serves the Lewiston area.
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For over ﬁve years, Gateway Community Services Maine has helped new immigrants transition into life in the United States. Abdullahi Ali, the founder and CEO of Gateway, says listening to people is what demonstrated to him the importance of athletics in the community. “It
was in listening to people that their love of sports was revealed,” he said, “especially soccer,
which is so important in most parts of the world, although not necessarily in the U.S.” For many
cultures, and many immigrants in Maine, soccer is the premiere athletic activity.
Ali remembered his own experience with sports back in the Dadaab refugee camp, in Kenya,
prior to his resettlement in the U.S. At Dadaab, he and his friends played soccer whenever they
had free time. ey made their soccer balls by stuﬃng socks, and players used whatever they
could ﬁnd as goal posts – oen simply two poles.
Former Gateway soccer player Mohammed Awil expressed how vital the sports programs are
for youth growing up in Maine’s two largest cities. “It gives you a sense of community, while
teaching you about leadership and teamwork. From what I see from my community, soccer is
what holds it together,” he said.
Portland Community Squash also supports youth through programming. eir participants
come from 26 diﬀerent countries and speak 17 diﬀerent languages. Sixty-seven percent of the
participants are youth of color, 63% are ﬁrst time, post-secondary degree seekers, and 27% are
immigrants and refugees.
“For each student in an aerschool program, there’s three more that don’t have access but
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‘Temperature’ to be released on Valentine’s Day
Musician, producer, and DJ Mike Musonda was born in Zambia and grew up in South Africa
before moving to Portland, Maine, a little over three years ago. “We don’t have many big musicians [in Maine] so I’ve been analyzing the climate here to see what I can do to help push
Maine’s music scene forward. I decided what I wanted to do was bring people together who
make music in Maine, in a project that truly represents all the diﬀerent cultures that exist here.”
Musonda said it was the COVID-19 pandemic that inspired him to launch his vision. “I
thought to myself, ‘What if this really is the end of the world and I haven’t even proved to myself or others that I can be a good musician?’ I realized we don’t have much time on this Earth,
that anything can happen at any moment, and you really have to go aer what you want right
now because later may not come.”
e project involves seven Maine-based musicians who are all from diﬀerent backgrounds
and who represent various musical genres, including pop, R&B, Afrobeat, and more. “Living
in diﬀerent countries growing up has really helped me understand diﬀerent cultures, diﬀerent
worldviews, and diﬀerent tastes – in music in particular,” the artist explained. “In Maine, for example, there isn’t much of a hip-hop scene; people mostly listen to country here. So as an artist,
I have to produce music that will appeal to the culture around me, that people can relate to.”
Musonda’s creative process starts with research, which for him means listening to many distinct musical genres and styles, such as classical, jazz, ’70s and ’80s pop, and reggae. “en I sit
down and put together all the sounds I’ve listened to in the last weeks. Music relates to life, so
I always try to convey the feelings I’m feeling at the moment through the music I’m creating,”
he said. Musonda has released singles and has produced music with other artists before, but
this will be his ﬁrst big project involving so many artists.

| By Ulya Alugulova
e ﬁrst song – “Temperature” – is a collaboration
between Musonda and Nigerian-born singer-songwriter Zoza, and will be released on Valentine’s Day
this year. Zoza moved to Maine when he was a
teenager, but ﬁrst met Musonda at an event where
Musonda was the DJ. When Musonda learned Zoza
was a musician, he suggested they collaborate. “I
had him come to my house to freestyle, to see if he
was a good musician, and if he could really sing and
write. I played him a beat, and he immediately started writing. We recorded then and
there. I was amazed that he could write an entire song in just a few minutes,” Musonda
said.
“It was a match made in heaven,” Zoza said of the collaboration. “He sent me the beat
and it was so special, I knew I had to make something exceptional with it, and so ‘Temperature’ was born. It’s inspired by that feeling of a budding love, the butterﬂies you get
in your stomach when you’re near that one special person.”
e song, which is a blend of Afrobeat and pop music, is colorful and catchy. “I’m
hoping that ‘Temperature’ will act as a gateway, a stepping stone of sorts, for the future
projects that I’m planning,” Zoza said. Currently he has three songs available on Spotify and Apple Music, but he’s hoping to gain enough traction with “Temperature” to
allow him to release his ﬁrst EP. “Right now, my main focus is Afro-fusion but I don’t
want to box myself into one genre,” he said. “I want to work with many diﬀerent artists
who represent diﬀerent genres. Music is kind of like ﬂavor – you add diﬀerent spices
to it, and it produces something rich and unique.”
Zoza is currently on his way to earning a bachelor’s degree in marketing. “Being educated is important to me,” he noted. “I don’t want to be just an artist. I want to look
into the business side, as well, because I want to create my own brand.” He is hopeful
about his future career, and takes on a holistic approach to music. “Right now, I’m an
up-and-coming artist, but I have a lot of conﬁdence in myself and my cra,” he said.
“I’ve already envisioned where I’m going to be. But I still take every day as it comes, and
slowly pave my way there.”
“Temperature” will be the ﬁrst of three songs to be released in the lead-up to the
launch of the full album in August 2021. e two other songs will be released in April
and June. Aer each release, Musonda plans on shooting a music video for the song,
and later he will produce a small documentary about the making of the whole project.
He aims to record about 20 songs total, 12 or 13 of which will end up in the ﬁnal album.
“e songs will cover many diﬀerent subjects, from love and ﬁnding one’s purpose,
to social issues and the struggle of everyday life,” Musonda said. “With this album, I
want to inspire people and touch their hearts, and I want them to reﬂect on their lives.”
Because of COVID-19, holding a traditional launch party is unlikely, but Musonda intends to stream a virtual launch party, in true pandemic style. Stay tuned to Amjambo
Africa for details.
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derful world.” as a member of amnesty International uSa’s
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has
board of directors, jalali has led delegations to refugee
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up
camps in Turkey and Bosnia. He has also participated in
with Morgan
many united nations-sponsored international conferences,
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and was invited to the white House during President
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george Bush’s administration as part of a national delegabook that is
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Portraits
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aer graduating from Bowdoin College with degrees in
come to Maine from diﬀerent parts of the world, and who
religion and government, Rielly recently was elected to the
are diverse in terms of gender, reliMaine House of Representatives, repregion, culture, and class. e book’s
senting district 34, westbrook. “aer
working title is new neighbors.
working on Pete Buttigeg’s presidential
Publication is planned for august
campaign, I thought about how best I
2021.
could serve my community and rise to
“e stories in the book are unimeet the moment and help those
versal,” noted jalali. “But Maine is
around me. I see myself spending my
unique because it has the highest
life in public service, whether that inproportion of white people in the
volves holding oﬃce or not.”
population, compared to other
Photographer lilit danielyan ﬁrst got
states. So, it’s a good lesson to all: if
involved in the book project when jalali
immigrants can thrive here, they
reached out to ask her to be one of the
can thrive anywhere.” each story
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part of the world to another. look at
employment opportunities. “I came to
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Portsmouth, new Hampshire, ﬁrst, but
Moses and his people were expelled from egypt. Mohamnever quite managed to ﬁnd a community there. en I
mad was forced out of Mecca. Mary ﬂed the soldiers while
moved to Portland to attend community college, and started
pregnant. is is a story that has been going on since the
discovering the vibrant immigrant community here.”
dawn of humanity,” jalali said. “Regardless of whether imwhen she photographed the ﬁrst few subjects of the book,
migrants come here ﬂeeing poverty, wars, political and relishe read their stories prior to working with them. “at ﬁrst, I
gious persecution, or just in search of better economic
thought it was great that I had the luxury of knowing peoopportunities, they all bring with them an inspiring sense
ple’s stories before meeting them. But it almost felt like it
of human resilience and entrepreneurship. ey arrive and
wasn’t fair that I knew everything about them, and they
start businesses, create jobs, and contribute so much to poknew nothing about me. So eventually I stopped reading the
litical, cultural, and economic life here.”
stories because knowing them inﬂuenced me, it was almost
jalali himself le Iran during the shah’s regime, as a young
distracting and created pressure for me to do their stories
man ﬂeeing political persecution. He pursued higher edujustice,” danielyan said. She prefers getting to know her subcation in India, hoping to return one day to Iran. However,
jects through interaction, as she believes a personal conthe Iranian Revolution, and later the Iran-Iraq war, made it
nection greatly improves the quality of the portraits.
impossible for jalali to return, and he was le stateless.
“when I ﬁrst moved to the u.S. and I was working in a
anks to the unHCR granting him refugee status, he was
restaurant, people would always ask me about my accent,
able to move to the u.S. and settle in Portland in 1985.
where I was from, and they almost treated me as this exotic
“when I ﬁrst arrived, there were very few immigrant servthing, something ‘other,’ ” she recalled. “and I always wanted
ices – and few immigrants in general – and even though I
to tell them that I’m still one of them, even if I come from a
had two college degrees, I couldn’t ﬁnd a job,” jalali recalled.
diﬀerent country and have diﬀerent experiences. now it
“So I went to school during the day, and worked during the
feels like I’ve come full circle. I hope that aer reading the
night shi doing diﬀerent things, like selling vacuum cleanstories of the immigrants in the book and looking at their
ers door-to-door and working the graveyard shi in a facportraits, people understand that immigrants are just one of
tory.” He then worked for several nonproﬁt organizations,
them.”
and went on to earn two master’s degrees, before ending up
“ultimately, with this book, we’re trying to re-humanize
at university of Southern Maine, where he taught and also
today’s immigrants,” said jalali. “we’re trying to change the
served as coordinator of the Oﬃce of Multicultural Student
false narrative that has been told in the last few years, and
aﬀairs for 20 years. Finally, two months ago, he was named
there’s nothing like a story to change a narrative. Immigrants
executive director of the greater Portland Immigrant weltell us stories by their mere existence, stories of human crucome Center.
elty but also of human resilience, kindness, and courage.

ese stories, unfortunately, haven’t been told to most
americans and most of them don’t know who these immigrants are, why they come here, and what they do. So, they
tend to minimize our life experiences and form just one narrative.”
Successful immigration is a two-way street, according to
jalali. Instead of simply expecting immigrants to learn
english and assimilate on their own, we should support
them by advocating for them, breaking down the barriers
on their path, and making room for them.
“To me, this book is exactly that – changing the narrative,
helping old neighbors get to know new neighbors, holding
the door open for others to come in, having more chairs at
the table,” he explained. “we have to be mindful that we’re
all standing on land stolen from native americans, built by
forced labor. So, there’s a need for us all to come together. at
the end of the day, it’s community or chaos, and the choice
is ours.”

Lilit Danielyan

Continued from page 10
million africans have immigrated to the u.S. since the
1980s, and that many ﬂed home to escape the legacy of
colonialism in africa.
Fatuma Hussein, john Ochira, and Charles Mugabe
participated in the Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition
(MIRC) panel. all agreed that colonialism’s legacy includes the african wars we see today, and that in africa
racism takes the form of tribalism, with africans divided from each other. ey talked about their shock
upon arriving in the u.S. and realizing that racism is
widespread here, and is based on skin color.
Tickets for the day-long event were available on a sliding scale that ranged from zero to $100. Money raised
through tickets and sponsorships helped oﬀer honoraria
to presenters and musicians, and seeded a new fund to
create fellowships, internships, and other paid opportunities for african americans, latinx, Indigenous, and
other people of color to advance racial equity and justice
in Maine’s public policy. Most of the day’s sessions were
recorded, and will be posted individually to the event
website under the session pages.

“

You still have thousands and
thousands of people who are
oppressed in this country.
African Americans. Latino.
African immigrants. Not until
we all recognize that every
human being is equal will the
healing start.

“

Reza Jalali to publish second New Mainer book

– Claude Rwaganje
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Will President Biden live up to his
promise to reform immigration?
By Ulya Aligulova
“No one puts their children in a boat, unless the water is
safer than the land.” – Warsan Shire
President Joe Biden has promised to reverse some of the
anti-immigrant policies of the Trump administration, including the U.S. approach to welcoming refugees. From an
historic low of 15,000 refugee admissions to the U.S. per year
under the previous administration, President Biden said he
is aiming for an annual refugee admissions cap of 125,00 per
year. is sea change comes at a time when the worldwide
refugee crisis is more widespread than ever.
According to the United Nations High Commission for
Refugees (UNHCR), at the end of 2019 there were 79.5 million forcibly displaced people in the world, or 1% of the
world’s population, and 37,000 people are displaced from
their homes every day. ese numbers include 26 million
refugees and more than 4 million asylum seekers, people
who have ﬂed war, violence, conﬂict, or persecution, and
have crossed an international border to ﬁnd safety in another country.
Wars and political conﬂict are age-old problems that have
always produced refugees. is has certainly been the case
on a massive scale in the Middle East and Africa in the last
few decades. Natural disasters and the destructive eﬀects of
climate change are more recent causes of migration, which
is primarily in Asia at the moment. Each of these forces creates economic instability, which in turn is another motivation for people to leave their homes.
e United States has a long and complicated history of
immigration, and sentiments towards newcomers have ﬂuctuated between welcoming and exclusionary over the years,
with the Trump era one of the more xenophobic.
Kimiya ﬂed her
home in Iran aer
being persecuted for
converting to Christianity. She was resettled in Maine with
her son as a refugee in
2016 aer living for
18 months in Turkey,
where she found temporary refuge. Over
four years later – the
years of the Trump
administration’s antiimmigrant policies –
she is still waiting for
Kimiya, refugee from Iran, still
her husband’s applicawaiting for her family
tion to be processed.
“Every time I talk to the United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services, or call my senator’s oﬃce, they just
tell me to wait,” Kimiya said. She works as a waitress to support herself and her son. Back in Turkey, she and her husband worked for a furniture company, liing heavy weights
every day. Kimiya sustained many injuries on the job, for
which she has needed surgery and treatment ever since arriving in America. “My husband still works for the same
company,” she said. “He’s under such psychological and
physical stress, all his hair has turned white.” Kimiya is hop-
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Every year, the U.S. president, in consultation with Coning that the new administration will ﬁnally allow her husgress,
sets the maximum number of refugees to be admitband to join the family here in Maine.
ted.
Beginning
with the 1980s, the number of refugees
e Displaced Persons Act of 1948 was the ﬁrst speciﬁc
admitted
has
steadily
decreased, from a high of approxi“refugee” act passed by Congress, and it aimed to address
mately
200,000
in
1980
to under 12,000 in 2020. e decline
the nearly seven million displaced persons in Europe crewas
particularly
sharp
aer
the Trump administration came
ated by World War II. During the second half of the 20th
to
power.
e
ceiling
number
fell from 85,000 in 2016 — the
century, the U.S. admitted refugees ﬂeeing the communist
regimes in China, North Korea, Vietnam, and
Eastern Europe, as well as thousands of Cubans
escaping Fidel Castro’s rule. e Refugee Act of
1980 created a uniform and comprehensive policy to proactively address refugee admissions
and formally adopted the UN deﬁnition. Beginning in the early 2000s, ongoing conﬂicts in
the Middle East and Africa produced an inﬂux
of new refugees from Syria, Iraq, Somalia,
Sudan, and Myanmar, among other countries.
Aisha moved to the U.S. from Somalia, alone,
at 21 years old and was resettled in Maine in
2016. Her family was among many who ﬂed political instability in Somalia and ended up in
Kenya’s Kakuma Refugee Camp — the largest
refugee camp in the world, accommodating
nearly 200,000 people.
“It was just by chance that my application was
processed and I was resettled in America before
my family,” explained Aisha. “I put their case
forward immediately, but once the Trump administration came, they created a Muslim ban,
and everything got shut down.” She hopes that
with the change in administration her family
will be able to join her in Maine at last. Aisha
Ekhlas Ahmed and Mariam Khamis, who arrived in the U.S. as refugees,
said she struggled when she arrived in Maine.
seen here at Blaine House (pre-COVID)
“When I ﬁrst came here I hadn’t even used a
computer before. I didn’t know how to type,” she
highest number since 2000 — to 53,000 the following year,
said. “It was shocking for me to realize there are libraries
and ultimately to 18,000 in 2020 (which wasn’t met, due to
and that people have access to so many books. In my life beCOVID-19). In Maine, the number of resettled refugees has
fore, I had to hustle just to get a single textbook. So now,
similarly dropped from 642 in 2016 to a mere 40 in 2020.
every opportunity that comes my way, I know I have to take
“My wife and children were in the ﬁnal stages of the apit, and do well. I see people here taking everything for
plication
process when the Trump administration came, and
granted.”
everything
stopped,” said Mohammed, a middle-aged SoAisha went to community college and is currently workmali
man
whose
family reuniﬁcation eﬀorts are also on
ing on a biochemistry degree from the University of Southhold.
Muhammed’s
family ﬂed the civil war in Somalia when
ern Maine. She works as a nurse in a hospital and hopes to
he
was
three
or
four
years old, and he spent nearly 20 years
go to medical school aer ﬁnishing her bachelor’s, with asat
a
refugee
camp
in
Kenya. He ended up in Maine as a
pirations to become a doctor.
refugee
in
2010.
Aer
resettlement in Maine, Muhammed
Refugees are thoroughly screened before they are selected
worked
with
Catholic
Charities
to plead the case of his famfor admission to the U.S. Once selected, federal and state
ily,
but
he
was
unsuccessful.
His
family is still in the refugee
governments resettle refugees. As per the Refugee Act of
camp.
1980, each state must have an Oﬃce of the State Refugee CoCamps are not intended to provide permanent, sustainordinator that is designated by the federal Oﬃce of Refugee
able
solutions, but it’s not unusual for refugees to spend
Resettlement to administer refugee resettlement programs.
decades
there, awaiting the results of their applications.
“In Maine, this oﬃce was part of state government until
Most
camps
are notoriously overcrowded, and there are
2017, when the state government decided to opt out of this
oen
inadequate
provisions of food, medical facilities, and
administration,” said Tarlan Ahmadov, the current Maine
housing.
Many
families
live in tents their whole lives.
State Refugee Coordinator. Ahmadov is an immigrant him“Right
now,
my
hope
is
dead. I have no expectations of my
self, who moved to the U.S. from Azerbaijan in 2003.
family
ever
coming
here
unless things change,” he said.
“So in lieu of the state, the resettlement role was taken on
Muhammed
works
as
a
driver.
He said he would have liked
by the Oﬃce of Maine Refugee Services (OMRS), which is
to
go
to
college,
but
because
he
needs
to take care of his fama department of Catholic Charities Maine,” Ahmadov exily
back
in
the
refugee
camp
in
Kenya,
he has to keep workplained. “OMRS awards and manages refugee service grant
ing
to
make
money
to
send
them.
programs through several organizations across the state, inOnly time will tell if President Biden lives up to his promcluding Maine’s only refugee resettlement agency – Catholic
ise
to reform immigration policies. If he does, Kimiya,
Charities Maine Refugee and Immigration Services.” Aer
Aisha,
and Muhammed may ﬁnally have happier stories to
arrival, refugees have the right to live and work in the U.S.
tell.
indeﬁnitely, as well as to apply for permanent residency.
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!( ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪﺗﻚGEAR)  ميﻜﻦ ﻟﱪﻧﺎﻣﺞ...ٌ ووﻇﻴﻔ ٌﺔ ُﺟﺪﻳﺪة،ﻋﺎ ٌم ﺟﺪﻳﺪ

إن ﻣﻜﺘﺐ ﻣﺎﻳﻦ ﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﻼﺟﺌني وﺧﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﻼﺟﺌني واﻟﻬﺠﺮة
ﺑﺼﺪد إﻃﻼق ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺠﻪ اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪ ”زﻳﺎدة ﻓﺮص اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻟﻼﺟﺌني
! “(RAEG)
(GEAR)
( ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪة أﻋﻀﺎء ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻟﻼﺟﺌنيRAEG)
(GEAR) ُﺻ ﱢﻤﻢ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ
(FNAT)
(TANF) ﻣﻤﻦ ﻳﺘﻠﻘﻮن ﻣﺰاﻳﺎ اﳌﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﳌﺆﻗﺘﺔ ﻟﻠﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﳌﺤﺘﺎﺟﺔ
وﻏريﻫﺎ ﻣﻦ اﳌﺴﺎﻋﺪات اﻹﺿﺎﻓﻴﺔ ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ ﺳﻠﻮك اﳌﺴﺎر اﻟﺼﺤﻴﺢ ﻧﺤﻮ
.اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﲆ ﻋﻤﻞ
 ﻳُﺮﺟﻰ، أو ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﻮد ﻋﻤﻞ إﺣﺪى اﻹﺣﺎﻻت،إذا ﻛﻨﺖ ﻣﻦ اﳌﻬﺘﻤني مبﻌﺮﻓﺔ اﳌﺰﻳﺪ
:( ﻋﲆ اﻟﱪﻳﺪ اﻹﻟﻜﱰوينRAEG)
(GEAR) ﻣﺮاﺳﻠﺔ ﻣﺮﻳﺎﻧﺎ ﻣﺪﻳﺮ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ
mchakmakchi@ccmaine.org

Une nouvelle année, un nouveau travail…
GEAR peut vous aider !

Le Bureau des Services aux Réfugiés
du Maine, ainsi que les Services de
l’Immigration lancent un nouveau
programme pour augmenter l’accès à
l’emploi pour les réfugiés.
Le programme GEAR est conçu pour les membres de la
communauté des réfugiés qui reçoivent des prestations TANF
et ont besoin d’un soutien supplémentaire pour emprunter le
bon chemin vers l’emploi.
Si cela vous intéresse d’en savoir plus, ou si vous souhaitez
faire une recommandation, veuillez vous adresser par
e-mail à la responsable du programme GEAR Marina à
mchakmakchi@ccmaine.org.
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Continued from page 1
point the recipient toward a mentor network convened and
administered by the Maine Department of Economic and
Community Development (DECD). is network brings together the various advisory organizations that already exist,
so the loan recipient can make one phone call – rather than
many – and DECD will help match the person with appropriate support. “is allows traditional mentor networks, to
whom we are very grateful for their participation, to get into
the potentially uncomfortable spots of engaging with immigrants, and allows the immigrant business owner to access an amazing amount of expertise,” Durdag said. By
helping New Mainers in tangible, visible ways, the state of
Maine can be “part and parcel” of the solution for communities. “We are trying to do our part in coalescing society
together in ways for the 21st century, through equity, diversity, and social equality.”
Gene Ardito, CEO of cPort Credit Union, shares Durdag’s
enthusiasm. “I’m personally very excited about this partnership,” he said. “Kerem and his team … recognized that
we were doing some good things with the New Mainer community. I think it’s a terriﬁc partnership of leveraging the
strengths of all of us.” He said the Indus Fund leaders have
the background, the ability to communicate well, and the
money, and cPort has a loan infrastructure already built,
along with extensive connections within the immigrant
community. Ardito calls the partnership “ideal.”
When Ardito le the world of big banking to join cPort
in 2004, “I realized that for us to do something good in the
community, I needed to reach out to people who are underserved.” He got personally involved in what is now ProsperityME. “I started on the ground, being open-minded to
their needs, trying to help them get established in banking
and loans. We’ve been growing this kind of approach since
2004 and 2005, and trying to get better at it.” He is committed to listening to his customers’ concerns and issues. Most
cPort documents are already in ﬁve languages, for example,
and cPort has a phone service that provides instant translation via a three-way call.
“I think cPort does a good job of having an employee base
that represents our community, and that is a key to our success,” he said. ese aren’t token hires and aren’t just for business purposes. “We have great people who speak multiple
diﬀerent languages.” at means they can communicate effectively with people who go to cPort to open accounts. “e

cPort Credit Union CEO Gene Ardito

thing that we are good at – and this is something that I push
strongly at cPort – is let’s see what the barriers are, and ﬁnd
a way to get over those barriers or break down those barriers. So that’s what we do, not just for the immigrant community but for all communities. If someone presents a
challenge to us, we take some time to see if we can ﬁgure it
out.” At some branch locations, as much as half of cPort’s
business is with New Mainers.
is commitment has won cPort much good will, something that Kerem Durdag and the Indus Fund recognized.
“Gene [Ardito] and I instantaneously latched onto [cPort’s]
ability to have that trust with the immigrant community.”
In some other countries, he said, banks have been associated with government nepotism. “It takes an enormous
amount of trust for immigrants to trust a bank, and cPort
has accomplished that. I think Gene saw in us that we are in
it for the long haul” because the Indus Fund is willing to put
its capital at risk, using cPort’s existing loan process and
workﬂow, for the 10-year initiative. is will “give something to the community that has longevity and sustainability because it is a generational eﬀort,” according to Durdag.
e lenders will be as ﬂexible as they can, even at such
low interest rates. “A 3.5%
loan is extremely wonderful
and everybody’s still going
to make their nut on it,” he
said. Business owners who
Aprenda mais no StayTheCourse.me
are interested in a loan need
to have some operating history. “It can’t be a startup
with a paper napkin idea.”
ey need to have an idea of
what they want to do with
the money, whether that’s
buying a stove or a machine
or expanding operations in
some other way. Part of the
loan and mentoring process
includes a six-month followup with a loan recipient.
Within Maine, other
mechanisms already exist to
fund growing businesses
and startups. If a business or
individual applies and does-

Ka baro wax badan StayTheCourse.me

n’t qualify through the cPort process for whatever reason,
the Indus Fund has a resource sheet that lists other options.
ose entities, which already know they may get calls from
immigrant business owners, include Maine Technology Institute (MTI), Coastal Enterprises Institute (CEI), New Ventures Maine, Maine Center for Entrepreneurs, SCORE, and
others. Durdag and Ardito are part of an ecosystem that is
trying to make these infrastructures reach out to and participate with the immigrant community.
Aer making loans and helping the recipients toward success, Durdag and Ardito look forward to the positive data
they can collect about how the loans are used and paid back.
Micro loan success will help immigrant business owners establish a credit track record that allows them to apply for
larger loans from organizations like MTI and CEI. e data
also will demonstrate to other lending institutions that these
risks are good ones. “Our hope is to get that data published
in a peer-reviewed fashion,” said Durdag. “We want to share
it with other banks and have other banks participating as
investors in the fund. Everybody wants to learn.” One goal
of the Indus Fund leaders is for their idea to be replicated by
other organizations for other communities, not just in
Maine but around the region and around the country.
Durdag doesn’t know of many other similar initiatives.
“is comes from a wellspring of desire to redress the
lackings of the past,” he said, based on a moral and ethical
obligation to help provide infrastructure for immigrant
business owners. “Gene and I...believe very, very strongly
that that’s our societal obligation, and society includes the
immigrant community. We’re trying to make sure the
proverbial duct tape, the connective tissue of society, stays
together.” He and the Indus Fund investors are “maniacal”
about inclusion, he said. “We want to play our maniacal role
in closing the economic divide. ere are inequities out
there, there are xenophobic attitudes out there. And we want
to close the gap in an inﬁnitesimal way, but do our part.”
As a ﬁrst-generation immigrant who went “through the
trenches” himself, Durdag has ﬁrst-hand experience of how
and why people say “no” in the state of Maine. Aer a number of rejections, he ﬁrst received grants and then loans 25
years ago from the precursor to MTI and eventually MTI,
respectively, saw his company grow as a result, sold the company, and paid back the loan. Since then, he has received additional MTI loans, including in his current position at
GWI. Because of his long association with MTI, he got to
know the banking industry, through which he then encountered the Finance Authority of Maine (FAME). “at
ecosystem has been enormously beneﬁcial to me in my trajectory, and enormously supportive of things I’ve tried to do
professionally” he said. “It takes a village.”
Both he and Ardito want the immigrant community to
be at the table for conversations and opportunities like
Durdag had. But the ﬁrst step is spreading the word about
the Indus Fund and its mission. ey are in the midst of a
push to publicize it through newspaper advertisements, social media, and through people who can get the news out
into the community, such as the Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center and ProsperityME. “Once a couple
[of people] come through and go through the process, news
will spread, and it will empower people to seek it out. I’m a
ﬁrm believer in that,” said Durdag.
To learn more about the Indus Fund, see www.theindusfund.com. To seek a loan, the “apply” button takes a
reader directly to the cPort website to begin the underwriting process. Please note that translations of this
article are available at amjamboafrica.com

Pour en savoir plus, consultez StayTheCourse.me
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TAX SEASON
In
the
United
States, ﬁling
an annual
tax return
and paying
income tax
by April 15
each year is required.
Preparing taxes may
seem overwhelming,
but it doesn’t have to
be. To make things easier, here’s a list of documents and information to collect before
preparing a tax form or visiting a tax professional.
Tax Documents
January is when people start to receive documents needed in order to ﬁle taxes. ese are
usually provided by employers and can include
W-2s (a form that shows earnings for the prior
year) or 1099s (another type of earnings form).
Personal Information
Names, dates of birth, and social security numbers are required for ﬁling taxes. is information will also need to be listed for any family
members (including spouses and dependents).
To have a refund electronically deposited to a
bank account, gather the routing and account
numbers for the account. Any banking employee can help ﬁnd this information and it is
oen listed on a ﬁnancial institution’s website.
Refunds can also be issued by check.
Receipts
e Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will sometimes grant credit for necessary purchases
made over the course of the year. ese are
called deductions and they reduce the amount
of income required to be reported. When income is reduced, people may have to pay less
in taxes or receive a higher refund. Gather receipts or other proof of purchase for expenses
that may be able to deduct. is is called “itemization.”
Possible sources of itemizations:
• Cost of running a business, such as
rent, business supplies, etc.
• Charitable donations
• Medical expenses, including the cost
of health insurance
• Childcare expenses
• Educational expenses
• Retirement savings
• Energy-eﬃcient home improvements
Filing Taxes
Taxes can be prepared by hand and mailed to
the IRS. ey can also be ﬁled online using tax
preparation soware. Small business owners
oen use accountants to help prepare tax documents, as accountants are well-versed in tax
law and can help people properly ﬁle and be
smart about deductions and tax preparation.
Many local organizations help people prepare taxes. Volunteers in the community oen
can help with taxes for little or no cost.
e deadline for ﬁling taxes is April 15 of
every year, but starting the process much earlier – even months earlier than the deadline –
is highly recommended. Filing early means the
work is ﬁnished and stress is reduced. Refunds
will be deposited sooner, and the taxes are
complete for the year.
Saving records
Aer taxes are ﬁled, keeping the documents together, including receipts and other paperwork,
is a good idea. Store all documents in a secure
location, along with the tax returns, for safe
record keeping. Next year at this time, the
process will be even more simple!

Filing taxes can be diﬃcult for anyone in the
United States, but asylum seekers, immigrants,
and refugees may ﬁnd the experience especially
challenging. Most asylum seekers, immigrants,
and refugees are classiﬁed as “resident aliens”
and are required to pay the same amount of tax
as American-born U.S. citizens. However, because there are exceptions to this rule – and because most tax-ﬁling advice is not tailored to
immigrants – ProsperityME is sharing these
general guidelines to help Amjambo Africa
readers better understand their tax obligations
and to know when and where to get help.
1. Paying taxes or ﬁling a tax return on time is
mandatory. Failing to do so has very serious consequences. Unpaid taxes can aﬀect the ﬁler’s immigration status. e ﬁling date is April 15, 2021.
2. “Resident aliens” and “nonresident aliens”
have diﬀerent tax burdens under U.S. law. “Resident aliens” are taxable at the same rate as U.S.
citizens. Resident aliens include:
a. Green card holders and lawful permanent
residents
b. Individuals who pass the “substantial presence test.” is is complicated, but in general,
any person who resided in the U.S. for more
than 31 days in the current calendar year, and a
total of 183 days or more during the previous
two years, passes this test and is taxable as a resident for that time. Some types of visas are exempt from the “substantial presence test.”
“Nonresident aliens” are handled diﬀerently
by the IRS and are only responsible for income
made in the U.S. Taxpayers who are unclear of
their status should reach out to an attorney or
tax professional for guidance. Filing under an
incorrect status could result in paying too much
or too little tax.
3. All income made during the previous calendar year must be reported on the tax return. Income made in a country other than the U.S.
may be deducted through a foreign tax credit,
under certain circumstances.
4. Any dependents claimed on a tax return
must qualify as residents of the U.S., and the
taxpayer must be the parent or legal guardian
of any children claimed as dependents. Taxpayers cannot claim a spouse or children living
abroad on a tax return. e “dependent test”
can help a ﬁler determine if a child qualiﬁes.
a. Must be a member of your household.
b. Must have the same residence for more than
half the year.
c. Must be under the age of 19, or under 24
and a full-time student for at least 5 months.
ey can be any age if permanently disabled.
d. Cannot provide more than half of their own
support.
e. e child cannot ﬁle a joint return.
5. File taxes as soon as possible. Most employers will remit W-2 or 1099 forms in mid-January. Small business owners should balance their
internal books and collect all expense receipts
from the previous year by that time.
6. Avoid scams. e IRS does NOT make phone
calls, send emails, or texts to taxpayers.
7. Avoid overpaying to ﬁle. Most tax returns are
simple and do not cost hundreds of dollars to
prepare. Many immigrants qualify for free tax
preparation through the CA$H program. Registering for an appointment with the local
CA$H Maine branch can save low-income taxpayers a lot of time and money.
ese tips can help taxpayers approach tax
season with conﬁdence. ose with questions
can reach out to ProsperityME for resources to
help with tax-related issues.

is month we feature the CA$H Program, which helps
clients get their income taxes prepared
for free! CA$H tax
clients also have the opportunity to discuss their
ﬁnancial goals and challenges with a trained
Opportunity Guide volunteer, and get connected to local resources to help build their ﬁnancial stability.
1. What do people need to know about eligibility for CA$H help?
CA$H serves people with a total household
earned income of less than $57,000. Clients with
any employment outside of Maine during 2020
are not eligible. Some tax returns may not be eligible because of individual circumstances.
2. How much does it cost to ﬁle your taxes
with CA$H?
CA$H is a completely free service!
3. What do I need to have a successful appointment?
Have all documents organized in advance, including picture ID (such as a valid driver’s license) for the person ﬁling (and spouse, if
married and ﬁling jointly); Social Security cards
(or ITIN letters) for all people claimed on the
tax return; all tax documents (such as Forms W2, 1099, 1098, 1095).
4. Are all meetings digital? How do I submit
my paperwork?
CA$H will not be holding in-person tax appointments this year. Instead, they are participating in a nonproﬁt online service from Code
for America, in partnership with IRS-certiﬁed
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) sites
nationwide. Clients need access to an internetready device (desktop, mobile, or tablet), an
email address, and a phone number to visit the
GetYourRefund website and ﬁll out the intake
questions. Clients will be prompted to take and
upload photos of identiﬁcation and tax documents to a secure location. CA$H IRS-certiﬁed
intake volunteers will then view the documents
and reach out to schedule a phone conversation
to review everything with the client. en an
IRS-certiﬁed tax preparer will virtually prepare
the return, and the client will be alerted when
it’s time to schedule a call to review the return
with a volunteer. For those without access to
technology for the fully virtual process above,
CA$H is in the process of ﬁnalizing several locations where information can be scanned into
the system All clients must be able to have two
phone conversations with the CA$H team during the process.
6. How can I sign up?
Aer receiving tax documents for 2020, visit
cashmaine.org to connect with the virtual
process and/or to see when local drop-oﬀ/pickup sites are up and running.
7. What are the main advantages of ﬁling my
taxes through CA$H?
CA$H is a free service oﬀered by friendly, IRScertiﬁed volunteers. ey’ll make sure you receive the tax credits for which you are eligible,
such as the Earned Income Tax Credit and
the Child Tax Credit.
8. Do you oﬀer interpretation or any translated materials?
e Get Your Refund website is available in
English and Spanish. Clients can indicate other
language preferences during the intake process
and volunteers will work with the client to ﬁnd
translation.

According to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), about
one-third of Americans wait until the
last minute to ﬁle
their federal taxes.
Despite this tendency, there are
many reasons to ﬁle
taxes early. In
fact, now is the
time for people
to dig out those
receipts and gather documents together. Here
are ﬁve reasons to ﬁle early in 2021:
Faster Refund
If someone is expecting a refund, they will
likely receive it the quickest if they ﬁle early.
is is because the IRS isn’t as busy in January, February, or March as it is in April. Many
people tend to procrastinate, so there is less
competition when ﬁling early. For the fastest
method to receive a refund, ﬁle electronically
and have refunds deposited directly into an
account using direct deposit. It can take several weeks longer to receive a paper return.
First Come, First Served
e schedules of tax accountants or tax professionals ﬁll up quickly, so it’s best not to wait
too long to hire one. If a taxpayer isn’t completely conﬁdent about how to ﬁle their taxes,
hiring a tax professional can help. Many do
charge, but ﬁlers sometimes get back in the
form of refunds more than they paid a tax preparer. Tax professionals also give tax guidance
throughout the year, stay updated on changing tax laws, ﬁnd little-known tax deductions
for their clients, and more. When choosing
someone to help with taxes, look for Certiﬁed
Public Accountants (CPAs) or an Enrolled
Agent (EA.) An EA is a tax professional licensed by the IRS through a special enrollment exam or aer having worked for the IRS
for ﬁve years.
Prevent Identity e
According to the U.S. Government Accountability Oﬃce, the IRS has paid more than $3.1
billion to individuals who have ﬁled fraudulent returns using the identifying information
of others over the past few years. As soon as a
criminal gets access to someone’s Social Security number, they can do a lot of damage. If a
fraudster ﬁles with someone’s Social Security
number before they do, the IRS will decline
the victim’s return, since records show they’ve
already been paid. In fact, they haven’t received any money, but the criminal has. It can
take months to clear this up with the IRS. So
ﬁling taxes early prevents the fraudsters from
successfully ﬁling a fraudulent return.
Extra Buﬀer Time
If a taxpayer is facing a tax bill instead of a refund, ﬁling early can be equally important.
e earlier someone ﬁles, the earlier they’ll
know exactly how much they have to pay the
government. Also, if someone owes state or
federal taxes, they won’t have to pay in full
until the ﬁling deadline of April 15. With extra
time to make a plan and allocate funds, it’s less
likely they would have to drain their emergency fund in order to pay taxes on time.
Eliminate Stress
Filing taxes isn’t a fun and exciting task, and
while people may want to put it oﬀ until the
last minute, they shouldn’t. Everything so far
has been about money, but what’s even more
important than money? e answer: one’s
well-being. Filing early can help eliminate the
stress of a looming tax deadline.
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kinyarwanda Translation
MAINE CREDIT UNION: IKIGO CY’IMARI CYA MAINE
KIRASOBANURA INYUNGU ZO KUZUZA IBIJYANYE NO
GUSABA GUSUBIZWA IMISORO HAKIRI KARE.
Nkuko bitangazwa n’ikigo gishinzwe amahooro -IRS,
kimwe cya gatatu cy’abanyamerika bategereza ku munota
wa nyuma ngo buzuze ibijyanye no kwaka gusubizwa
imisoro. Nubwo bimeze bitya ariko hari inyungu nyinshi mu
kuzuza kare impapuro zisaba gusubizwa imisoro. Ku ikubitiro kandi iki ni igihe cyiza cyo kwegeranya impapuro
umuntu aba asabwa ngo yuzuze ibijyanye n’imisoro. Dore
impamvu eshanu abantu bakwiye kuzuza ibijyanye
n’imisoro ya 2021 hakiri kare.
Gusubizwa kare
Niba uzasubizwa amafaranga mu gihe wujuje ibijyanye
n’imisoro, ni ngombwa kubikora kare kugirango azakugereho kare. Ibi kandi bijyanye n’uko ukwezi kwa mbere
kuba kurimo akazi gacye ugereranyije n’ukwa kabiri ukwa
gatatu n’ukwa kane. Abantu benshi bakunda gutinda kuzuza
mu kwa mbere ugasanga harimo umwanya munini udakoreshwa. Kandi igihe wuzuza ni byiza gukoresha konti aho
gusaba urupapuro kuko rushobora kumara igihe kinini.
Uwujuje mbere ahabwa serivisi mbere
Abafasha gutegura imisoro bakunze kugira akazi kenshi
mu gihe nk’iki niyo mpamvu udakwiye gutegereza guhitamo uzagutunganyiriza imisoro.
Mu gihe utazi uko basaba gusubizwa imisoro, biba byiza
uhaye ababigize umwuga bakabigukorera. Abenshi batunganya ibijyanye n’imisoro barishyuza ariko akenshi usanga
uba uzabona ayavamo ubwishyu ubwo uzasubizwa imisoro.
Aba babigize umwuga gutunganya ibijyanye n’imisoro akenshi bakugira inama y’uko uzitwara mu mwaka w’imisoro
ukurikiyeho, bakagusobanurira amategeko ajyanye
n’imisoro akenshi usanga abantu batazi. Biba byiza gukorana n’umucungamari wabiherewe impamyabumenyi cg se
uwahawe uruhushya n’ikigo gishinzwe amahooro IRS.
Irinde ko wakwibeshya cg se ukibwa umwirondoro
Nkuko bitangazwa n’ikigo cya Amerika gishinzwe kugenzura iyubahirizwa ry’inshingano, Ikigo gishinzwe amahooro-IRS cyishyuye agera kuri Miliyari $3.1 abantu
batandukanye bujuje basaba gusubizwa imisoro kandi mu
buryo bunyuranyije n’amategeko bakoresheje imyirondoro
ndetse na social security zitari izabo. Aha iyo umuntu asabye
imisoro akoresheje imiyirondoro itari iye, ikigo gisubiza
imisoro kirayamuha ariko nyuma nyirumwirondoro yasaba
akayabura kuko yahawe utariwe.Bijya bifata igihe kugirango
iri kosa rikosorwe. Bikaba ari byiza ko abantu basaba hakiri
kare bituma wirinda abajura.
Kugira igihe gihagije cyo gukora ibyo usabwa
Iyo wuzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro uba ushobora gusubizwa
cg se ukagira ayo wishyura Leta. Kuzuza kare rero bitanga
umwanya uhagije wo kumenya icyo usabwa muri ibyo bibiri
cyane cyane iyo ugomba kwishyura Leta aho kugira ngo
igushumbushe. Ikindi kandi iyo ugomba Leta ubwishyu uba
uﬁte kugeza tariki 15 z’ukwakane kugira ngo ube urangije
kuyishyura. Ibyo rero iyo wabikoze kare, biguha igihe cyo
kwishyura ku buryo bukunogeye.
Kugabanya umuhangayiko
Kuzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro si umukino kandi ntibiba byoroshye ku buryo ari ibintu washyira ku munota wa nyuma.
Ibintu byose usanga bigendera ku ifaranga ariko igisumba
ifaranga kikaba imibereho myiza. Bityo kuzuza kare bakaba
byakurinda imihangayiko yo gukererwa.

IKIGO CY’AMAHIRWE MU BUKUNGU (ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY): KIZAKORERA ABANTU IMISORO K’UBUNTU.
Uku kwezi baﬁte gahunda yitwa CA$H Program, izatuma
abatugana babona serivisi zo kuzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro
k’ubuntu. Iyi gahunda kandi izajya itanga n’ubujyanama ku
kugira intumbero mu buryo ukoresha imali ndetse banakuganirire ku ngorane uhura na zo mu birebana no kwihaza
mu ifaranga.
Ese bisaba iki ngo umuntu yemerwe muri iyi gahunda ya
CA$H?
CA$H iha serivisi abantu binjiza mu rugo rwabo ku mwaka,
amadolari ari munsi ya $57,000. Abakorera hanze ya Maine
mu mwaka wa 2020 ntibarimo ndetse hari n’abatemerewe
guhabwa serivisi bitewe n’impamvu runaka zihariye
Ese bisaba angahe guhabwa serivisi na CA$H kuzuza
iby’imisoro?
CA$H ni ubuntu!

Ese nakora iki kugira ngo bampe gahunda yo kunyakira?
Usabwa kuzana impapuro ziri ku murongo harimo ifoto
ku bikuranga, aha wavuga nk’uruhushya rwo gutwara
imodoka ku wusaba serivisi, ukazana n’ibiranga umufasha
wawe
mu
gihe
mwuzuriza
hamwe
n’uwo
mwashakanye;uzana na Social Security (cg se Inimero
iranga usora ITIN ) y’abantu bose bari ku rupapuro
rw’uwuzuza, uzana kandi Impapuro zerekana ibyo winjije
harimo nka W-2, 1099, 1098, 1095.
Ese abantu baba bahura mu buryo bw’iya kure? None ni
gute impapuro zibashyikirizwa?
CA$H ntizakira abayigana mu biro ahubwo bazakoresha
urubuga rwo kuri interineti bahuriraho n’ikigo Vita cyahawe uruhushya na IRS bagakoresha urubuga rwitwa Code
for America. Abashaka serivisi basabwa kuba baﬁte ibikoresho birimo imashini, cg se terefone igezweho, baﬁte imeli
(email) na terefoni maze bagasura urubuga rwa GetYourRefund aho buzuza ibibazo by’ibanze. Nyuma yo kuzuza
bahita boherezwa aho bashyiramo ibibaranga ndetse na za
mpapuro z’ibyo binjije. Abakorerabushake bahagarariye
CA$H bazasuzuma impapuro maze bategure kuguhamagara muganire ku mpapuro zawe. Nyuma utegura imisoro
azareba impapuro namara kuzitegura ahamagare nyirazo
baziganireho mbere yo kuzohereza. CA$H iri gutegura
ahantu hatandukanye abantu bajya bajyana impapuro zabo
zikabasha gufotorwa zikoherezwa ku badaﬁte ubushobozi
bwo gufotora. Ugana iyi gahunda wese agomba kwitegura
kuzahamagarwa kabiri n’abakozi ba CA$H kugirango babe
bashoje.
Ni gute nakwinjira ku rubuga?
Ukimara kubona impapuro z’imisoro za 2020, usura
urubuga cashmaine.org ukamenya igihe cyo guhura
n’abashinzwe ibi bikorwa.
Ese harimo izihe nyungu mu gukoresha CA$H wuzuza
ibijyanye n’imisoro?
CA$H ni ubuntu kandi itangwa mu buryo bwa gicuti
ndetse igakorwa n’abakorerabushake baﬁte impushya za IRS.
Bakora ibishoboka bakaguhesha imisoro ugenewe yaba
umusoro kubyo winjije ndetse no ku bana.
Ese baba batanga serivisi zo gusobanura, impapuro zo
kuzuza se zirasobanuye?
Urubuga rwa Get Your Refund ruri mu cyongereza no mu
gisipanishi. Abagana izi serivisi bashobora kuvuga izindi
ndimi bumva bisanzuyemo aho abakoranabushake
babafasha bashobora gushaka umusobanuzi w’urwo rurimi.
Abakorerabushake bavuga indimi nyinshi barakenewe
cyane kandi bashobora kwandikira cash@unitedwaygp.org
bakohereza inyemezabushake cg se ushaka kubaza ikindi
kibazo.

CPORT: KWITEGURA NDETSE NO KUZUZA
Muri Amerika abaturage basabwa kuzuza ibijyanye
n’imisoro buri mwaka ndetse bakishyura uruhare rwabo aho
bibaye ngombwa, bitarenze tariki 15 z’ukwakane. Gutegura
imisoro bisa n’ibitanga akazi kenshi ariko siko biri. Mu koroshya ibintu dore urutonde rw’ibisabwa mbere yo kujya
kureba umujyanama mu by’imsioro cg se kubyikorera.
Impapuro zijyanye n’imisoro
Ukwambere ni igihe abantu bashyikirizwa impapuro zifashishwa mu kuzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro. Izo mpapuro zitangwa n’umukoresha zikaba ari W-2s urupapuro
rwerekana ayo wakoreye mu mwaka urangiye cg se ubundi
bwoko bw’urupapuro narwo rwerekana ayo winjije ruzwi
nka 1099s.
Amakuru arebana n’umuntu ku giti cye
Amazina, itariki wavutseho, nimero ya social security birasabwa kugirango wuzuze imisoro. Aya makuru kandi
arakenerwa ku bagize umuryango harimo umufasha ndetse
n’abana. Wiyegereza kandi nimero za konti yawe aho bazagushyirira ayo Leta igusubiza. Umukozi wa banki uwo ariwe
wese yagufasha kumenya izi nimero.
Inyemezabuguzi
IRS kandi ijya yemera ko werekana inyemezabuguzi za
bimwe mubyo waguze mu mwaka bikitwa ibyavuyeho/deductions. Babyita ibikurwaho kuko bigabanya amafaranga
umenyekanisha ko winjije. Iyo ayo winjije agabanutse, bituma IRS igusubiza umubare uri hejuru cg se ukishyura
macye Leta. Usabwa kwegeranya inyemezabuguzi cg se ibyerekana ibyo waguze ibintu runaka wabara mu ngeri
zikurikira:
• Ikiguzi cyakoreshejwe mu kugura ibikoresho byo
mu kazi , kwishyura icumbi, n’ibindi.

• Ibyatanzwe nk’impano
• Ayo watanze mu kwivuza
• Ayo kujyaa umwana mu kigo kimwitaho udahari
• Ibyakoreshejwe ku burezi
• Ayakoreshejwe mu bwishingizi mu kwivuza
• Ubwizigamire bwo mu zabukuru
• Gahunda zo kugabanya ingufu z’umuriro
zikoreshwa mu rugo
Kuzuza impapuro zirebana n’imisoro
Imisoro ishobora gutegurwa mu ntoki ikoherezwa mu
kigo cy’amahooro IRS. Ishobora kandi gukorwa kuri interineti hifashishijwe porogramu yabugenewe. Abaﬁte ubucuruzi bucirirtse basabwa kwifashisha abacungamari bagize
umwuga gutegura imisoro kuko baba bazi neza uko bayitegura mu nyungu z’uwabagannye.
Hari ibigo byinshi bifasha abantu gutegura ibijyanye
n’imisoro. Abakorera ubushake mu miryango itandukanye
bajya bafasha abantu ku buntu cg se ku giciro gito.
Itariki ntarengwa yo kuzuza imisoro ni 15 z’ukwakane
bwa buri mwaka ariko biba byiza gutangira kare. Iyo
umuntu abikoze kare bigabanya umuhangayiko. Amafaranga usubizwa akugeraho nyuma y’iminsi mike bityo
ibirebana n’imisoro bakaba birarangiye muri uwo mwaka.
Ibuka kubika impapuro wakoresheje
Imisoro iyo imaze kuzuzwa ni byiza kubika impapuro wakoreyeho, yaba inyemezabuguzi n’izindi mpapuro. Ni byiza kubika impapuro bityo umwaka utaha uzoroha kuzuza imisoro
nanone.

IBYO UKWIYE KUMENYA IGIHE WUZUZA IBIJYANYE
N’IMISORO
Kuzuza imisoro bijya bigorana ku muntu wese wo muri
Amerika, ariko abasaba ubuhungiro, abimukira ndetse
n’abahawe ubuhungiro bashobora guhura n’ingorane.
Abasaba ubuhungiro, abimukira, impunzi baba mu gihugu
mu buryo bwemewe n’amategeko bakaba basabwa kuriha
imisoro nk’abenegihugu. Nyamara hari amarengayobora
agenda azamo kuri buri wese wuzuza ibigendanye n’imisoro
atari ku bimukira gusa– ProsperityME yifuje gusangiza abasomyi ba Amjambo Africa uburyo mwagenderaho bibafasha
kumva neza ibyo musabwa ndetse n;uburyo mwabona ubufasha.
1. Kuzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro ni itegeko. Kutabikora bigira
ingaruka zikomeye. Kutishyura imisoro bishobora kugira
icyo byangiza muri gahunda y’ubwimukira bwawe. Itariki
ntarengwa ni tariki 15 z’ukwakane 2021.
2. Abimukira batuye mu gihugu mu buryo bwemewe n’amategeko ndetse n’ubutemewe baba baﬁte umutwaro
w’imisoro kuri bo. Abimukira bemewe n’amategeko bo
basabwa imisoro ku kigero kimwe n’abaturage ba Amerika.
Abimukira bemewe n’amategeko barimo:
a. Abaﬁte Green card ndetse n’abemerewe gutura muri
Amerika mu buryo bwemewe n’amategeko.
b. Ababaye iminsi runaka muri Amerika basabwa
kwishyura imisoro, harimo abarengeje iminsi 31 muri
Amerika, y’umwaka wuzuzamo imisoro ndetse bakaba
barabaye iminsi 183 mu myaka ibiri ishize baba bari muri iki
kiciro ndetse bagasabwa imisoro nk’abandi. Hari impushya
zo kuba muri Amerika zitangwa muri iki kiciro.
“Abimukira batuye muri Amerika batemewe” bagerwaho
n’ibyimisoro mu buryo butandukanye aho baba basabwa
kwegera umunyamategeko akababwira uko bakwitwara
muri iki kibazo. Kuzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro utazi neza ikiciro ubarizwamo bishobora gutera kwishyura menshi cg se
kwishyurwa make.
3. Ibyinjijwe byose mu mwaka usabamo imisoro ugomba
kubivuga haba harimo ibyo winjirije hanze ya Amerika
bikuzuzwa nko mu buryo bw’imisoro ireba abinjije amafaranga ava hanze.
4. Umuntu wese ushyizwe ku mpapuro zaka imisoro
agomba kuba atuye muri Amerika ndetse n’umushyizeho
agomba kuba ari umubyeyi we cg se umuhagarariye mu
mategeko. Ntushobora gushyiraho umufasha cg se umwana
wawe uba hanze Umufasha cg se umwana ushyirwa mu rupapuro rusaba imisoro agomba kuba yujuje ibisabwa birimo:
a. Kuba aba mu rugo rwawe
b. Agomba kuba atuye mu rurwo rugo nibura igihe
kirenga amezi atandatu.
c. Agomba kuba ari munsi y’imyaka 19, cg se ari munsi
y’imyaka 24 akaba umunyeshuri w’igihe cyose (full-time)
nibura amezi atanu. Ashobora kuba aﬁte imyaka iyariyo
yose igihe aﬁte ubumuga runaka.
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MAINE CREDIT UNION: OS BENEFÍCIOS DE ARQUIVAR
IMPOSTOS ANTECIPADAMENTE
De acordo com o Serviço de Receita Interna (IRS), cerca
de um terço dos americanos espera até ao último minuto
para apresentar os seus impostos federais. Apesar desta
tendência, há muitas razões para apresentar impostos mais
cedo. Na verdade, está na hora para as pessoas ir atras dos
recibos e reunirem documentos – aqui são cinco razões para
requerer os impostos cedo em 2021:
Reembolso mais rápido
Se alguém estiver à espera de um reembolso, provavelmente recebera-o mais rapidamente se requerer mais cedo.
Isto porque o IRS não está tão ocupado em janeiro, fevereiro
ou março como em abril. Muitas pessoas tendem a procrastinar, por isso há menos concorrência quando se apresenta cedo. Para o método mais rápido receber um
reembolso - requere eletronicamente, e tenha reembolsos
depositados diretamente numa conta usando depósito direto. Pode levar várias semanas mais para receber uma devolução de papel.
Primeiro a chegar primeiro a servir
Os horários dos contabilistas ﬁscais ou dos proﬁssionais
ﬁscais enchem-se rapidamente, por isso é melhor não esperar muito tempo para contratar um. Se um contribuinte
não está totalmente conﬁante sobre como apresentar os seus
impostos, contratar um proﬁssional ﬁscal pode ajudar.
Muitos cobram, mas os requerentes às vezes recebem mais
do que pagaram sob a forma de reembolsos. Os proﬁssionais ﬁscais também dão orientação ﬁscal ao longo do ano,
mantêm-se atualizados sobre a alteração da legislação ﬁscal,
encontram deduções ﬁscais pouco conhecidas para os seus
clientes, e muito mais. Ao escolher alguém para ajudar com
impostos, recomenda-se que as pessoas procurem contabilistas públicos certiﬁcados (CPAs) ou um Agente Inscrito (EA.) Um EA é um proﬁssional ﬁscal licenciado pelo
IRS através de um exame especial de inscrição ou depois de
trabalhar para o IRS durante cinco anos.
Prevenir roubo de identidade
De acordo com o Gabinete de Contabilidade do Governo
dos EUA, o IRS pagou mais de 3,1 mil milhões de dólares a
indivíduos que apresentaram devoluções fraudulentas usando a informação de identiﬁcação de outros nos últimos
anos. Assim que um criminoso tiver acesso ao número de
segurança social de alguém, podem causar muitos danos. Se
um burlão requerer com o número da Segurança Social de
alguém antes de o fazer, o IRS recusará o retorno da vítima,
uma vez que os registos mostram que já foram pagos. Na
verdade, não receberam dinheiro, mas o criminoso recebeu.
Pode levar meses para esclarecer isto com o IRS. Então, é
recomendado requerer os impostos mais cedo, e evitar que
os criminosos apresentem com sucesso uma devolução
fraudulenta.
Tempo extra de tampão
Se um contribuinte enfrenta uma fatura ﬁscal, em vez de um
reembolso, pode ser igualmente importante apresentar um
pedido de informação mais cedo. Quanto mais cedo alguém
requerer, mais cedo saberão exatamente quanto têm de pagar
ao governo. Além disso, se alguém deve impostos estatais ou
federais, não terá de pagar na totalidade até ao prazo de entrega de 15 de abril. Com tempo extra para fazer um plano e
alocar fundos, é menos provável que tenham de drenar o
fundo de emergência para pagar os impostos a tempo.
Eliminar o stress
Requerer impostos não é uma tarefa divertida e excitante,
e embora as pessoas queiram adiar até ao último minuto,
não devem. Até agora, tudo tem a ver com dinheiro, mas o
que é ainda mais importante do que o dinheiro? A resposta:
o bem-estar de cada um. Requerer cedo pode ajudar a eliminar o stress de um prazo de impostos iminente.

GABINETE DE OPORTUNIDADE ECONÓMICA:
PREPARAÇÃO FISCAL GRATUITA
Este mês apresentamos o Programa CA$H, que ajuda os
clientes a obter os seus impostos sobre o rendimento
preparados gratuitamente! Os clientes ﬁscais CA$H também podem discutir os seus objetivos ﬁnanceiros e desaﬁos
com um voluntário do Opportunity Guide treinado e conectar-se com recursos locais para ajudar a construir a sua estabilidade ﬁnanceira.
O que as pessoas precisam de saber sobre elegibilidade
para ajuda CA$H?
CA$H serve pessoas com um rendimento total do agregado

familiar de menos de $57.000. Os clientes com qualquer emprego fora do Maine durante 2020 não são elegíveis. Algumas declarações ﬁscais podem não ser elegíveis devido a
circunstâncias individuais.
Quanto custa requerer os seus impostos com CA$H?
CA$H é um serviço completamente gratuito!
O que preciso para ter um compromisso bem-sucedido?
Ter todos os documentos organizados com antecedência,
incluindo Bilhete de identiﬁcação (como carta de condução
válida) para a pessoa que requere (e cônjuge, se casado e requerido conjuntamente); Cartões da Segurança Social (ou
cartas ITIN) para todas as pessoas reclamadas na declaração
de imposto; todos os documentos ﬁscais (tais como Formulários W-2, 1099, 1098, 1095).
Todas as reuniões são digitais? Como submeto a minha
papelada?
A CA$H não vai ter nomeações ﬁscais presenciais este
ano. Em vez disso, estão a participar num serviço online sem
ﬁns lucrativos da Code for America em parceria com sites
VITA certiﬁcados pelo IRS em todo o país. Os clientes precisam de ter acesso a um dispositivo pronto para a Internet
(desktop, mobile ou tablet), um endereço de e-mail e um
número de telefone para visitar o site Get Your Refund e responder as questões de admissão. Os clientes serão solicitados a tirar e carregar fotos de documentos de identiﬁcação
e impostos para um local seguro. Os voluntários certiﬁcados pelo CA$H IRS vão então ver os documentos e contactar para agendar uma conversa telefónica para rever tudo
consigo. Em seguida, um preparador de impostos certiﬁcado pelo IRS irá praticamente preparar a devolução, e o
cliente será alertado quando for hora de agendar uma
chamada para rever a devolução com um voluntário. O
CA$H está a ﬁnalizar vários locais onde a informação pode
ser digitalizada no sistema para aqueles sem acesso à tecnologia para o processo totalmente virtual acima. Todos os
clientes devem poder ter duas conversas telefónicas com a
equipa CA$H durante o processo.
Como posso me inscrever?
Após a receção dos documentos ﬁscais para 2020, visite
cashmaine.org para se conectar com o processo virtual e/ou
para ver quando os locais de entrega/recolha locais estão em
funcionamento.
Quais são as principais vantagens de requerer os meus
impostos através do CA$H?
CA$H é um serviço gratuito oferecido por voluntários
amigáveis e certiﬁcados pelo IRS. Eles vão certiﬁcar-se de
que você recebe os créditos ﬁscais para os quais você é
elegível, como o Crédito do Imposto sobre o Rendimento e
o Crédito Fiscal infantil.
Oferece interpretação ou algum material traduzido?
O site Get Your Refund está disponível em inglês e espanhol. Os clientes podem indicar outras preferências linguísticas durante o processo de admissão e os voluntários
trabalham com o cliente para encontrar tradução. Voluntários multilingues são sempre bem-vindos. Envie
cash@unitedwaygp.org para expressar interesse em voluntariado ou para fazer outras perguntas.

CPORT: ORGANIZAR E REQUERER
Nos Estados Unidos, os cidadãos são obrigados a apresentar impostos anuais e a pagar a sua parte do imposto
sobre o rendimento até 15 de abril de cada ano. Preparar impostos pode parecer esmagador, mas não tem de ser. Para
facilitar as coisas, aqui está uma lista de documentos e informações para recolher antes de visitar um proﬁssional ﬁscal ou arquivar os seus próprios impostos.
Documentos Fiscais
Janeiro é quando as pessoas começam a receber documentos necessários para apresentar impostos. Estes são
geralmente fornecidos pelos empregadores e podem incluir:
W-2s (um formulário que mostra rendimentos do ano anterior) ou 1099s (outro tipo de formulário de rendimentos).
Informações Pessoais
Nomes, datas de nascimento e números de segurança social são necessários para a apresentação de impostos. Esta
informação também é necessária para qualquer membro da
família (incluindo cônjuges e dependentes.) Reúna os
números de encaminhamento e informações de conta para
a conta bancária onde os reembolsos serão depositados
eletronicamente. Qualquer funcionário bancário pode ajudar a encontrar esta informação e é frequentemente listado
no site de uma instituição ﬁnanceira.

Recibos
O Serviço de Receita Interna (IRS) por vezes concede
crédito pelas compras necessárias efetuarias ao longo do
ano. Estas são chamadas de deduções e reduzem o montante
dos rendimentos reportados. Quando o rendimento é reduzido, as pessoas podem receber uma renda mais elevada
ou ter de pagar menos em impostos. Recolha recibos e comprovativo dos artigos adquiridos para uso como deduções.
Possíveis fontes de deduções:
• Custo de gerir um negócio: material de negócios,
rendas, etc.
• Doações de caridade
• Despesas médicas
• Despesas de puericultura
• Despesas de educação
• Despesas de seguro de saúde
• Demonstrações de poupança de reforma
• Melhorias de casas energeticamente eﬁcientes
Requerendo os Impostos
Os impostos podem ser preparados à mão e enviados para
o IRS. Também podem ser requeridos online usando soware de preparação ﬁscal. Os pequenos empresários usam
frequentemente os contabilistas ﬁscais para ajudar a
preparar documentos ﬁscais, uma vez que são bem versados na legislação ﬁscal e podem, na verdade, ajudar as pessoas a requerer e ser inteligentes sobre deduções e
preparação ﬁscal.
Há muitas organizações locais que ajudam as pessoas a
preparar impostos. Os voluntários na comunidade muitas
vezes podem ajudar com impostos por pouco ou nenhum
custo.
O prazo para a apresentação de impostos é 15 de abril de
cada ano, mas é altamente recomendado iniciar o processo
muito mais cedo, mesmo meses antes do prazo. Quando as
pessoas se apresentam cedo, o trabalho é feito, e o stress é reduzido. Os reembolsos serão depositados mais cedo, e os
impostos estão completos para o ano.
Guardar registos
Depois de os impostos serem requeridos, é uma boa ideia
manter os documentos juntos, incluindo recibos e outras
papeladas. Guarde todos os documentos num local seguro,
juntamente com as declarações ﬁscais para manutenção segura dos registos. No próximo ano, por esta altura, o
processo será ainda mais simples!

O QUE SABER AO APRESENTAR IMPOSTOS COMO
NÃO-CIDADÃO.
A apresentação de impostos pode ser difícil para qualquer
pessoa nos Estados Unidos, mas os requerentes de asilo, os
imigrantes e os refugiados podem achar a experiência especialmente desaﬁadora. A maioria dos requerentes de asilo,
imigrantes e refugiados são classiﬁcados como "estrangeiros
residentes" e são obrigados a pagar o mesmo montante de
imposto que os cidadãos americanos nascidos nos EUA. No
entanto, como existem exceções a esta regra – e porque a
maioria dos conselhos de requerimento de impostos não é
adaptada aos imigrantes – a ProsperityME está a partilhar
estas orientações gerais para ajudar os leitores de África a
compreender melhor as suas obrigações ﬁscais e a saber
quando e onde obter ajuda.
1. É obrigatório pagar impostos ou apresentar uma declaração de imposto a tempo. Não o fazer tem consequências
muito graves. Os impostos não pagos podem afetar o estatuto de imigração do aplicante. A última data da aplicação
é 15 de abril de 2021.
2. "Os estrangeiros residentes" e os "estrangeiros não residentes" têm cargas ﬁscais diferentes de acordo com a legislação dos EUA. Os "estrangeiros residentes" são tributáveis
à mesma taxa que os cidadãos americanos. Os estrangeiros
residentes incluem:
A. Titulares de cartões verdes e residentes legais permanentes
B. Indivíduos que passam no "teste de presença substancial". Isto é complicado, mas em geral, qualquer pessoa que
tenha residido nos EUA por mais de 31 dias no ano civil em
curso e um total de 183 dias ou mais durante os dois anos
anteriores, passa neste teste e é tributável como residente
para esse tempo. Alguns tipos de vistos estão isentos do
"teste de presença substancial".
Os "estrangeiros não residentes" são tratados de forma
diferente pelo IRS e só são responsáveis pelos rendimentos
dos contribuintes americanos que não são claros sobre o seu
estatuto devem chegar a um advogado ou proﬁssional ﬁscal
para orientação. Requerer sob um estatuto incorreto pode
resultar no pagamento de demasiado ou pouco imposto.
3. Todos os rendimentos efetuados durante o ano civil an-
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Reflections on being forced to flee home
by Roseline Souebele
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, aﬀects all indirectly.” – Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
On Martin Luther King Jr. Day, when I was rereading his words, I realized how
much I agree with them. I was only 5 years old in 1993, and excited to go to elementary school, when civil war broke out in my country, the Republic of the
Congo. I was told that people from one ethnic group were killing those from
another ethnic group, following the orders and incitement of their political leaders. e followers thought they were
doing the right thing.
My father set up a barrier behind our house to prevent the opposing group from entering our neighborhood,
which was mainly made up of people of one of the threatened ethnic groups. Every evening, I jumped into my
mother’s arms feeling terror when non-stop gunshots echoed in our backyard. I unfortunately remembered that
same feeling as I watched the January 6 events in Washington.
One morning, everything became so diﬃcult that my father decided our family needed to ﬂee. We narrowly escaped because the next day our house was set on ﬁre. Because of the disruption, I had to begin my schooling years
late. I was later able to go to primary school, but as I was about to graduate, one morning in 1997, we were again
forced to ﬂee from our house. We walked for miles to ﬁnd shelter because, once more, the same clan was targeting our ethnicity. I lost another school year.
While in ﬂight, I saw people die right in front of me from gunﬁre. No child should go through this. We suﬀered
through many horrible things before ﬁnally returning home, over a year later. Every seven years aer that time,
during election season, we had to live with similar stress.
Because of hatred and prejudices, some marriages are almost impossible because of what one ethnic group has
done to the other. Families worry and do not easily let their daughters or sons marry the other ethnic group because of the untreated trauma.
I was blessed not to be destroyed by violence, although I have lost people very dear to me. While I did not develop hatred in retaliation, I have tried all my life to understand why human beings would do such things to other
human beings. I was able to dedicate my heart to upli my community, through scouting and community service, but many other young people who grew up surrounded by hatred were consumed by hate – they did not know
other forms of expression.
Living in the U.S. today – especially until January 6 – I felt there was more peace here than elsewhere. But I feel
like I’m in prison, far from my family, unable to go out of the country because of immigration policies. I am a victim of the consequences sown by people who targeted my people because they perceived us as diﬀerent.
Can you imagine your children having to ﬂee to a country other than the United States one day? If we don’t love
more than we hate, that is not an impossible scenario. We are condemned to live together, so we should accept and
take care of each other. Let’s cherish the precious gi that we have before we lose it, because when hate builds up,
it’s more powerful than a bomb. !
Roseline Souebele is a resident of Hope House

Each month, Let’s Talk will focus on
sayings that might sound funny
or confusing to a new language
learner. So if you have ever
thought “What did they
mean by that?” or “What
are they trying to say?” this
column is for you.
As we enter the second
month
of 2021, there is hope
By Claudia Jakubowski
that the challenging times of the
pandemic will end because of the successful development of vaccines that protect against COVID-19. Last
year was a time of great diﬃculty for most, but friendships and family
relationships helped Mainers get through the diﬃcult times.
Here are four idioms – expressions in which the meanings of the
words are not the same as the meaning of the saying – which one might
hear used in connection with friendship.

Like two peas in a pod — Very similar
“Bashir and Abshir share so many interests they are like two peas in a
pod.”
Strike up a friendship — To become friends
“Saﬁa has an easygoing nature, so she oen strikes up friendships with
people.”

To see eye-to-eye — To agree with someone
“Seeing eye-to-eye on important matters with your spouse makes for a
more harmonious relationship.”

A shoulder to cry on — Someone who listens to your problems
“Claudette has many friends because she always oﬀers them a shoulder
to cry on.”
If you have questions about sayings you have heard Americans use that
you don’t understand, or if you have questions about American culture,
please email your questions to Claudia at amjamboafrica3@gmail.com
and “Let’s Talk” will be happy to help.
Claudia Jakubowski has her master’s degree in TESOL (Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages).
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The privilege of choice: To be
vaccinated or not? | Rupal Ramesh Shah
e big question on every American’s mind these days
is whether or not to be vaccinated. Some are skeptical, due
to the speed with which the vaccines were developed and
released on the market. Some are hesitant – they would
like to observe people who have been vaccinated in order
to study the
long-term impact of the
vaccines before making a
decision
about themselves. At the
same time,
many Americans are eager
to be vaccinated.
According to the
Pew Research
Center, as of
D e c e m b e r,
60% of Americans
had
stated that they would get the vaccine if it was available to
them. ese Americans have conﬁdence in the research
and development processes that took place at Pﬁzer and
Moderna before their vaccines were released.
Some African Americans are hesitant to receive the vaccines because they recall the history of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study, in which participants were deliberately
misinformed and not given adequate treatment for their
disease. e result was a loss of trust on the part of many
African Americans toward governmental health agencies.
In order to address these concerns, many are trying to
learn as much as possible about the disease and the vaccines on their own. Activists and community leaders are
encouraging discussions in order to allay the fears that
people have.
Anti-vaccine campaigners, who have historically opposed vaccines in this country, have now turned their attention to campaigning against COVID-19 vaccines.
According to data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), measles outbreaks that have
resulted in increased hospitalizations and complications
have risen since 2010. Anti-vaxxers have advocated for
vaccine exemptions, thus putting at risk their own lives
and those of others. To address this issue, California
passed a law in 2016 prohibiting people from using inappropriate medical exemptions to skip getting vaccinated,
and now more people are getting vaccinated. Public health
oﬃcials have been a key part of ensuring that inappropriate usage of medical exemptions don’t occur
As an immigrant and a public health professional, the
topic of COVID-19 vaccines has given me much to think
about. I was born in Tanzania, a country where many vaccines were not readily available to the public, even though
diseases were rampant. I have an aunt who was partially
paralyzed because she got polio. We knew of family members who died because their tuberculosis was untreated.
In the 1980s, my siblings and I received vaccines for smallpox, yellow fever, measles, and polio. Most children also
received the DPT vaccine, which protects against diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus.
ere were some vaccines that we did not have access to,
such as the Bacille Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine, which
is a vaccine for tuberculosis. at was likely due to a lack
of access, as there was a high demand for it within vulnerable populations. My father, who was also born in Tanzania, had to wait until he ﬁrst traveled to India as a
teenager to obtain the BCG vaccine, since he hadn’t received it when he was born in the 1940s.
When my family landed in America in the 1990s and my
siblings and I enrolled in school, one of the ﬁrst things our
parents made sure of was that we obtained our required
vaccinations. I remember how insistent and excited my father was. As a medical doctor, he strongly believed in prevention ﬁrst and treatment later. Having grown up in
Tanzania and studied medicine in India, my dad saw ﬁrsthand the diﬀerence in the public health system in this
country, and appreciated the ease with which we obtained
the vaccines.
As an immigrant, I have oen reﬂected back on those
early days when we came to this country. Not only did vaccinations ensure our health, getting them also made us

proud that we were availing ourselves of yet another
privilege this country had to oﬀer. Even today, not all
people in the world have equal access to vaccines.
My training in microbiology and public health have
shaped my understanding of diseases, as well as the
obvious need to prevent and treat them. e main goal
of public health professionals is to build and
strengthen healthcare systems so we can prevent diseases through policy, education, and research.
With everything that we have been hearing and
reading about the COVID-19 vaccines, I realize much
needs to be done if we are to collectively ﬁght against
the disease and at the same time maintain our humanity, and allow citizens the freedom to choose
whether or not to obtain the vaccines – with sound information as their guide.
So how can we do that?
First, we must continue to conduct thoughtful research, based on science and evidence. Researchers
must be transparent about the outcomes they ﬁnd,
good and bad, and openly share their conclusions. e
more informed people are, the more they will trust the
healthcare system.
Second, we must acknowledge history, and what has
sometimes led to poor outcomes in the past, such as
the Tuskegee Syphilis Study. We can learn from the
past and ensure that past errors are not repeated, and
thereby assure each other that we are ﬁghting against
COVID-19 as one community.
ird, misinformation should be counteracted with
scientiﬁc facts presented by experts – whether clinicians, public health professionals, or researchers. e
U.S. CDC has published lots of information on their
website, such as the length of time it takes for the body
to build immunity aer receiving the vaccines, side effects to be expected from the vaccines, and the mechanism of how the vaccines work. Awareness-building
and education within our communities is key, in order
to create dialogue. Open discussions will allow those
who are misinformed to have a chance to understand
the scientiﬁc facts.
I feel grateful as an American to have the privilege
to choose whether I want to be vaccinated or not.
When the time comes, we will all have access to the
vaccines, regardless of social or economic status. As an
immigrant who continues to work in low-resource settings, I hope access to the vaccines will be oﬀered to
everyone in this world. Oentimes, low- and middleincome countries are the last to receive the vaccines,
and at times, they are even forgotten. My hope is that
we will ensure that the larger global community is afforded the same privilege and access to the COVID19 vaccines as the American community.

Rupal Ramesh Shah is a third-generation Tanzanian who grew up in an ethnically Indian
family in the town of Moshi, at the foot of Mount
Kilimanjaro. Her family immigrated to the U.S.
when she was a teenager. She attended universities in South Carolina and Massachusetts and
has degrees in microbiology and public health.
She now lives in Maine and works for Konbit
Sante, a public health organization that partners
with healthcare facilities in Haiti to provide access to quality healthcare. As a Tanzanian-Indian-American, with a strong work focus in
Haiti, Rupal oen ﬁnds herself living at the intersection of cultures and communities. She enjoys drinking hot cups of spiced chai, listening to
Taarab music from Zanzibar, and knows where
to get the best street food in Mirebalais, Haiti. In
addition to Amjambo Africa, she writes for street
newspapers that advocate for the rights of people
who are homeless in Boston, San Francisco, and
Seattle.

e views expressed by contributors belong solely to the author, and do not necessarily reﬂect those of Ladder to the
Moon Network.

What is homeowner’s insurance?
by Jeffrey Lee
When purchasing a new
home, a buyer is required to
get proper homeowner’s insurance to protect their
valuable new asset. Homeowner’s insurance policies
are complicated, but they
protect the owner in the
event of a disaster such as a
ﬁre or a ﬂood. Because of
the complexity of the policies, a buyer would do best
to work with a local insurance agency, who will help the
buyer understand the insurance. Talking with a local agent
almost always provides a higher level of personal assistance
than talking with agents at a call center or connecting to an
agent found online. e following primary coverages of a
homeowner’s policy should be priorities for new buyers to
discuss with a local insurance agent:
Coverages
• Dwelling – is protects the home itself. A home should be
insured for its full replacement cost so that it can be completely rebuilt – to the same size and quality – in a worstcase scenario. e full replacement cost will not necessarily
be exactly the same as the purchase price of the home because insurance does not cover the value of land, location, or
ﬂuctuations in the real estate market. But these three things
cannot be damaged and cannot require repair, so they are
not compensated.
• Separate Structures – is covers other structures on the
property not connected to the home itself. ese commonly
include detached garages, sheds, and barns. e part of the
coverage may not protect another structure that is used as
a residence on the same lot. So if the property has a second
dwelling, review this provision with the insurance agent.
• Personal Property – is protects the homeowner’s belongings. Common items of personal property include appliances, clothing, furniture, and electronics. A good rule of
thumb is to imagine turning the home upside down. Anything that would fall out of it in that case is considered personal property. Vehicles are not included because they are
insured separately. Homeowner’s insurance has limitations
on the amounts of certain types of personal property that
can be covered. For jewelry, ﬁrearms, ﬁne art, or other expensive items, the owner should consult the insurance agent
about the value and coverage of such items.
• Personal Liability – is protects the homeowner’s assets in
the event of a lawsuit. is includes incidents oﬀ the property, though not while driving a vehicle because the vehicle
insurance covers that. e current minimum recommended
limit for liability is $300,000, and should be higher in many
cases. A licensed agent should review the buyer’s needs and
provide a liability limit to cover all assets in a worst-case scenario.
• Guest Medical – is covers injuries to guests while on
the homeowner’s property. It is a convenience coverage,
which means that a friend or family member does not have
to ﬁle a lawsuit in order for the liability coverage outlined
above to take care of expenses related to injuries.
• Additional Living Expense – is covers lodging, food, and
other expenses that may arise if a homeowner is displaced
during a claim, which means the period of time that a damaged home is being repaired or rebuilt.
A home insurance policy also has a deductible; that is the
amount that the insurance company will not pay during a
claim. For example, a home is damaged by a ﬁre and will cost
$30,000 to repair. If a client has a $1,500 deductible, the insurance company will give the client $28,500 to pay for the
repair and the homeowner is responsible for the remaining
$1,500. Carrying a higher deductible decreases the annual
premium of a home policy, but a homeowner should never
carry a higher deductible than they can comfortably pay at
any time.
Jeﬀrey Lee has over a decade of experience in the insurance
industry, and is currently the Sales Director of the Amy Alward Agency, the largest Allstate agency in Maine.
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French continued from page 7

Somali continued from page 7

Kinyarwanda continued from page 20

Les "étrangers non-résidents" sont traités diﬀéremment
par l'IRS et ne sont responsables que des revenus reçus aux
États-Unis. Les contribuables qui ne sont pas certains de leur
statut doivent s'adresser à un avocat ou à un ﬁscaliste pour
obtenir des conseils. Le fait de déposer une demande sous
un statut incorrect pourrait entraîner le paiement d'un
impôt trop élevé ou trop faible.

waqtigeeda waa qasab. Ku guuldareysiga inaad sidaas
sameyso waxay leedahay cawaaqib aad u daran. Canshuuraha aan la bixinin waxay saameyn ku yeelan karaan xaalada
socdaalka ee xarkaha. Taariikhda xareynta waa Abriil 15,
2021.

d. Agomba kuba adatanga ibirenze ½ cy’ubufasha
mu rugo.
e. Abana ntibashobora kuzuza imisoro mu buryo bukomatanije mu mwaka umwe. (joint return.)

3. Tous les revenus réalisés au cours de l'année civile précédente doivent être déclarés sur la déclaration d'impôts. Les
revenus réalisés dans un pays autre que les États-Unis peuvent être déduits par le biais d'un crédit d'impôt étranger,
dans certaines circonstances.
4. Toute personne à charge déclarée dans une déclaration
d'impôt doit être résidente des États-Unis et le contribuable
doit être le parent ou le tuteur légal de tout enfant déclaré
comme personne à charge. Les contribuables ne peuvent pas
faire valoir un conjoint ou des enfants vivant à l'étranger
dans une déclaration d'impôt. Le "test des personnes à
charge" peut aider un déclarant à déterminer si un enfant
remplit les conditions requises.
a. Doit être un membre de votre ménage.
b. Doit avoir la même résidence depuis plus de 6 mois..
c. Doit avoir moins de 19 ans ou moins de 24 ans et être
étudiant à temps plein depuis au moins 5 mois. Ils peuvent
être de tout âge s'ils sont handicapés de façon permanente.
d. Ne peuvent pas fournir plus de la moitié de leur
propre soutien.
e. L'enfant ne peut pas faire une déclaration commune
pour l'année.
5. Déclarer les impôts dès que possible. La plupart des employeurs remettront les formulaires W-2 ou 1099 à la mijanvier. Les propriétaires de petites entreprises doivent
organiser leurs livres de comptes et collecter toutes les notes
de frais de l'année précédente à ce moment-là.
6. Évitez les escroqueries. L'IRS ne passe PAS d'appels téléphoniques personnels, n'envoie pas de courriels ou de SMS
aux contribuables.
7. Évitez de payer trop cher pour déposer une demande. La
plupart des déclarations d'impôts sont simples et ne coûtent
pas des centaines de dollars à préparer. De nombreux immigrants peuvent bénéﬁcier d'une préparation ﬁscale gratuite grâce au programme CA$H. S'inscrire pour un
rendez-vous avec la succursale locale de CA$H Maine peut
faire économiser beaucoup de temps et d'argent aux contribuables qui ont un faible revenu.
Ces conseils peuvent aider les contribuables à aborder la
saison des impôts avec conﬁance. Ceux qui se posent des
questions peuvent s'adresser à ProsperityME pour obtenir
des ressources qui les aideront à résoudre leurs problèmes
ﬁscaux.

Swahili continued from page 7
daa. Wahamiaji wengi huwa wame faulu kuandaliwa kwa
ushuru bure kupitia programu ya CASH. Kujisajili kwa
miadi ya kutembelea tawi ya karibu ya CASH Maine yaweza
kuokoa wakati na hela za walipa ushuru wachini.
Hivi vipengele vinaweza kumsaidia mlipa ushuru kuukabili
msimu wa ushuru kwa ujasiri. Walio na maswali wanaweza
kuiﬁkia ProsprityME kwa nakala za kusaidia na maswala
yanayohusiana na ushuru.

2. “Shisheeyaha degganeyaasha\" iyo \"shisheeyaha aan waddanka degganeyn\" waxay leeyihiin culeysyo canshuur oo
kala duwan marka loo eego sharciga Mareykanka.
“Shisheeyeyaasha degganeyaasha\" waa la canshuurayaa isla
heerka muwaadiniinta Mareykanka. Shisheeyaha degan
waxaa ka mid ah
a. Kuwa haysta kaarka cagaaran iyo deganayaasha joogtada ah ee xalaasha ah
b. Shakhsiyaadka ka gudba "imtixaanka joogitaanka ee la
taaban karo.”
Tani way dhib badan tahay, laakiin guud ahaan, qof kasta
oo ku noolaa Mareykanka in ka badan 31 maalmood sannadka hadda socda, iyo wadar ahaan 183 maalmood ama
ka badan intii lagu jiray labadii sano ee la soo dhaafay, wuu
ka gudbayaa tijaabadan oo waa canshuur ahaan waqtigaas.
Noocyada ﬁisooyinka qaarkood ayaa laga dhaafay “imtixaanka joogitaanka ee la taaban karo.” Ali “Shisheeyeyaasha
aan dalka degganeyn” waxaa si ka duwan u maareeya IRS
waxayna mas'uul ka yihiin oo keliya dakhliga laga helo
Mareykanka.
3. Dhammaan dakhliga soo galay sanadkii kalandarka hore
waa in lagu soo wargeliyaa canshuur celinta. Dakhliga laga
helo dal aan Mareykanka aheyn waxaa lagu goyn karaa deyn
canshuur shisheeye, duruufaha qaarkood awgood.
4. Ku-tiirsane kasta oo la sheegto cashuur-celin waa inuu uqalmaa deganeyaasha Mareykanka, cashuur-bixiyuhuna
waa inuu noqdaa waalid ama ilaaliye sharci u ah carruur
kasta oo lagu sheegto ku tiirsane. Canshuur bixiyeyaashu
ma dalban karaan xaas ama caruur dibada ku nool canshuur
celin.
“Tijaabada ku tiirsan” waxay ka caawin kartaa dabiilaha
go'aaminta haddii ilmuhu u qalmo iyo in kale.
Ilmuhu wuu u qalmaa Waa inuu xubin ka yahay
qoyskaaga. Waa inuu lahaadaa isla degenaanshaha in
kabadan sanadka badhkiis. Waa inuu ka yar yahay da'da 19,
ama ka yar 24 iyo arday waqti buuxa ah ugu yaraan 5 bilood.
Waxay noqon karaan da 'kasta haddii ay si joogto ah u
naafoobaan. Ma bixin karo in ka badan kalabar taageeradooda. Ilmuhu ma xarayn karo soo celin wadajir ah
sanadka.
5. Diiwaangeli cashuuraha sida ugu dhakhsaha badan. Loo
shaqeeyayaasha badankood waxay soo diri doonaan
foomamka W-2 ama 1099 bartamaha Janaayo. Milkiileyaasha ganacsiyada yaryar waa inay isku dheelitiraan buugaagtooda gudaha oo ay soo ururiyaan dhammaan
rasiidhada kharashka ee laga soo qaatay sanadkii hore illaa
waqtigaas.
6. Iska ilaali khayaanada. IRS ma sameyso wicitaano taleefan
shaqsiyadeed, ma u dirto emayl, ama qoraallo canshuur
bixiyaasha.
7. Ka fogow lacag bixinta badan si aad u xareeyso. Inta
badan canshuur celinta waa fududahay oo boqolaal doollar
kuma bixinayso diyaarinta. Soogalooti badan ayaa u qalma
diyaarinta canshuurta bilaashka ah iyada oo loo marayo barnaamijka CA $ H. Isdiiwaangalinta balanta laanta deegaanka ee CA $ H Maine waxay badbaadin kartaa canshuur
bixiyeyaasha dakhligoodu hooseeyo waqti badan iyo lacag
badan. Kuwa su'aalaha qaba waxay gaari karaan BarwaaqadaME si ay uhelaan kheyraad ka caawiya arrimaha la
xiriira canshuuraha.

5. Uzuza ibijyanye n’imisoro kare gashoboka. Abakoresha
benshi bohereza impapuro zerekana ayo umukozi yakoreye
zitwa W-2 cg se 1099 hagati mu kwezi kwa mbere. Aabcuruzi baciriritse bagomba guhuza ibitabo bandikamo n’inyemezabuguzi by’umwaka uheruka.
6. irinde abatekamutwe mu by’imisoro. Ikigo IRS ntikijya
gihamagara abantu naterefoni cg se ngo cyohereze imeli, cg
ubutumwa kumaterefoni y’abasaba serivisi z’imisoro.
7. Irinde kwishyura menshi mu gihe wuzuza imisoro. Gutegura ibirebana n’imisoro ni akazi koroshye kadasaba ko
wishyura cg se wishyuzwa umurengera w’amafaranga.
Abimukira benshi baﬁte ahantu henshi bakorerwa iyi serivisi ku buntu nka gahunda CA$H. Guhana gahunda
n’abakozi ba CA$H muri Maine bashobora gufasha uﬁte
amikoro makeya kuzigama mu gihe buzuza ibirebana
n’imisoro. Izi nama zishobora kugufasha kunyura muri iki
gihe cy’imisoro utekanye. Abaﬁte ibibazo runaka bakwaka
ubujyanama ikigo ProsperityME bakabaha ubufasha.

Portuguese continued from page 21
terior devem ser comunicados na declaração de imposto. Os
rendimentos feitos num país que não seja os EUA podem
ser deduzidos através de um crédito ﬁscal estrangeiro, sob
determinadas circunstâncias.
4. Os dependentes reclamados numa declaração de imposto
devem ser qualiﬁcados como residentes dos EUA, devendo
o sujeito passivo ser o progenitor ou tutor legal de quaisquer
crianças reclamadas como dependentes. Os contribuintes
não podem reclamar um cônjuge ou ﬁlhos que residam no
estrangeiro numa declaração de imposto. O "teste dependente" pode ajudar um aplicante a determinar se uma criança se qualiﬁca.
a. Deve ser um membro da sua casa.
b. Deve ter a mesma residência por mais de 1/2 do ano.
c. Deve ter menos de 19 anos, ou menos de 24 anos e um
estudante a tempo inteiro durante, pelo menos, 5 meses.
Podem ter qualquer idade se forem permanentemente incapacitados.
d. Não pode pagar mais de 1/2 da sua própria despesas.
e. A criança não pode apresentar a sua própria aplicação
para devolução dos impostos no mesmo ano.
5. Requerer os impostos o mais rapidamente possível. A
maioria dos empregadores irá remeter os formulários W-2
ou 1099 em meados de janeiro. Os pequenos empresários
devem equilibrar os seus livros internos e recolher todos os
recibos de despesas do ano anterior até essa altura.
6. Evite esquemas fraudulentos. O IRS NÃO faz chamadas
pessoais, envia e-mails ou SMS para os contribuintes.
7. Evite pagar demasiado para requerer. A maioria das declarações de impostos são simples e não custam centenas de
dólares para se prepararem. Muitos imigrantes qualiﬁcamse para a preparação gratuita de impostos através do programa CA$H. Registar-se para uma consulta com a ﬁlial
local CA$H Maine pode poupar muito tempo e dinheiro
aos contribuintes de baixos rendimentos.
Estas dicas podem ajudar os contribuintes a abordar a
temporada ﬁscal com conﬁança. Aqueles com dúvidas
podem chegar à ProsperityME para obter recursos para ajudar em questões relacionadas com os impostos.

Community youth continued from page 113
would like to be in a program,” Executive Director Takesian pointed out. is is similar to December 2020 data reported by the Aerschool
Alliance, which indicates that in Maine, for every student in an aerschool program, ﬁve more would like to be in a program but don’t have
access. e scale of this disparity became the driving force for Takesian to get involved in the youth sports movement.
Takesian is an alumni and former captain of the Bowdoin College squash team, and has always enjoyed playing sports. However, he believes providing sports programming alone is not enough to help youth. “So what we do is one-third squash, one-third academic support,
and one-third wellness.” He believes all three components are necessary for success.
Both Takesian and Ali believe that the beneﬁts of programs for youth are multiple. “Sports help keep youth away from drugs and give
children something to look forward to,” said Ali of Gateway. He believes that the discipline that sports require, together with community
support and the anti-drug tradition of many cultures, can guide youth into a healthy lifestyle.
Not all children have the opportunity to play soccer or squash in a youth program. Financial support can be hard to come by, said Takesian. “In order to remove barriers and fully support our students, Portland Community Squash has had to raise $5 million in ﬁve years.” Developing ﬁnancial resources and support is a constant eﬀort for both Gateway and Portland Squash. is will be even more true going
forward, as new safety protocols are costly, and funding is even scarcer than it was before.
When immigrants arrive in the U.S., their need for community is urgent, and sports can become a lifeline, helping bridge the gap between
diﬀerent cultures and communities. Sports also encourage working as a team, and teamwork is clearly essential to building harmonious communities and cities in Maine. Despite their funding challenges, Gateway Community Services Maine and Portland Community Squash are
providing an indispensable service to Maine by serving youth with programming.

"Here at Joe's Wildlife
Photography, you will see the
wonders of the natural world"
207-256-2150
joewildlife1992@gmail.com
joe'swildlifephotography.com
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Meet Pam Leo, founder of the Book Fairy Pantry Project
Working to prevent an illiteracy epidemic | Story & photo By Joseph Shaw
e idea that children were growing up in Maine without access to books is what drove Pam
Leo, who was born in Houlton, Maine, in 1950, to found the Book Fairy Pantry Project. During her own childhood, Houlton was poor and rural, and no one she knew had books at home.
In fact, she has no memory of books in her life at all until the third grade, when her teacher
read outloud to the class “if we were good.”
As an adult, Pam Leo worked in education for 22 years, including teaching parenting classes
to inmates at the Maine Correctional Center in Windham for 18 of those years. Alongside her
paid work, Leo also served as a trainer of volunteers at the Center for Grieving Children for
more than 10 years, where she taught a “Healing the Feeling Child Workshop.” e workshop, still available as an audio tape; teaches parents how to nurture and encourage children.
Leo is also the author of Connection Parenting, which stresses the importance of the childparent bond.
During her years working with parents and children, she was stunned and saddened to realize how many children did not own a single book. One Sunday in April 2016, she wrote the
poem “Please Read to Me – A Child’s Plea for Love and Literacy.” Leo said, “at poem was
a gi. It would not let me go until I got books into children's hands!”
Please Read To Me – A Child’s Plea for Love and Literacy

By Pam Leo

Read to me, please read to me
Right from the very start.
Just as good food grows my body,
Good stories grow my brain and heart.

We can take home lots of them,
Some for you and some for me.
Read me stories in the kitchen,
And stories in the bath.

Read stories to me in my bed,
And in the rocking chair,
In the garden, in the bathroom,
Please read to me everywhere

Please read me this same one again,
It always makes us laugh
A story is a special treat,
Always a delight.
Reading keeps us connected,
Morning, noon, and night.

Please read me a wake-up story,
A breakfast story, a story with my snack,
Another story with my lunch,
And two before my nap.
Please give me picture books to look at
When we’re driving in the car,
And audio books to listen to
As we travel near and far.

Every time you read to me
Our bond grows a little stronger.
Your reading feels like love to me,
And I always want it longer.
Read to me? Please?

Please take me to the library.
ey have books to read for free.
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She began researching family literacy programs for ideas to help
her formulate a plan to
get books to kids. “On
every family literacy website I found, I read the same startling
statistics: 20 percent of adults in the
U.S. have low literacy skills, and two
thirds of the 15.5 million children living in poverty do not own even one
book.” In the U.S., rates of illiteracy and
rates of incarceration run parallel. According to the U.S. Department of Justice, 75 percent of state prison inmates
have limited literacy skills and or did
not complete high school.
Leo’s research led her to founding the
Book Fairy Pantry Project, which receives and donates gently used children’s books from schools, libraries,
churches, and other sources, and works
with food drives to get books into children's hands. Her mission is “No child
with no books.” Leo said, “My goal for
this project is for it to go statewide to every food pantry here in Maine.”
In October 2020, Leo and e Book Fairy Pantry Project donated books to a Little Free
Library installation by Eagle Scout Harrison Fream in Portland’s Kennedy Park. “is Little Library will bring books into the community, which is always super important for child
development, and is especially important now because COVID-19 is preventing access to
libraries. We want to help prevent an illiteracy pandemic.”
Pam Leo said that e Book Fairy Pantry Project is always open to volunteers who share
her passion for bringing books into the lives of children. And look for her poem, forthcoming as Please Read to Me, a children’s book.

For more about eﬀorts to get books into the hands of kids in
Maine, see “I’m Your Neighbor Books” in December, 2020
(Vol. 3, No. 9), “Little Free Library,”November, 2020 (Vol. 3, No.
8), and An interview with Paulo and Rachel/Reading Refuges,
on our YouTube Channel.
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exposed other big challenges that immigrants face. “In
healthcare, if you are undocumented, you don’t have access
to regular medical care,” Chitham said. “You may get emergency healthcare, but you wouldn’t be able to get primary
care. And everything that has to do with [treating] COVID
has to do with relating to primary care doctors – vaccinations, medicines, hospital stays. So we’ve had to look at the
systems.”
As MIRC has grown, the organization has made changes
to its website for better visibility and has recently acquired
new oﬃce space. e number of member organizations is
growing, in part, because MIRC has taken responsibility for
managing many of the smaller organizations, said Chitham.
“We are assisting them with their ﬁnances, and with reporting and compliance issues, especially with the management
of their grants and income.” With MIRC managing their ﬁnances, the smaller organizations can devote more time to
addressing people’s needs. “A lot of our coalition organizations want this kind of help. It’s helping to create trust, so
these smaller groups can be credible [with funders] and so
foundations can be conﬁdent that the money they contribute is going where it is needed.”
If immigrants test positive or are exposed to COVID, they
may lose their income. “Maybe they can tap into beneﬁts,
but they might have to be quarantined and can’t go back to
work,” said Chitham. “Or they may be in jobs where they
won’t get paid if they have to be quarantine. In these cases,
immigrants need help getting General Assistance.”
As part of their process for setting 2021 policy priorities,
MIRC has been holding listening sessions. ey will post
the priorities to the website. “Right now, MIRC is playing
this very big role of convener,” said Chitam, to bring together member groups to work on speciﬁc projects, such as
workforce development or integration. “At MIRC, we know
where the needs are, who the people are, and the challenges.”
e 2010 U.S. Census reported 54,000 immigrants living
in Maine; preliminary analysis of the new census projects
close to 90,000 immigrants, said Chitam. “at is a very signiﬁcant growth,” said Chitam. While immigrants remain a
very small portion of Maine’s total population, the number
has nearly doubled in the last decade.
Since much of the federal funding that supports COVID
programs in Maine has not yet been renewed, Chitam described concern among the member organizations that
funding could end before the virus is controlled. In the
months ahead, MIRC will focus on ensuring that the funding continues.
Aer the past two years of MIRC’s signiﬁcant growth and
expansion, Chitham said, “we want to strengthen and continue the creative and eﬀective collaborations that have been
established.’ ey also are concentrating on developing more
eﬃcient internal systems, hoping to purchase soware to
coordinate and manage member organizations, and for advocacy work, but that will require raising funds.
“e beauty of MIRC is that we are able to work with each
other in a very unusual way,” said Chitham. “We have developed receptive relationships among members, so we
know what each organization is doing. With our organizational structure, we can ask our members, ‘Who speaks
Japanese?’ And then locate the right organization or person
for the immigrant needing help. It’s been beautiful to see the
resilience of our communities.” Chitham said member organizations are now working from the bottom up now,
rather than MIRC working from the top down. “is is
meaningful work.”
Hermeet Kohli
Dr. Hermeet Kohli,
the
president
of
MIRC’s board of directors, holds a doctorate
in philosophy from the
University of Louisville
and University of Kentucky, and now serves
as associate professor
in the School of Social
Work at the University
of Southern Maine.
Her research, teaching, and practice are with immigrants
and asylum seekers. In addition to serving as board president, Kohli represents the member organization Gateway
Community Services. She is the daughter of refugees from
India.
“MIRC is growing,” said Kohli. “And, as the board president, I think a lot of our focus is on how to successfully deliver the mission of our organization. We want to help
improve the social and economic conditions of immigrants
in Maine and enhance their lives. is work requires sharing information and a lot of collaboration. Since joining the

board, my focus has been to make sure that, as a coalition of
organizations, we are ‘social-justice aligned.’ I want to ensure that our aspirations and all of our hard work are focused on social justice. We need to be working for
antiracism and anti-discrimination measures. It’s a grim reality, but people who are not white, who are immigrants, are
being aﬀected more acutely by COVID than white people.
“Social justice and anti-racism is connected to everything
we do. It’s not something we work on, it’s the framework for
everything. I’m cautiously optimistic, but I think MIRC has
a big role to play in Maine. We are already engaged with the
Maine Department of Health and Human services, the business community, the legal community, and the school system – with all the major stakeholders. Our ambition is to
keep building those alliances. e challenges are going to be
making sure our voice is heard and ensuring our policies get
draed and promoted.”
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bers who have tested positive and helping people eﬀectively
isolate somewhere in the community or in their homes.
“MIRC, working together with Catholic Charities,
matches the needs of individuals with MIRC member organizations or state agencies that can provide immediate
medical, social, or cultural support,” said Biggert. “For example, we
might get an email referral or a submission from
the Maine Department
of Health and Human
Services,
requesting
services. We look at the
person’s demographics
and their cultural background, check to see if
she or he is non-English
speaking, review speciﬁc
needs he or she might
have, and then we ﬁnd organizations that can help them.
Right now, we are seeing a great need for food, especially for
culturally appropriate food. When whole families have to
quarantine, they need access to groceries – especially the
types of food with which they are familiar. We are supporting this.”
Biggert has been working on COVID issues with more
than 20 groups in the coalition. “Our organizations are
pretty spread out, but we do a lot of work in Cumberland
County, in the Portland area, and in York County. rough
contracts with the state, we have been able to meet the needs
of Maine’s immigrants, but the funds are running out, so we
are using funds from grants to pay for or reimburse organizations for food expenses. We have also used gi cards to
pay for food.
“Our communities of color have been disproportionately
impacted by the virus. So we have been doing a lot of advocacy around racial justice and systemic racism. We’ve been
tracking the disparities and putting the information up on
our website to make it available to the public. A lot of our
member organizations are working speciﬁcally on immigrant rights, but MIRC is focusing on racial justice issues.
“A large percent of Maine’s immigrant community are of
African descent, and therefore the immigrant issues correlate strongly with racial justice issues.” Biggert noted that
this past summer, MIRC refocused its programs to ensure
that racial justice issues are at the heart of what the organization does.
MIRC’s policy committee and advocacy group develop
the organization’s annual policy priorities and work primarily with legal issues. “Our member organizations are constantly sharing information back and forth,” she said. “When
regulations are passed, our advocacy and policy groups condense the language, so everyone can comprehend the information. MIRC’s work in this area is very eﬀective.
“Maine prides itself on having a growing multicultural
population. But culturally and racially sensitive support is
very much needed. It really is an incredible experience to be
able to work at MIRC with all these very diﬀerent people.”

Fatima Saidi
Fatima Saidi is MIRC’s
new grants coordinator. She
is
a
refugee
from
Afghanistan, who moved to
Pakistan when she was two
but returned to Afghanistan
aer 9-11. Later, she and
her family immigrated to
the U.S. Saidi completed a
year of high school in the
U.S. and then attended
Bates College in Lewiston,
where she completed a double major in political science and religious studies.
“I have been very interested in immigration, because I applied for asylum in 2017 and then I got my green card,” said
Saidi. “I’m grateful to have a college degree, and I also understand how hard it is for immigrants to navigate the system. I ﬁnd the families who come to the U.S. amazing. Some
were farmers and don’t read and write in their own native
languages. Still, they navigate, not just the English language,
but also the systems. I met an immigrant in Boston who
couldn’t read and write, but he could drive. He had passed
his driving test by memorizing this thick book of rules and
regulations. I remembered that when I went to get my driving permit, I had found it was quite diﬃcult. So it is not just
that I can help immigrants in my job, but that they continually inspire me.
“Right now one of the things we are doing is working
with the school system in Maine to empower immigrant
parents. It’s hard to be a parent when you are working three
or four jobs. And especially when the parents have to learn
a [new educational] system, at the same time they have to
teach their children. ere might be seven, six, ﬁve kids in
the same house. e kids might need to know the internet,
and the parents might not know how it operates. Many of
our immigrant parents didn’t know that if their kids were
not in school on Zoom, they would be marked absent.
“I believe [going forward] there will be new immigrants
coming, and that our member organizations will continue to
collaborate. MIRC is the
bridge between America
Organization/Group Name
and the immigrants. We
ACLU of Maine • African Women and Development • Angolan Community Association
have to connect them. e
of Maine • Aspire For Humanity Initiatives • Baha'i Community and Organic Change •
immigrants beneﬁt from
Burundi Community Association of Maine • Cambodian Community Association of Maine
the community, but also,
• Capital Area New Mainers Project • CCM - Refugee and Immigration Services • Coastal
the community beneﬁts a
Enterprises, Inc (CEI) • Choose Yourself • City of Portland - Minority Health Program •
lot from the immigrants.
Congolese Brazzaville Community of Maine • Congolese Community of Maine • CongreWorking at MIRC has
gation Bet Ha'am - Tikkun Olam Council • Cross-Cultural Consulting Group • Cumberbeen great.”
land Legal Aid Clinic, Refugee and Human Rights • Djibouti Community and Volunteer
Services • Empower Immigrant Women(EIW) • First Parish UU Church • Frannie Peabody
Jayde Biggert
Center • Furniture Friends • Gateway Community Services Maine • Greater Portland FamJayde Biggert, an MIRC
ily Promise • Hispanic Ministry - Portland Diocese • Hope Acts • Immigrant Legal Advoprogram associate, is origcacy Project • Immigrant Resource Center Of Maine • IN HER PRESENCE • Iraqi
inally from Eswatini
Community Association of Maine • Jewish Action Maine • Ladder to the Moon Network
(Swaziland), South Africa.
• Latinx Family Wellness & Recreation • Light Mission Church • Mahoro Maine AssociaShe studied at Bates Coltion • Maine Access Immigrant Network (MAIN) • Maine Business Immigration Coalilege, where she was a
tion • Maine Citizens for Clean Elections - LWV • Maine Community Integration • Maine
French major, and graduCouncil of Churches • Maine Equal Justice Partners • Maine Immigrant & Refugee Servated at the beginning of the
ices • Maine Mobile Health Program • Maine People's Alliance • Maine Unitarian Univerpandemic. At MIRC, in
salist State Advocacy • Maine Women's Lobby • Mano en Mano / Hand in Hand • NAACP
cooperation with Catholic
• Network & Scholarships for Maine Immigrants Org • New England Djibouti Community
Charities of Maine, and the
• New Mainer Tenants Association • New Mainers PAC • New Mainers Resource CenterMaine Center for Disease
Portland Adult Ed. • Oﬃce of Maine Refugee Services-CCM • Portland Friends Meeting •
Control, Biggert has been
Preble Street • Presente!ME • Prosperity Maine • Roman Catholic Diocese of Portland •
working on providing asRwandese Community Association of Maine • Somali Bantu Community Association •
sistance for immigrants
Somali Community Center of Maine • South Sudanese Community Association of Maine
who have been exposed to
• Southern Maine Community College • Southern Maine Workers Center • Sudanese Roots
or contracted the virus.
• Uniﬁed Asian Communities • Welcoming Immigrants Network (WIN) of Greater PortHer responsibilities have
land • Welcoming Immigrants, Our New Neighbors • Welcoming the Stranger • WIN included monitoring imBangor • YMCA of Southern Maine • YWCA Central Maine
migrant community mem-
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